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PREFACE
In view of the already overcrowded
book-market, the author
that

some apology

is

for his temerity in

of this

state

little

of the

work

feels

due to a much-enduring public

adding yet another drop to the

stream.

He deems
while

there

it

therefore necessary to explain that,

handbooks, guides, and

are

manuals

treating of almost evgry subject under the sun

from pie-making to governing empires

—the

student

of sociology

may

authoritative

work on a branch of industry which,

if it

search in vain for any reliable or

contributed but

largely,

in

little

the opinion

to the Exchequer, added

of

many

greatest happiness of the greatest

people, to

number”

in

“the

days

gone by.
Thus, while of smuggling

from the

fertile

fiction^

evolved chiefly

brains of the writers,

ample supply, there

is

a dearth of

we have an

fetets^

and these

are not always easy of access to the seeker after

'

vi

-

truth.

A.

If,

»

therefore,

Preface.
this

little

book

—the

fruit

of

eight years’ experience as inspecting officer of Coast-

guard
in

in England’ifind Scotland

any degree

,

—should

contribute

to the enlightenment of the public

on a subject which

is

but

little

studied or under-

stood at the present day, the author’s utmost hopes
will

be

realised.
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SMUGGLiifp Days
AND

Smuggling Ways.
$art

I.

THE "FREE-TRADE”
CHAPTER

DAYS.

I.

‘The Good Old Times" — Smuggling, Past and Present —The "FreeTrade Period—Smuggling in Kent and Suss'*x— Fights at Bulverhithe
’’

and Eastbourne

—Fortunes made by Smuggling.

Everyone

has a hazy sort of notion that in the
“ good old times ” which the fervid imagination is apt
to associate with the closing years of last century or
a still more remote and barbarous period French
brandy and claret, imported through other channels than those recognised by H.M. Customs, were
favourite commodities with our “ forebears/* and, together with tea, lace, silk, and tobacco, figured largely
But it is surin the staple of the contraband trader.
prising how few people nowadays have any clear or
accurate conception of the extent to which this traffic
was carried on the utter lawlessness which characterised it, or the support extended to it by the “ masses
and the classes** of the period during which it
Still less acquaintance have they with
flourished.
the manners and customs of those who conducted

—

—

—
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—the

the trade

measures

for suppressing

methods employed, or the
from time to time by the authorities

practical

initiated
it.

In the following pages it has been the writer's aim
to gather up the most interesting facts connected with
the history of what might now be called a lost “ art,”
and to place them before the reader in a more complete and connected form than has been attempted
hitherto.

be supposed for a moment
has-been forgotten, that the smuggling^nstinct has vanished from the breast of the
whether
free and enlightened Briton of modern times
male or female as witness the oft-repeated attempts
to evade the vigilance of the Customs’ searcher in the
matter of cigars, scent, and other such commodities
as can be secreted conveniently in the recesses of a
trunk or the mysterious depths of a " dress-improver,”
not to mention occasional seizures on a much larger
scale at the commercial ports of tobacco disguised
It

must

not, of course,
“ art ”

because the

—

:

certain notorious smuggling
which H.M. ships, and even the
Royal yachts, have played an important though unall of which tend to show that although
willing part
the flesh may be weak, the spirit is as willing as ever
in

various forms, or

transactions

in

—

to avail itself of opportunities for turning a disre-

putable penny by defrauding the revenue of its dues.
But all these pettifogging attempts of modern
times pale into utter insignificance when compared
withithe gigantic scale on which smuggling operations
wefS conducted in fee “good old times” aforementioned, and the ihodern stffuggler can only be
regarded as a contem||tib}e cheat when measured by
the heroic standard of^ther days.
For convenience ] of . treatment, the history of

SMUGGum
smuggling
periods

:

may be

Epochs.
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roughly divided into two distinct

—

First: The "frei^rade” period, dating back to
a very remote age, attaining its greatest prosperity
about the middle of last century, and coming to a
close during the early part of the present one, through
the whole of which period the traffic as implied by
was conducted with a freedom from inits name
terruption which must have excited the envy of later

—

—

generations.

Second

:

The

“ scientific ” period,

dating from the

conclusion of the great war, or about 1816.

Government, being once more
attention to

home

affairs,

when

the

at liberty to give its

struck the

first

really effec-

blow at the free-trader by the establishment of a
properly organised and really adequate preventive
tive

force round the entire coasts of the United

As

Kingdom.

of these periods, it may be
said generally that, so far as payment of duty was
concerned, a quite peculiar elasticity of conscience
universally
prevailed throughout
kingdom.
the
Everyone did what seemed good in his own eyes, with
the result that commodities in general demand were
imported wholesale, and in the most open and defiant
manner, along the entire seaboard of Great Britain,
with consequences to the exchequer which can be
only dimly surmised. Thus, in a report to the Customs,
under date December, 1703, Mr. Henry Baker, the
supervisor for the counties of Kent and Sussex, where
the contraband trade was prosecuted with the utnaost
“ For fine goods, as they call them
activity, says
(viz., silks, lace, &c.), I am well assured that
trade
goes on through both counties, though not in such vast
quantities as have bedn formerly brought in
I mean
in those days when (as a gentleman of estate in one
regards the

first

:

—

^Smuggling Days and Ways.
of the counties has within this twelve months told
me) he had been at once, besides at other times at
the loading of a waggon with «Iks, lace, &c., till six
oxen could hardly n!l|>y9it out of the place.”

measures #(lgges^ oy Mr. Baker for the
^ tRe
suppression of this trade proved utterly inadequate,*
for We learn that during the. next forty-five years the
daring of the smugglers in this part of England grew
with the impunity which attended their operations.

Large gangs »of' twenty, forty, fifty, and even' on^
armed 'with guns, bludgeons," and cliibs^

htindrcd, rode,

thrbSghout the country, setting authority at defiance,
and awing all the quieMnhabitants.
The Treasury papers contain many particulars of
the daring and desperate acts of these companies, or
gangs of men, in &li parts of Kent and Sussex during
the firs.t Half of the last century, principally in the
smuggling of tea.*
• In 1736 a petition was presented jlp Parliament by the tea

dealers,

representing the serious losses^ tbey sustained l)y smuggling.

They

consumed in England^aid no duty.
pe|,lb. on all teas alike. As an illustration

asserted that nearly half the tea;

The duty

at this time

was

4s.

of the vast pr^ortions. of the. syniggling tvade in tea, the following

is

In Deceml^r,fii743, a pamphlet was published c n**
A Proposal for Preieniting of Running Goods,” and the author
taining
of 4s. per lb. was laid on tea, it has
observes, ** Since an excise
130^x300 a year into the exchequer, which is
brough^an average of
but for 650,000 pounds weiglft of tea. But that the real consumption
Some years ago the treasurer
is vastly greater a single fact';will prove.
otoHr East India Company Received a letter from Holland intimating

worthy of note

:

dtet^e person

in the province of Zealand

smuggled yearly for Eng-

ird no less than half a millicl^^poands. Though this seemed incredible,
.the directors,

upon Inquii^, |^er^ conviqpd of the

fact

that such

a

person there was who^ some jfew fears before had been but an English
and had so
sailor, was now married to a woman that kept a china

^p,

managed

own, constantly employed in smuggling ; that t|e qi^ntity of tea which lie was supposed
to export had not at all been'^magnified, and that he had more guineas
well

affairs that

he

ftad four sloops^ of his

’

;

Fight AT Bulverhithe.
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Naturally, conflicts between the smugglers and

officers^ftfie'^Customs were of frequent occurrence,

and, although

^wing

these

usually worsted,

affrays the

officers

were

to tife ^eat numericaKsuperi-

and daring of their antagonists, who^were ihus
enabled to save the whole or chief part of thdir goods,
there were one or two notable occasions on which the
ority

free-tradera received a severe lesson.
.

,
,

•
Interesting account of a fatal engagement
, An
which topk place in March, 1737, at Bulverhithe, vyith
one of the numerous gangs of Sussex smugglers, is
given in a letter from a person writing under the
fifssumed name of Goring to the Commissioners of
Customs.*
“ May it please your Honours,-s-It is not unknown
to your Lordships of the late battle between the
smugglers and officers at Buiverlftde and in relation
to that business, if your Honours please to advise in
the newspapers that this is accepted off*, I will send a
list of the names of the persons that were at that
business, ajid the places, names, where they are usually
and mostly resident. Cat (Morten’s man^ fired first
Morten was the second that ..fired the s6ldiers fired
and killed Collison, wounded Pizon, who is since dead
William Weston was wounded^ but like to recover.
Young Mr. Brown was not there; but his men and
horses were. From your Honours*
Dutiful and most faithfull servant, GORING.*'
;

;

;

;

—

and English specie in his house than any banker in England.” The
remedy proposed by the author was a tax of froip 5s. to 20s. oa all
families that drank tea, which will excite a smile on the part of modern
'

political econpmists.

Britain

bond
*

was deputed

wtfs

from

The consumption
at

^500,000

5s. 9d. to to. lod.

lbs.

per

of tea in the whole of Great

a year, the price of which in

lb.

vol.
Sussex Archaeological Collection,
Sussex,” by Wm. Durrant Cooper, Esq., F.S.A.

x.,

Smuggling

in

.

i
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" There

but

all

was no

foreigpn

persons at this business,

were Sussex men, and

may

be spoke

easily

with.
“ This is the seventh

time Morten’s people have
workt this winter, and have not lost anything but one
half hundred of tea they gave to a dragoon and one
officer they met with the first of this winter
and the
Hoo company have lost no goods, although they constantly work, and at home, too, since they lost the
seven hundred-weighti^ When once the smugglers are
drove from home they will soon be all taken.
Note,
that some say it was Gurr that fired first You must
well secure Cat, or else your Honours will soon lose
the man
the best way will be to send him up to
London, for he knows the whole company, and hath
been Morten’s servant two years. There were several
young chaps with the smugglers, whom, when taken,
will soon discover the whole company. The number was
twenty-six men. Marks’ horse, Morten’s and Hoads’
were killed, and th^ lost not half their goods. They
have sent for more goods, and twenty-nine horses set
out from Groomsbndge this day, about four in the
afternoon, and all tjbe men well armed with long guns.
There are some smugglers worth a good sum
The Hoo
of money, and they jMiy for taking.
.
company might haf^e been all ruined when they lost
their goods
the officers and soldiers knew them all,
Morten and
but th^ were n^t prosecuted.
Boura sold, last Irinter, someways 3,000 lb. weight a
;

;

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

vS^k.”

And

.

.

j

again

id.

June, 4^44.

The

officers

of the

Customs at £ast|;K>urne having received intelligence
of a gang of sifu^lers, went,^with five dr^oons
mounted, to the |sea^shore, near Pevensey but one
hundred smuggl^ i^de up, and after disarming the
;

Fortunate Smugglers.

*7

6red about forty shots at them, cut them with
manner, loaded the goods
on above one h^dred horses, and made towards
\
London.*

officers,

their swojrdsin'^idangerous

Having regard

to'

the peculiarly favourable conwas conducted, no sur-

ditions under which the trade

prise will be felt at the statement that large fortunes
were made by it Warehouses and vaults were established in many districts by the smugglers for the
reception of their goods, and large houses were built
at Seacock’s Heath, in Etchingham (by the wellknown smuggler Arthur Gray, and called “ Gray’s
Folly *’), at Fix Hall, and the Four Throws, Hawkhurst, at Goudhurst, and elsewhere, with the profits of
their trade.

Not only was smuggling carried on in the most
open and defiant manner on shore, but in those days
there was scarcely a fishing village along the south
which did not own a vessel, often
coast, at any rate
sole
and peculiar employment was the
whose
several,t

—

—

importation of contraband articles for the use of the
* Even the streets of London were not exempt from occurrences of
Thus, on May 13th, 1733, l>etween 2 and 3 in the momPaul’s, Covent Ga den, and St. Mariin’sinjjf, the Watchmen of St
in-the- Fields seized 1,100 cwt. of uncustomed tea, together with three
this nature.

men and a

boy, with the horses tlTey rode.
Rye. There were nine

stantial farmers of

made

their escape with

And

again on

May

drawn
on

the

men were

sub-

of the party, but five

cutlasses in their hands.

17th the

cross Street with baskets

Two of
men

Watch stopped two women

their

heads containing 117

in

lbs. tea,

Whitewhich

being taken to the Wa'ch-house, two of the Watchmen went to be^
shown the house where the women said there was more, but being
come into Bunhill Row, one of the women cried out, “Robbers,
robbers ! ” upon which the smugglers came up, and so beat one of the

Watchmen about
in a few

head with the handles of their whips that he died
for 1733.

Cornish village of Polperro owned at least
See Couch’s “ History of Polperro,”

t The
vessels.

his

hours,— See GentUfkan's Magazine

D

little

five

such

S.MVGGttNG

i8

Days and

Many

adjacent populace.

of

IVays.

these

vessels

were,

moreover, heavily armed, and carried disproportionately large crews for the express purpose of resisting
ill-considered

attempts at interference; and in the

Kiv^tk sft

RKLICS

somewhat

rare event of

(JP

THE

PAST.

a coast

officer,

exciseman, or

other base tool of a dcspc^tic* government allowing his
zeal for the interests of the revenue to get the better

of his discretion, these free-and-easy traders would

show

their teeth in

Occasionally,
effected

by a

it is

an unmistakably suggestive way.
a capture on the high seas was

true,

king's

shii^,

by one of the few revenue
keep tfatch and ward over

or

cutters that attempted Ito

our coasts, but the tra|e never languished for want
of patrons or active syn^athisers.
In these prosaic

d^s

one can hardly

realise

the

:

Taxing Good Liquor.
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extent to which the country had gone wrong on this
question.^"ti«e.trade” which, by the way, we are
taught to assoc^e with the name and times of

—

—

Richard Cobden ^but now and again, when the local
chronicler chances to lift the curtain a little, we obtain
a glimpse of a state of things which seems almost as
far off as the Druids and their mystic rites, and, so
far as one can judge, as unlikely ever to return.*

CHAPTER
Why

11.

—

~A

should the King tax Good Liquor? The Smuggling Parson
Want Ihe Kentish Smugglers —The Hawkhurst GangBattle of Goudhurst 'Fhomas Kingsmill. Smuggler.

——

Long-felt

The

“misty glimpse of a moral sense/* vouchsafed
our ancestors ancnt this free-trade, business, is
quaintly exemplified by an anecdote related by* that
eccentric genius the late Rev. R. S. Hawker, of
Morwenstowe, apropos of unavailing attempts on his
part to combat certain lax views current in his Cornish
He tells us that all
parish with regard to smuggling.

to

of morality, political economy, and
met by the unanswerable argument
“ But why should the king tax good liquor ?
If they
must have taxes, why can’t they tax something else ? ”
Now, we may smile at all this, and even marvel

his suggestions

finance were

at the moral obliquity of these simple folk of other

days, but he would be a. bold
assertion

man who

ventured the

that sentiments such as these formed

no

^ In the Gtnileman's Magazine for 1735, under date September 3rd,
a correspondent writes that ** in several parts of Kent the farmers are
obliged to raise wages, and yet are distressed for want of hands to get
in their harvest, which is attributed to the great numbers who employ
themselves in smuggling along the coast.”

B 2

SmuggH^^ng
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part of the moral stock-in-trade of

many

We are

Christians at the present day.

all

excellent

prepared

to admit the necessity of paying taxes, but directly

our own particular interests are affected, and the shoe
begins to pinch, we cry out, “Why can’t they tax
something else,” and discover all of a sudden that defrauding the exchequer is but a venial offence after all.
Even the clerical conscience is at fault sometimes,
as witness the case of the Rev.
of Minnesota,
who, on landing recently at New York, signed the
usual declaration that he had no dutiable articles.
,

But the Customs Inspector had
searching

the

his doubts,

and on

reverend gentleman’s trunks found,

am^st other contraband goods, silk umbrellas, ladies’
The
underclothing, perfumery, and 5,000 cigars.
reverend smuggler’s trunks had false bottoms! It
would be interesting to know what subject this erring
shepherd selected for his next Sunday’s discourse
The truly Arcadian simplicity of manners which
obtained up to within comparatively recent times in
1

—

the parish of Morwenstowe and doubtless in many
other outlying districts is thus quaintly sketched in
by the chronicler we have already quoted from. Speak-

—

ing of a

wayward

efforts to soften

parishioner, Mr.

and |emove

Hawker

says

his doctrinal

:

“

My

prejudice

as to the unimportai<^. in a moral point of view, of
putting the officers c|f His Majesty’s revenue to death,
were equally unavailing. ‘There had been divert
parsons,’

he assured!

nie, ‘in his

time

in the parish,

and very iarned clingy they were, and some very
strict, and some woujld preacIPbne doctrine and some
another, and there wu ope that had very mean notions
about running good%:at^ said ’twas a wrong thing to
do but even he anc^h#' itsi never took no part with
;

the exciseman.’

”

'

|

A

!

Long-felt

quaint picture of Cornish men and
us, readers will be less surprised to
hear tha^ almo^everyone was concerned in the illicit
trade, while, far ii^m experiencing any shame or remorse at practices, the bare mention of which would
make the hair of us moderns stand on end, the upper
classes, landed proprietors, magistrates, members of
parliament, and even in some instances tell it not
the clergy, were as eager to avail
in Convocation
themselves of the cheap advantages thus brought
within their reach ay, and in many cases to shar^
the proBts of the trade, as the smugglers themselves.
Free-trade evidently supplied what the modern
advertiser would call “ a long-felt want in the^pcial
economy of the age, and was prosecuted with a v^our
and determination which baffled all the efforts of the
authorities to cope with it.
One or two extracts from the chronicles of these
old days will place the reader in a better position for
appreciating not only the advantages enjoyed by our
progenitors in the matter of liquor and baccy, but the
enormous difficulties encountered by the authorities
in their subsequent attempts to suppress the trade.
One of the most graphic and faithful pictures of
the particular period when the high calling, or vocation,
of smuggling was in its palmiest days, viz., about the
middle of last century, is that given by the late
G. P. R. James, whose historical romances most people
are familiar with, and, as it bears evidence both of
wide research and profound knowledge of the subject, the present writer ventures to reproduce it.
“ Scarcely any one of the maritime counties was in
those days without its gang of smugglers ; for if France
was not opposite, Holland was not far off and if
brandy was not the object, nor silk nor wine, yet tea

With

‘

this

manners before

—

—

—

;
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and cinnamon, and hollands, and various East Indian
goods were things duly estimated by the British pub*'
lie,

especially

when they could be obtained without

the payment of Custom House dues. The system of
prevention also was very inefficient, and a few scattered Custom House officers, aided by a cruiser here

or there upon the coast, had an excellent opportunity
of getting their throats cut or their heads broken, or
of making a decent livelihood by conniving at the
transactions they were sent down to stop, as the peculiar

tem|>erament of each individual might render such
operations pleasant to him. Thus, to use one of the
smuggler’s own expressions, a ‘ roaring trade in contraband goods was going on along the whole British
coasC with very little let or hindrance.
“ As there are land-sharks
and water-sharks,
so there were then (and so there are now) landsmugglers and water-smugglers. The latter brought
the objects of their commerce either from foreign
countries or from foreign vessels, and landed them on
the coast and a bold, daring, reckless body of men they
were ; the former, in gangs, consisting frequently of
many hundreds, generally well mounted and armed,
conveyed the commodities so landed into the interior,
and distributed them to others, who retailed them as
occasion required.
Nor were these gentry one whit
less fearless enterpnsing, and lawless than their
brethren oi the sea. . . . Each public-house was
supported by smug^^ers, and gave them in return
every facility possibte. Scarcely a house but had
its plate of concealment whi<i)i>^ would accommodate
either kegs, or balesJt>r human beings, as the case
’

;

;

might be

;

and mat^

private passages

the gentleman

seaport towns h^
house to another, so that
Tor by the officers at No. i

froi|l dfte

inqui^

Smuggung

iff

Kent.

was often walking quietly out of
weie searching for him in vain.
street had alwa^ excellent means
with the front of another, and the
to the country with as

No.

23
20, while they

The back of one
of communication
gardens gave exit

delay as possible.
most favoured by
nature and by art for the very pleasant and exciting
sport of smuggling was the county of Kent.
.
The interior of the coqntry was not less favourable
to the traffic than the coast, and offered the landsmugglers opportunities of carrying on their transactions with the degree of secrecy and safety which
no other county afforded.
Not a park, not a
.
wood, not a barn, but did not at some period afford
them a refuge when pursued, or become a depository
for their commodities, and many a man on visiting
“

Of

little

counties, however, the

all

.

.

.

.

morning found
it tenanted by anything but horses and waggons.
The churchyards were frequently crowded at night
by other spirits than those of the dead, and not even
the church was exempted from such visitations.
“ None of the people of the county took notice of or
opposed these proceedings; the pea.santry laughed at,
or aided, and very often got a good day’s work, or, at
all events, a jug of genuine hollands from the friendly
smugglers the clerk and the sexton willingly aided
and abetted, and opened the door of vault, or vestry,
or church, for the reception of the passing goods the
clergyman shut his eyes if he saw tubs or stone jars
and it is remarkable what good brandy
in his way
punch was generally to be found at the house of the
The magistrates and officers of seavillage pastor.
port towns were in general so deeply implicated in
the trade themselves that smuggling had a fairer
chance than the law in any case that came before

his stable or his cart-shed early in the

;

;

;

.
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them, and never was a more hopeless enterprise
undertaken in ordinary circumstances than that of
convicting a smuggler, unless captured in flagrant
delict.”

Of

the numerous smuggling companies roaming

Kent and Sussex
most notorious was that which

at will through the counties of
at this period, the

earned for

Gang.”*

itself

the sobriquet of the

Composed

“Hawkhurst

thq most part of a set of
brutal ruffians, who indulged in every sort of atrocity
in , furtherance of their objects, and regarded the
murder of Customs officers as a perfectly legitimate
exercise of power, this gang exercised a species of
terrorism over a wide extent of country ; but their
daring and repeated attacks on the persons and
properties of the inhabitants, and the cruelties exercised on some who had opposed their extravagances,
brought matters at length to a climax. Driven to
desperation, and exasperated beyond measure, the
people of Goudhurst and Neighbourhood determined
to submit no longer to a species of domination which
had become intolerable. At the instigation of a
young man of the name of Sturt, a native of the
place, who had recently been discharged from a foot
regiment, a paper ^|iressive of their abhorrence of
the conduct of the yn^gglers and their determination
to oppose them wasldlawn up and signed by a confor

* In Decemberi
1744^ n reward of ;C5o was offered for apprehending and bringing toljostfce the persons concerned in assaulting
three assistants belonging to the
and wounding an offiGerflm4.;
Customs at Shoreham»
onH96 th inst.> and forcibly taking
from them their arms anetbo^ii^y and carrying them away to Hawk^^;
hurst, in Kent. There tn sr^^lgglers carried two of these four, who^had^ been formerly of twr (llngt Id* a wood, tied them to lirees,
whipped them almost t<^ei^, and then clapped them on board a
Tes^ and sent them to I^nc^

»

,

/

.

siderable

Battlb of Goudhurst.

number of

pellation^of" The

persons,

as

who assumed

Goudhurst

Militia,"

the ap-

under the

leadership of young Sturt These proceedings coming

knowledg^of the gang,” who had captured a
member of the Militia, and had tortured him into a

to the

**

confession of the intentions of his fellows, the
smugglers sent him back with a message that on
a certain day they intended to attack the village,
murder all the inhabitants, and burn it to the ground.
On receipt of this news Sturt at once assembled his
men, and made every preparation, with the somewhat
limited resources at command, for the impending
attack.
The surrounding country was scoured in
search of firearms ; all the available lead was converted into balls for the muskets, while the members
of the Militia were so disposed as to make the best
use of their means of resistance. True to their word,
at the appointed hour the smugglers, under the
leadership of a determined character called Thomas
Kingsmill, made their appearance before the hastily
full

constructed defences, and after threatening the Goudhurst men with the consequences of holding out,

and hurling curses against them, fire was opened by
the smugglers, and as promptly returned by the
Militia, by which one of the “ gang ” was killed, and
after the loss of two more, besides several disabled
with wounds, the smugglers retreated, pursued by
the militia-men, who succeeded in making several
.

prisoners.*
* The
in
^
'

the

following' brief reference to this extraordinary afiair

GentleniafCs

Magmne^

Aprils

—

occun

1747 : ** Two smugglers,
both outlaws, the first of

George Kingsman and Barnet Wolli%
which formerly lifted a man on Hurst Green, were killed in a
^irmi^ with the townsmen of Goudhurst, in Kent, who found it
necetisary to krm against these desperadoes, who rob and plunder,
and live upon the spoil wherever they cornea*’ The writer is indebted

—

'
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Those who have read “ The Smuggler ” wjH
remember that the author lays the scene of this
attack at Goudhurst Church and the accuracy of
this has been confirmed by another writer* who
states that his great-grandfather, who was residing in
the place at the time, gave a similar version of the
;

affair.

Apri^os of this extraordinary conflict, Mr. James
wrote in 1840 observes: “The reader will
probably ask, with a look of surprise, Is this a scene
in North America, where settlers were daily exposed
to«the incursions of savages?' And he may add,
This could not have happened in England.* But I
beg to say this happened in the county of Kent, less
and persons are still living who
tlian a century ago
remember being .sent with the women and children
out of the village that the men might not be impeded
by fear for those they loved while defending the spot
on which they were bom.”

—

—

—who

‘

‘

;

The maxim

that “he \vho fights and runs away
another day,” held true in the case of
the leader of this attack on the Goudhurst men
Thomas Kingsmill, who^ however, was no coward, for
lives to fight

we are told that he “was a native of Goudhurst, and
had been a husbandn|an ; but, having joined the
smugglers, was distihg||ished and daring enough to
become captain of thje gang an honour of which he
was so proud that he sought every opportunity of exhibiting specimens of ;his courage, and putting himself

—

foremost in every service of danger.”
to the courtesy of the Rev.|jame8

ClellVlb,

Vicar of Goudhurst, for

parish register :r— “ 1747, Ap. 20^
scnunt^glaude plumbeo' emisso, cecidit.'^

the ftdlowing extract froim

the.,

George Kingsmill, Dux
* Williain Durrant Coo^,

F.SA.

.

—

CHAPTER

III.

—

Attack on Poole Custom House The Centre-tree in Charlton Forest—The
Hawkhurst Men again Breakfast at Fordingbridge —Widow Payne
How the Smugglers treated the King's Officers ^The “Red Lion"

—

at

Rake—Galley's

—

Grave.

Thomas Kingsmill’s
ultimately forfeited his

next escapade, for which he
life, was a daring attack on the

Custom House at Poole, and the rescue of thirty-seven
hundredweight of tea, valued at over ;^SOo, a proceeding which the Crown counsel at his trial spoke of
as “ the most unheard-of act of villany and impudence ever known.” This tea was intended to have
been run on the coast of Sussex, but, acting on information, the

commander of the revenue cutter stationed

was bringing
over the cargo, and, after a long chase, captured her,
took her into Poole, and handed the cargo over to the
collector of Customs
the tea and other goods being
placed for safety in the King’s warehouse or Custom

at Poole intercepted the vessel which

;

House.

The smugglers, to whom the cargo belonged,
much exasperated at this unlooked-for diversion of their goods, resolved not to sit down
being

contented with their loss, but, after consultation,
agreed to go and forcibly remove the tea from
Accordingly,
the warehouse where it was lodged.
a body of them, to the number of sixty, well armed,
assembled in Charlto'n Forest, and from thence pro.ceeded on their enterprise, to accomplish which they

screed that only thirty of them should proceed to the
attack, the remaining thirty being placed as scouts
upon the different roads leading to Poole to watch

—
28
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the motions of the officers and soldiers, and to be
ready to assist or alarm the main body.
In the night-time, between the 6th and yth of
October, 1747, they went to Poole, broke open the
Custom House, secured their tea, which was placed
on the horses which they rode, and next morning
returned with their booty through Fordingbridge, in
Hampshire, where some hundreds of people were
assembled to view the cavalcade.
More than eighteen months elapsed before the
men concerned in this outrage were brought to justice, and the evidence of one of the witnesses for the
Crown on the occasion of their trial supplies such a
it is well worth
being told by the Court to give an
account of what he knew of the business, he said ;
“ The first time I was with them (the smugglers)
about it was in Charlton Forest, belonging to the
Duke of Richmon 4.’ There was only one of the
-prisoners at the bar th^re ^en.
We set our hands to
a piece of paper to go and broke open Poole Custom
Some of them met
House, and take out t^e goods.
there a Sunday, but I 'kras not then with them ; when
we met of the Mon^&y, at Rowland’s Castle, the
prisoners were all th0r^ except Kingsmill and Fairall,
and were all arme4*ithen they met, with blunder-

curious picture of the times that

quoting.

On

busses, carbines, andiplltols ; some lived thereabouts,
and some towards C|i<4tester so we met there to set
out altogether. Wl^en we came to the Forest of
Here, joining to Hor^dean, the Hawkhurst gang met
us, the prisoners K^gsmill and Fairall being with
them, besides the hopes they^ode on, a little horse,
which carried their ams^ we went in company after
;

,

we were joined till w, c||ne to Lindhurst there we
lay all day on Tuesdw ;.^en all the prisoners were
;

——
”

/
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and we set out for Poole in the glimpse of the
evening^^ndcJtme to Poole about eleven at night.”
In reply to a ^estion by the Court as to whether
the prisoners were all armed, the witness continued
“ To the best of my knowledge all the prisoners
were armed, both at Horndean, in the Forest of Bere,
and at Lindhurst, and when we came to the town of
Poole we sent two men forward to see if all things
were clear for us to go to work in breaking the wareOne of them came back to us and said there
house.
was a lat^e sloop lay up against the quay she will
plant her guns to the Custom House door, and tear
us in pieces, so it cannot be done. We were turning
our horses to go back, when Kingsmill and Fairall
and the rest of their countrymen said, If you will not
do it, we will go and do it ourselves.’ This was the

there,

;

‘

We call them the east-country
Hawkhurst gang.
people ; they were fetched to break open' the Custom
House. Some time after this, while we were consulting what we should do, the other m^n we had
sent on returned and said the tide was low, and that
the vessel could not bring her guns to bear to fire
upon us. Then we all went forward to Poole.
rode down a little back lane on the left side the town,
and came to the sea -side. Just by this place we left

We

our horses.”
From another smuggler who had turned king’s
evidence the following curious facts were elicited
That the meeting in Charlton Forest took place at “ a
noted tree that stood there called the * centre-tr^,'
and that on setting out for Poole “ all the Hawkhurst
men had long arms slung round their shoulders, and
.
We
iFairall, alias the Shepherd, had a hanger.
all looked at our firearms to see if they were primed.”
The little horse that araompanied the Hawkhurst
:

.

..
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men

arms " would
them rode on.” On
Fordingbridge next morning with their

for the purpose of carrying their

follow a grey horse one of
arriving at

booty, the smugglers breakfasted, fed their horses,

went for a place called Sandy Hill, but at
a place called Brooke we got a pair of steelyards and
weighed the tea, and equally divided to each man his
share it made five bags a man, about twenty-sev6n
pounds in a bag.”
i 3 Xt
large reward was offered for the apprehension of any of the men who had taken part in this
daring outrage but some months elapsed before the
slightest clue could be obtained by the kings officers,
and then only through a chance word let fall in a
spirit of bravado by one of the throng of spectators
who had witnessed the cavalcade passing through
Fordingbridge the morning after the attack.
striking commentary, surely, on the state of
Here
merry England in the year of grace 1747
was a body of thirty armeB men riding into a seaport
town, storming the “ king*9 warehouse,” and passing
openly and undisguised the following morning with
their booty through a pc^tion of the most civilised
and thickly* ^pulated pai|t of England, and yet not
a single individual of the many who witnessed the
passage of the strange cav^cade, and were acquainted
with many of those composing it, could be induced
to come forward and assist the authorities in bringing

and then

“

;

A

;

A

!

the offenders to justice. |
Some clue to this ex^ordinaty state of things will
be found in the following n^rati>^

Having once embarlled on a career of crime, the
down-grade is usually 4 r^pici r>ne, and the present
case proved no excepti(^ t<^ this rule. With a view
to preventing evidence ]^ii^ brought against them,

!

W/DOIV Paynb.

it

as well as to intimidate intending witnesses from
coming ferwwdx on behalf of the Crown, the

smugglers perpetr^d a series of the most barbarous
and revolting murders that ever disgraced the annals
of a civilised country.
One Sunday morning in the February following
the attack on the Poole Custom House, an aged tidewaiter in the service of the Customs at Southampton,
who was travelling in company with a sliuemaker of
Fordingbridge named Chater, arrived at the little
village of Rowland's Castle near the borders of
Sussex, and after inquiring the way to Stanstead,
their horses at the “ White Hart” Inn for the
purpose of getting refreshments. The fact of these
men travelling with a letter for Major Batten, a
justice of the peace for the county of Sussex, at

drew up

once raised the suspicions of widow Payne, who kept
the inn, and. she lost no time in sending for her two
sons of smuggling repute and telling them her belief
that the strangers were intent on doing harm to the
smugglers, who at that time formed no inconsiderable
part of the inhabitants of the place.
Bad news flies apace, and in a very short time the
chief smugglers of the neighbourhood flocked in to
After drinking and chatting
ascertain the truth.
in a friendly way with the strangers for a short time
one of the men induced Chater to come outside^ and
elicited from him that he was on his way to swear
against one of those concerned in the outrage at
Galley, the tide-waiter, fearing that the
Poole.
witness was being tampered with, came out to bring

him back, but was promptly khocked down by one of

On remonstrating and informing his
was
a king's officer, the man replied
assailant that he
with an oath, **You a kings officer? I’ll make a

the smugglers.
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king’s officer of you,

and

serve you so again.”

Some

for a quartern of gin

I’ll

of the others interposing,
the quarrel was patched up. and they all turned in
again to drink the two men Galley and Chater being
made drunk and put to bed, from whence they were
taken when darkness set in, and tied on to one horse
with their legs fastened together under the belly, and
in company with a party of the smugglers on horseback set off on a journey from which they were
never destined to return.
Th^ first «mtention of the smugglers appears to
have been simply to keep the two nften secreted till
after the noise of the affair had blown over, and then
to send them across to France, a practice, it seems,
which was very often resorted to at this particular
time as a means of removing over-zealous officers out
of harm’s way. But this, it seems, was far too mild a
way of disposing of them tb suit the wives of some of
the smugglers who had co^e in to see the fun, and
who cried out “ Hang the jdogs for they came here
So it was eventually decided to carry
to hang us.”
the men to some place of safe keeping till it was
known what was to be th^ fate of one of their own
number who had been S^sted on suspicion, and
•,

!

whom

Chater
to give evidence,
meanwhile a lobtribution of threepence a
week was to be levied all round for the maintenance
of the two men.
|
The party had no lopner started than the real
character of the men, pto who^ hands these two
unfoitunates had fallenl du^vered itself, for with a
<k>arse oath Jackson, tip leader, began to “lay on”
against

and

in the

'

^ipi calling out “Whip
to Ihtbm with his
d
slash
n theni 1 ” an inthem,
tfenQ
cut
them,'
junction which was iiist^tl^ acted

bn by

the whole

^

A
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.

body of smugglers, who continued thus to
two unhappy-ftten, until, no longer able

ill-use

the

to endure

over with their heads under the
whic^ position they were driven some
distance, the horse striking their heads with his feet
every step he took.
They were then set upright
again, and the brutal usage was commenced afresh,
the smugglers applying their long whips with brutal
ferocity, over the head, face, eyes, and shoulders indiscriminately, until, worn out and from sheer exhaustion, the poor creatures once more rolled over with
their heads do^hwards
when, finding them too
weak to keep upright, the smugglers cast adrift their
lashings and laid them separately across the horses
behind two of the party.
All through this dark February night did the
ghastly cavalcade continue its course through the
narrow lanes and rough tracks which at that time
intersected the country along the border of Hampshire and Sussex, for ten weary miles, poor Galley’s
sufferings being increased by a system of torture
which cannot here be described, the wretched man
murmuring the while “barbarous usage, barbarous
usage for God's sake shoot me through the head.”
Becoming at last unconscious, the two men u^ere
secured with lashings, and in this condition arrived at
an early hour the following morning at the village of
Rake, near Liss, where, after some difficulty, the landlord of the “ Red Lion ” was persuaded to admit the
the agony, they

i^ollted

horse’s belly, in

;

;

After drinking for some time. Galley’s body
party.
was taken out to the wood near by and buried in a
sandpit, though whether he was actually dead or not

seems uncertain,

some months
the face as

c

if

for

on the corpse being exhurned
hands were found held over

later his

to protect it
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The particular spot in the beautiful valley of Hartingcombe, vdiereth^closing scene in the first act of this
ghastly tragedy was enacted, is still pointed^ out by
the old people of the neighbourhood as *' Galley's
grave.” The whole aspect of this country has undergone many changes since the period in question, but the
old “ Red Lion ” Inn at Rake may still be discovered
by the curious, very much as it was on the morning
•

when

its

landlord was disturbed out of his sleep and

forced to admit the gang of murderous ruffians with
their ghastly freight.
Though no longer an inn ^has

—

never, indeed, been used as such within the

—

memory

of the oldest inhabitant there it still stands, probably the sole connecting link between the present

day and the events herein

described.

CHAPTER

IV.

—

at Trolton Smugglers’ Revenge— Harris’ Well— Last Act
”
How poor
of a Bloody Tragedy—** He*d Whipped many a Rogue

The Turf-house

Hawkins was done
England Terrorism

—

to

—

Death—A Garment

rolled in

Blood— Merry

—^William Fairall and the Sussex Magistrate.

While

Galley’s body was being disposed of in the
manner described, poor Chater, with blood pouring
down him from the brutal treatment he had experienced during his ten miles' journey, was taken
by some of the party to the house of a well-known
smuggler, whose services could be depended on,
residing some four miles off, at the village of Trotton,
where the poor wretch was chained by the leg like

a wild beast, to a post, in a “turf house,” two of
the smugglers remaining by him as a guard, hi
this condition, with just sufficient nourishment administered to keep body and soul together, he was
C 2

3<5
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kept for two entire days and nights, while his inwere arninging how to dispose of
human captors
*
him.
After Galley’s body had been put under ground,
the smugglers reassembled at the “ Red Lion," where
they spent the greater part of the day carousing and
discussing their future plans, agreeing to disperse to
».

homes at nightfall, and after rallying up some
more of their gang, to meet again at the same house on
Wednesday night. They had already tried to drown
cuspicions concerning their doings by telling the
landlord a plausible story about having had a fight
with the king’s officers, in course of which some of their
number had been killed and their goods taken, while
still further to avoid giving cause of alarm it was
their

agreed that they should drop in at the next meeting one after another, as if by accident so that it
was late on Wednesday night before they were all
assembled.
And now contmenced the second act of the
tragedy. The smugglers had already agreed on the
necessity of destrojwg Chater, and the question that
remained to be sett|ed was the choice of methods that
were least liable to discovery. First it was proposed
to shoot him by^t^ing a string to the trigger of a
gun, and then by all taking hold of it and pulling
together equalisd t^e share of guilt in his murder.
But this was obtected to as being far too expeditious a method of dispatching him, the aim of these
ruffians being to wotong the poor man’s sufferings as
long as life woiild last, ^as a terror to all such
informing rogue V (a^ they termed them) for the
;

future."

*
!

Ultimately, tldiy 4<^fded on carrying him to Lady
Holt Park and Ihrolving him into “ Harris’ Well,"

Murder of Chater.
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where at one time they intended dispatching poor
Galley.
The"who^ body of smugglers accordingly
repaired to the hou^ at Trotton, where the miserable
Chater had been cbahied up since an early hour on
Monday, and proceeded to put their plans into execution. But here a fresh scene of barbarity was opened,
for some of the party going into the “ skilling” where
Chater lay in chains upon some turfs, one of them*

named Tapner, immediately

pulled out a large clasp

and with horrible oaths addressed him in the
following manner “ Down on your knees and go to
prayers, for with this knife I will be your butcher.”
knife,

:

The poor man being terrified at this dreadful
menace, and expecting every moment would be his
last, knelt down upon a turf as he was ordered, and
while in the act of repeating the Lord’s Prayer,
another ruffian got behind him and kicked him, and
with the most bitter taunts upbraided him for being
an informing villain. On venturing to ask what had

n
become of his friend Galley, Tapner replied, “ D
”
you, we have killed him, and we will do so by you
“
and then, without the slightest provocation, drew his
;

knife aslant over the wretched man’s eyes and nose
with such violence that he almost cut both his eyes
Not
out, and the gristle of his nose quite through.
satisfied, however, with this wanton act of cruelty, in
another sudden Ht of frenzy Tapner aimed another
stroke at his face, designing to cut him again in the
same wound, but happening to strike a little higher,
made a terrible gash across his forehead, from which
the blood flowed in abundance.”
To cut short these revolting details, the poor
creature was at length set upon Tapner’s horse, and
the cavalcade started off for Lady Holt Park, a
distance of about five miles, Tapner telling him with
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a coarse oath that “ if he blooded his saddle he would
destroy him that moment, and send his soul to hell.”
Arrived at the well, an attempt was first of all made
to hang Chater, but the rope being too short to admit
of a sufficient drop, the body hanging half-way over
the edge of the well, the rope was cast adrift from the
railing, and Chater pitched in head first.
But even
then life lingered on in this poor mangled body, and

by way of completing their fiendish job, the
smugglers threw down large stones and pieces of
timber, until every sign of life was hushed, and then,
so,

mounting

their horses, dispersed to their

homes

ere

break of day.

may be

observed that before the smugglers and
from Rowland’s Castle on the
Sunday night, one of the leaders of the gang took the
precaution to pull out his pistol in the presence of
the whole company, and swore that “ whoever should
discover anything that passed at that house he would
blpw his brains out,” and the whole business from
beginning to end had been managed with so much
secrecy and care, that the smugglers believed themselves to be entirely free from all risk of discovery.
There were, however, two witnesses still living
who, though dumb, might prove extremely inconvenient, namely, die horses which the unfortunate
men had ridden. It was therefore decided to make
away with them, and accordingly Galley’s horse was
knocked on the h^d, flayed, and his skin cut up into
small pieces and jeffectually disposed of ; but the
horse which Chatet rode managed to get away, and
was eventually retired to its owner.*
It

their prisoners set out

* For a

lull

accoant|of

.dtese brutal

murders see a curious* and

known pamphlet o^inifly published in 1749, now iong out of
A foil aid i^uine history of the inhuman and un*
print, enutled
little

Done to Death.
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Having thus, as they believed, effectually disposed of the-oniy-CTidence which the authorities had
been able to secure^ connection with the attack on
Poole Custom Housed the smugglers felt themselves
especially as the fate that had
and Chater, though screened from the
knowledge of the authorities, would be sure to act as
a deterrent in the rare event of any of their own party
being tempted to act the traitor.
Before going on to describe the way in which the
perfectly

secure,

befallen Galley

authorities at last got a clue to the fate of the un-

may be

happy men,

it

giving a

more

still

as well, perhaps, by way of
of the state of the

realistic picture

country at this time, to relate the circumstances of
another atrocious murder perpetrated by the same
gang of smugglers within a very few miles of the
place where the other victims met their doom.
Some bags of “ run *’ tea, deposited in a barn at
Yapton, near Chichester, having disappeared, suspicion fell on a labourer called Hawkins accordingly,
one afternoon in January a few weeks before the
events above described two of the smugglers, namely
Mills, son of the man in whose turf-house at Trotton
poor Chater had been chained up, and Curtis, a
butcher belonging to Hawkhurst, went over to
Yapton, where they found Hawkins at work with his
master threshing corn, called him out, placed him on
a horse without further explanation, and carried him
away to the “ Dog and Partridge," an ale-house on
Slindon Common, threatening to shoot him through
the head if he offered the least resistance.

—

—

;

Mr. William Galley, a Custom House officer, and
Mr. Daniel Chater, a shoemaker, by fourteen notorious smugglers, with
the trials and execution of seven of the bloody criminals at Chichester,”
by a "gentleman of Chidtester,” containing many quaint illustrations.

paralleled murders of
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On arrival here he was taken into a back parlour.
Mills coolly observing that he “ had got a prisoner.”
They then began questioning Hawkins about the

tea,

whereabouts of which he professed complete
ignorance, upon which Curtis said, “
^n him, he
did know, and if he would not confess, he would whip
him till he did, for, d
n him, he had whipped
the

D

many a

rogue, and washed his -hands in his blood.”
But nothing would move the man from his declara-

so the ruffians, after striking him in
made him strip to his shirt, and then, with their
heavy riding-whips, belaboured him furiously over the

tion of innocence

;

the face,
face,
tion.

arms, and body, until out of breath with the exerThen, stripping to their shirts, they began again,

continuing the ill-treatment

till

the unfortunate man fell

down, crying out that he was innocent, and begging
them to spare his life for the sake of his wife and
children.
But appeals of this nature were thrown
away on these inhuman monsters, who only redoubled
their efforts, taking advantage of his position to inflict
a species of torture \^ich cannot now be described,
besides kicking hiin|vioIently in the belly.

In his

agony the poor mai^let fall some words about his
father and brother,! which his tormentors, interpreting
into a declaration of their guilt, at once proceeded to
act on. Calling for th«r horses Mills and Curtis set off
once more for Yapfch* where they found the two men
they were in quest of, and making them immediately
mount behind theija tm the horses they rode, started
back for the “ Dog uid Partridge,” with the full intention of treating th( pi In thoname way as they had
already done by po< Hawkins.
^
In the meantii [e §oor Hawkins rapidly sank
under the' injuries le |ad received, and as soon as
that We ^as extinct, those who had
it was seen

A
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remained with him mounted their horses and set off
to meet Mills~aild. Curtis, who, on being infiM’med of
Hawkins’ death,
persuaded with difficulty to. let

w^

their prisoners go. Tliey then all returned to Slindon,

and

burn his house
he told anything, they consulted together and
decided on carrying Hawkins’ body to a pond in
Parham Park several miles away, where, after tying
stones to it .in order to sink it, they threw it in. And
thus was consummated another of those brutal outrages by which the smugglers sought to terrorise the
after threatening the landlord to

down

if

country side.*
“ The only reason these villains had to commit
this murder on the poor wretch, who left behind him a
wife and many children,” says a contemporary writer,
“ was on a supposition only, that he had concealed a
small bag of tea from them ; though the villains on a
second search, after they had murdered the man,
found the tea where they had hid it”
The non-retum of Galley and Chater after a
reasonable lapse of time led the authorities to suspect
some misfortune had befallen them ; and when it was
reported that the great-coat worn by the former had
been picked up on the road near Rowland’s Castle in
a bloc^y condition, the day after they had set out on
their journey, there

was no further room

for

doubt that

they had fallen into the hands of the smugglers, and
cither been sent across to France, as was their custom,
proclamation was therefore
or brutally murdered.
issued offering a rew'ard and free pardon to anyone

A

* On« more

instance of the brutalities practised by these

men may

Beccles, in Suffolk, a
In the month of March, i745>
gang of thm entered a house, pulled a man out of bed, whipped him
most barbarously, forced him out of doors, and tied him naked upon a
horse, and then rode off with him. The man was not afterwards

be mentioned.

heard of
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who

should discover what had become of them. Six
or seven months, however, elapsed before the Government could obtain the least clue to the affair ; and
then a full discovery was gradually made, and the
whole gang of murdering ruffians brought to the bar
of justice.
The remarks of a contemporary writer, styling
himself a “ gentleman of Chichester,’^ help to expkdn
the long immunity enjoyed by the smugglers, and
are on that account worthy of reproduction.
“ The terrible
executions committed by the
,
smu^Iers on these poor men, and the dreadful
menaces which they uttered against any person that
should presume to interrupt them, so terrified the
people everywhere, that scarce anybody durst look at
them as they passed in large bodies in open daylight.
And the Custom officers were so intimidated that
hardly any of them had courage enough to go on their
duty. Some of them they knew they had already
sent to France, others had been killed or wounded in
opposing them, and Galley, in particular, had been
inhumanly murdered by them.
“ The smugglers had reigned a long time uncontrolled
they rode in troops to fetch their goods,
and carried them off in triumph by daylight ; nay, so
audacious were they grown, that they were not afraid
of regular troops that were sent into the country to
keep them in awe, of which we have had several
If any; one of them happened to be taken,
instances.
and the proof ever so clear against him, no magistrate
in the county durj|t cqmmitehira to gaol ; if he did,
he was sure to ha^e his house or barns set on fire, or
some other mischi|if done him if he was so hap^ to
escape with his lifl.”* ;
’

;

* As a

further

lU^radon

of the. terrorism exercised by these

—

—

William Fairall.

As an example
cised

by
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of the species of terrorism exer-

th^se ipy^ans over the magistracy take the

following case

:

About a year

j^revious

described, William Fairall, a

to

events

the

member of

the

above

Hawk-

hurst gang, and one of the principals, as will be

remembered,

in

the attack on the Poole Custom

flouse, a native of

Horsendown Green,

occupation, but " a

man

in

Kent, of no

of brutal courage, and inured

to smuggling from his infancy,”

was apprehended in
Sussex on account of some smuggling transactions,
and brought before Mr. James Butler, who sent him
under a strong guard up to London to be tried. He
was taken to an inn in the Borough, from whence,
during the night, he managed to give his guards the
slip
quite possibly by arrangement and seeing a
horse standing in the street, mounted it and rode off

—

—

in the presence of several people to join his

gang

in

who, knowing of his committal, were surAlter explainprised to see him back again so soon.
ing the fortunate circumstances of his escape, he
at once vowed vengeance against Mr. Butler, and
It
various proposals were submitted and discussed.
was agreed first to destroy all the deer in his park,
and all his trees, but Fairall and the more reckless of
the gang declared that this was far too mild a punishment for daring to interfere with them, and vow'ed
their intention of setting fire to his seat, one of the
finest in Sussex, and burning it to the ground with

Sussex

ruffians

;

over peaceful

Under date August

citizens,

the following

may be mentioned:

14th, 1747, a correspondent writes

:

“ Alx)ut twenty

smugglers, well-armed and laden with prohibited goods, rode through
Rye, Sussex, and stopping at the ** Red Lion ” to refresh, fired several

times to intimidate the inhabitants, and observing James Marshall, a
young man, too curious of their behaviour, carried him off, and he has
**
not been heard of since.

A
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hiru in it But at this point a disagreement arose,
some of the party objecting to the taking of life or

the destruction of the house, and they parted without

coming

to

any

arrangement

definite

some

But

Fairall,

be
baulked of theif revenge, agreed to shoot Mr. Butler,
and to this end kid in waiting for him one night
when he was returning home from Horsham. By a
fortunate chance their intended victim was detained,
and they -were thus foiled in their ruffianly designs,
bat were overhead swearing that they would have his
life if they had to watch for a month together, which
being told to. Mr. Butler, steps were taken to have the
men apprehended if they came into those parts again,
and the conspiracy thus happily fell through.
Kingsmill, and

others, determined not to

tftAPTER
A Clue

V,

—

to the Murderers-^'I^e Special Assize Retribulion at Last—*'
Popish Relique” Confetbions of a Smuggler— Busy Times for the
Hangman—A Couple of^Jesperadoes— Last Moments of Fairall, the
" Shepherd "—Break
the Hawkhurst Gang.

—

up^
'i'

•

The way in

which a clue was at length obtained to
the fate of poor OiHey ag4 -Chater was by some
qogn^ant of the whole affair sending
person who
aA anonymous le^ei^ to the authorities, in which a
hint was dropped^ as to Galley’s probable resting*
Acting on| this, a search was instituted with
place.
the result of findi|ir

w^

body

in the spot indicated.

l^cived from the same
source, giving the imm^of a man who was concerned in
the murder, and ^t^g where he was to be found.
The accused waf afrested, and he immediately
offered himself kiltg’s^ evidence, to make a full dis*

Another

letter

||hen

—
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covery and disclosure of the whole transaction, as
well as of thepetsons con^med therein.
To quote onc^more from the ‘‘Gentleman of
Chichester’s ” narrative, “ The body of smugglers was
now increased to a prodigious number, and the mischiefs they did wherever they came w.ere so enormous
that the whole country were afraid of them, and even
the Government itself began to be alarmed, and to
apprehend consequences that might be fatal to the
public peace, in case a speedy check was not put to
their audacious proceedings.* His Majesty, therefore,
being perfectly informed of their notorious villanics,
and informations being ^given of many of the names
of the most desperate of their gangs, particularly
those who broke open the Custom House at Poole,
issued a proclamation, with lists of their several
names, declaring that unless they surrendered themselves to justice at a day appointed they should
be outlawed ; promising a reward of £^00 for the
apprehension of eveiyone who should be afterwards
convicted.”
* That the British Government was not alone in its difficulty with
regard to the suppression of smuggling is shown by the following :
In the course of the debate in the House of Commons on the Smuggling Bill, brought in and passed in 1736, it was stated by one of the
speakers that ^*in France, where the punishment of every sort of
is death or the gallows, where they keep up a particular sort
of army called Les MaltoHers for that very purpose, yet smuggling is in
that kingdom almost as frequent as in England, and their smugglers
much more de<«perate than ours ; for they march in little armies, are
well-armed and disciplined, and often engage in battle with the Custom

smuggling

and their guard of Maitotiers*^ And eighteen years
was reported from the south of France that a body of 6,000
smugglers were assembled in the neighbourhood of Lyons, and that a
general with a like number of soldiers were to be sent against them,
though it was hoped that such a display of force would be the means
of avoiding a conflict, and that many of the smugglers might be

House

after

officers

it

induced to

enlist in the

army, being mostly

fine, active fellows.

;
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The result of, the information furnished by the
anonymous correspondent, as well as the eneigetic
measures initiated by the Government, was that
within a short time seven of the murderers were

lodged in gaol, and by special request of the gentry
Sussex, who were, doubtless^ thankful to have

of

these scoundrels safe at last within the law’s grip, a
special assize

was held at Chichester

—nearly

for their trial

on

a year after the perpetration of the murders. The whole were found guilty
and sentenced to execution the following day
the bodies of five, including Jackson, who, as will
be remembered, commenced the barbarous treatment of poor Galley and Chater, to be hung in

January

i6th, 1749

chains.

Accordingly, on the 19th of January they were
taken in a cart, under a strong military escort, to a
place called the Broyle, near Chichester, where, with
the exception of Jackson, ;who died in gaol shortly
after sentence of death had been pronounced upon
him, they were executed in the presence of a vast
concourse of spectators.
The body of one of the smugglers was hung in
chains close to the scene of poor Galley’s restingplace, on the roadside^ near Rake, another on Rook’s
Hill, near Chichester, and the other two on the seashore near Selsea Bill, from whence they could be
seen a great distance, and where they had often
landed their goods.
Jackson, who, frftm being the ringleader in the
barbarities practised! on the two men, was the more
worthy of death that(- any, had, it seems, professed the
Ronian Catholic rel^ioij a few years previously, sfiid
the local chroniclei^^ tcfis us that a printed paper,
'’’Supposed to be a |iPo{ii^ relique,” was found care-

—
A

PdPisH Rbuqub.

sewn on i^linen purse in
containing {hie following words
fully

‘
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his waistcoat pocket,
in Latin

:

th^ Holy King*,
Caspar, Melcliior, Balthasar,
Pray for us now, and in the hour of death.**
*'The papers have touched the three heads of the Holy Kings at
Cologne. They are to preserve travellers from accidents on the roads,
headaches, falling sickness, fever, witchcraft, all kinds of mischief and
“ Ye

sudden death.”

This man had been very ill all through the trial,
and on being told that he was to be hung in chains
was seized with such horror and confusion that he
died in two hours, and thus escaped the indignities to
which he had been sentenced.
He was undoubtedly
the worst ruffian of the gang, and bore a bad character even amongst the smugglers, who declared
that if he knew them to have run goods he would
contrive to steal them away.
What hardened villains these men had become
may be gathered from the fact that after sentence
hac^been passed two of them declared they “thought
it no crime to destroy such informing rogues.”
Two more of the gang implicated in the murders
were arrested soon after, tried at East Grinstead, and
sentenced to be hung. One was executed at Rake
and afterwards hung in chains. The other, who was
concerned also in the murder of poor Hawkins at the
“ Dog and Partridge,” was executed on Slindon Common, and after\vards hung there in chains.
At -the same assizes five other smugglers were
tried for highway robbery and housebreaking, and,
with one exception, sentenced to be hung. They
Two of these men
were executed at Horsham.
belonged to the Hawkhurst gang, and had previously
been rescued from Newgate by a party of smugglers,
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who overpowered
was Thomas

Of the latter party
member of the Flawkhurst

the turnkey.*

Potter, also a

gang, who, with three others, also smugglers, and
natives qf Kent, were tried In the April, following at

Rochester for various robberies, and convicted. Their

method was to go to houses

at night, disguised

and

armed, bind all the occupants, and then rob them.
After sentence -was passed Potter admitted that
although he had committed crimes sufficient to 'have
hanged him by law for many years past, he had never
•been guilty of murder, though he did design to
murder the turnkey at Newgate’ when he effected the
rescue of his fellow-smugglers. One of the men hung
with Potter had been concerned in the murder of

Mr.

Castle,

an excise

officer,

who was

shot on Sal-

Common

while seizing some run goods. Just
before their execution one of the men declared they
had taken to highway and other sorts of robbery

hurst

-

from sheer neceisi%r, a^ being outlawed smugglers,
they dare not show jthemselves at their homes, and he
further declared Hisfconviction that the fear of being
seen and apprehehqtd was the cause of nearly all the
villanies aqd mutti^ which had 'been committed by
the smugglers.

When we

.

|
lea|’f#jthat

three other criminals were

hung at the same^^ie and place for various offences,
the public executioner was kept
it must be clear
pretty busy.

And

t?o^

we

p

”
:

^QOihe to the closihg scenes in this

ghastly chapter o i c^e. .^nd no doubt it will have
been noticed how lastjs so’^ten the case, one outrage
* Arthur Gray, wh
by knocking down th

sevm
I74^)«

years’ transporta

ei^ped with another smuggler from

tu^ey, and ^as retaken and
bn,%ag reputed to be worth
I

‘

'

-

ft

liewjg^te

sentenced to
10,000 (June,

End

op the

Hawkhurst Gang.
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another^eginning with the rescue of goods
from the •^^g's>yarehouse at Poole, and ending
with the barbarous ^rocities for the perpetration of
which, so many suffered the extreme penalty of the

led to

law.

On April 4th, 1749, five men, apprehended on the
sworn evidence of the two smugglers who had turned
king’s evidence, were tried at the Old Bailey for
what was spoken of by the Crown counsel as “ the
moslt unheard-of act of villany and impudence ever
known,”* namely, breaking into the king’s Custom
House at Poole, and stealing out thence thirty-seven
hundredweight of tea, value ;^500. Of these, Thomas
Krngsmill and William Fairall were “reckoned two
of. the most audacious, wicked fellows amongst the
smugglers,” and were both equally concerned in the
long list of atrocil;.ies with which the notorious
Hawkhurst gang were credited, and in ail of which
Though
these two men were the moving spirits.
only twenty-eight and twenty-five years old respectively, they were the most hardened and. defiant
criminals of any who had been brought up for trial,

and preserved

their

dauntless attitude up to the

moment

of their death, .maintaining that they had
committed no crime in rescliiiig tbe;,goods from the
Custogj- House, as these were “ the property of no one
but of those vvho h^d sent their money over to
It was elicited in evidence that
Guernsey for thein.”

both Fairall and Kingsmill had been instrumental

in

* The same offence was committed the following year in the county
when thirty smugglers, armed with blunderbusses and pistols,

of Essex,
at

% A.M, broke

blacksmith’s

o^n &e

king’s warehouse at Colchester with a large

hammer and crowbar; and

carried off sixty oil bags, con-

taining about 1,514 pounds of tca.~Sce Gentleman's Magazine for
the year 1748.

D

so
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carrying several officers of the Customs and Excise
out of the country, for no other reason than for

having displayed too great zeal in detecting smugglers,

and seizing

their goods.

Of the two, Fairall carried off the palm for utter recklessness and brutal courage, and even his own countrymen were glad when he was removed from amongst
them, because he was known to be a desperate
fellow, and “ no man could be safe whom Fairall should
once think had done anything to offend him.” 'His.
•behaviour at the trial was quite in keeping with the
character he bore he stood the greater part of the
;

time with a smile, or rather a sneer, on his countenance,
laughing at some of the witnesses, and making threatOn sentence being passed,
ening signs at others.
he said, “ Let’s have a pipe and some tobacco and
a bottle of wine, for as I am not to live long I
am determined to live well the short time I have to
be in this world.” The. evening before his execution
he smoked his pipe very heartily, and drank freely,
and on being ordered into his cell for the night, said,
“ Why in such a hurry
cannot you let me stay a
little longer, and drink with my friends, I shall not be
”
able to drink with them to-morrow night?
On the mornin|t of their execution neither of the
men showed the le^t fear of death, and when one of
the others who was to be hung^at the same time commiserated them oh having to be hung in chains aftershall be hanging
wards, Fairall rej^ied, smilingly, “
in the sweet air v&ile you^jpe rotting in your grave.”
All three were c»nveyed to Tyburn under a strong
guard of soldiera| attd then executed, the bodies of
Fairall and Kinpmill being afterwards taken to a
smith’s shop in fetter Lane, where they were fitted
;

We

with chains, and fifterwards conveyed to the places

—
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where they ^ere-to^e hung up, viz., Fairall on Horsendown Green and^^ingsmill at Gowdhurstgore, the
places where they had lived. And thus one of the
most notorious bands of criminals that ever figured in
the annals of crime was “ smashed up,” and effectually
put an end to, to the relief of all peaceful and lawabiding

citizens.

CHAPTER
—

VI.

Drink the Cause of Crime The Woman Tempted Me— Master-Smugglers
and their Men Smuggling Methods ^'Fub-Oirriers How the Tubs
were Slung The Reverse of the Medal Nous sommes
The
Unpardonable Sin Activity of the Smugglers Ruxley’s Crew.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

After an impartial survey of the facts so far recorded,
the reader will probably incline to the opinion— any
previous bias notwithstanding ^that in spite of the
modern Briton’s tendency to grumble at his surroundings, dwellers in England in the nineteenth century
especially in rural England enjoy many advantages
which were denied to their predecessors of a century

—

—

ago,

and that

if

rates are high, the ratepayers are at

from the exactions and persecutions of desperadoes such as those of the Hawkhurst gang.
It is not without interest to note that, even at this
somewhat remote period, over-drinking was at the root
of many of the outrages committed by the smugglers,
one of whom, previous to his execution, admitted
‘‘that all the smugglers, both masters and riders,
drank drams to great excess, and generally kept
themselves half drunk, which was the only thing that
occasioned them to commit such outrages as they did
least free

sometimes.” *
* The juumals of
D a

this particular

time teem with reports of outrages
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This witness further declared

that, to the best of

was no intention of hurting either
Galley or Chater until some of the smugglers* wives

his belief, there

proposed hanging them. Amongst other curious fact^
elicited in the course of these trials were certain details
connected with the methods and practices of the
smugglers which are worth noting, helping as they
do to a better understanding of the whole system of
smuggling, both then and in more recent days.

A
**

witness, in the course of examination, said that

the master smugglers contract for the goods either

abroad, or with the master of a cutter that fetches

them, for a quantity of teas (called * dry goods *) and
brandies, and the master of the cutter fixes a time and
place where he. designs to land, and seldom or never
fails, being pretty punctual as to the time, if the
weather permite, j As the master smugglers cannot
fetch all the gopd|thernseIves,.so they hire men whom
they call rideit,'| and they allow eacti man half a
guinea a journey, ^nd bear all expenses of eating and
‘

ed smugglers on people who gave them cause
indent writing from Horsham, under date
August 23rd, 1748, isa; :
have frequently conversed with many
gentlemen of fortun^at at these dangerous men, and they assure me
that the outlawed and
her smugglers in this and the neighbouring
counties are so num^ous and desperate that the inhabitants are in continual fear of the mislhiefs whidi thesqj|||eid wretches not only threaten,
but actually perpetn|p all round the "'tbuntry. The outrageous proceedings which you
the public papers are not a tithe of what they
really commit, and,
quite familiar with you, I cannot better dei
scribe the terror whil
t^y sti^ifplhan by quoting Milton
perpetrated

by the

of offence,

A

opt]

co$:<

^

*

Death’s

^

5h, what are these?

j^imrs, not men, who

Inhumai^ Amen, and

thus deal dbath,

multiply

\

^

Ten thoinnSi^ld the sin of him who slew
His brotw ;pr of whma suth massacre
Make tlw, fait of their brethren, men of men,’ ^
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and allowance of a dollop of tea,
pouhd weight, being the half of a bag,
the profit of which trollop, even of the most ordinary
sort, is worth more than a guinea, and some 25s., and
some more and they always make one journey,
sometimes two, and sometimes three in a week, which
is indeed such a temptation that very few people in
the country can withstand, and which has been the

drinking, ar^Lhorse,

which

is

;

cause of so

many

turning.”

The medal has

its reverse, the witness adding
was. very hard work going down to the seaside
to fetch the goods ^and taking into consideration the
risks, not only of capture, but to their own persons, as
they were obliged to ride at night, and through all
the byways, avoiding the public roads as much as

that

it

—

—

possible people would not be so ready to take up
with the smuggling were it not for the great profits

that arose.

As r^^s the profits on a successful “ run,” it was
a common tenet amongst smugglers, so late as even
the first half of the present century, that if they
could save one cargo out of three the business paid

them.

One other point remains to be noticed.
in evidence

It was given

by the captain of the "privateer”* who

captured the goqds, afterwards rescued from Poole, that
the casks of brandy <^^e slung with ropes, ready to
sling over the horses, “as smuggling brandy commonly is.” Now this practice of " slinging ” the casks
before shipping them continued up to the final suppression of the trade, or well into the present century,
(ot, tl^ugh in later times horses were no longer used
ftet of a “ privateer” bring engaged in,looking after the
of the revenue shows the heterogeneous nature of the force
entrusted with this particnlat duty at the rime.

*The

interests

—
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were conveyed by
men were called
the
size
of
cask
being
greatly
reduced to meet
the
the change it was still of the utmost importance to
get the goods, away from the coast with the least
for

the casks, which

carrying

“porters,” or “tub- carriers,” as the

—

possible delay,

and

this

was greatly

facilitated

1^

having the casks ready slung for throwing over the
men’s shoulders.
These matters have been gone into at some length
for the reason that to arrive at a proper understanding
of the subsequent history of smuggling in the south-

—

—

ern counties, at any rate it is essential that the
peculiar state of things prevailing during the halcyon
days of the free-trader should be clearly realised.
It must be confessed, moreover, that the condition

of England, or a considerable portion of it, at this
somewhat different to the picture
not infrequently, presented to our gaze by erudite

particular time lyas

and gentleman, who lay themselvfi'out to de-

ladies

for us, bi^ who carefully avoid all reference
dark chapt«^ in the annals of our land. That
the informer shoul| be held in the utmost abhorrence
by the smuggler^- one can easily understand, and
we have seen sotp^ing of the sort of treatment extended to these it^ividuals when unlucky enough to

scribe

it

to this

fall

into the

gra^ bf their

foe.

Many

old smugglers,

had
do withjthe suppression of the trade than any
other agency aa pardonable exaggeration, when the
indeed, have assured the writer .that the informer

more

to

;

very natural

antma^y

free-trader to the pre-

ventive man, a:nC h|^ dismclination to recognise any
good or useful §ua||ties in his old enemy, are conr
sidered. “Nous ^imes irahis” has been often flleaded

by the beaten
the smuggler

si^e

i|l

extenuation of defeat, and that
same excuses rather

sh(|lld|resort to the

JThr Unpardonable Sin.
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than admit having been beaten by fair and open means

need excite no sur^se.

The

by

obliquity of \ision sometimes manifested

the rustic conscience in matters affecting the informer
has been quaintly illustrated by a writer already
quoted.

Speaking of one of his predecessors

the

in

parish of Morwenstowe, the Rev. R. S. Hawker tells
us how on one occasion, when “ he presided, as the

custom was, at a parish feast, in cassock and bands,
and presented with his white hairs and venerable'
countenance quite an apostolic aspect and mien, on a
sudden a busy whisper among the farmers at the
lower end of the table attracted his notice, interspersed
as it was by sundry nods and glances towards himself.
At last, one bolder than the rest addressed him, and
said that they had a great wish to ask his reverence a
question, if he would kindly grant them a reply
it
was on a jreligious subject that they had dispute,
he said.
bland old man assured them of his
readiness to yield them any information or answer in
his power.
‘But what was the point in dispute?’
Why, sir, we wish to be informed if there were not
Sursins which God Almighty would never forgive ?
prised and somewhat shocked, he told them that he
trusted there were no transgressions, common to themselves, but if repented of and abjured they might
But witji a natural
clearly hope to be forgiven.'
curiosity, he inquired what kind of iniquiUbs they had
;

‘

'

*

discussed as too vile to look for pardon.
replied their spokesman, ‘ we thought that

‘

Why,
if

a

sir,’

man

should find out where run goods was deposited, and
should inform the gauger, that such a villain was too

bad for mercy 1 ”
Although the infamous Hawkhurst gang had been
broken up, and its power for evil destroyed by the
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moving

must not be supposed
any serious
check throughout the counties of Kent and Sussex.
With profits of a hundred per cent, within the reach
of the enterprising merchant, and a guinea or more
to be earned by unskilled labour over a night’s outing,
death of

its

spirits, It

that the practice of smuggling had received

the temptations were far too strong for average

human

resist, and through the remainder of the
and well into the present one, the free-trade
Kras prosecuted with amazing activity and success..
But, while the land smugglers had to content them-

nature to
century,

selves with the profits arising from their
ticular line of illicit trading, the sea

own

par-

smugglers varied

by indulging in occasional acts of piracy
on the high seas/ which made the honest seafarer’s
their business

vocatmn almost as risky and exciting as that of the
fair-trader on shcxre during the Kingsmill and Fairall
regime.
gang of these sea ruffians, known, as
“Ruxley’s crew,’? t^longlng chiefly to^|#tings, are
said to have continfed their depredatiems afloat for
seven years or iiic|e before they were brought to
justice, and the t articular act which brought the
myrmidons of the ^w on to their track, and resulted
in the capture of |h| greater part of them, was committed in 1768, \ih|n they boarded; a Dutch vessel,
and chopped the ihtlteter down the back with an axe.
But even.ii^is ^ase the perpetrators of this dastardly
outrage liiJRd plofa^bly never have been discovered
had they not op^lyfbragged to. one another how the
Dutchman wrig^c|fwh^f^hey cut him down the

A

backbone.

If

^

—

'
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CHAPTER

VII.

How

the Polperro Men Cheated the Excise—Far Cornwall—'* The Light
of Other Days**—The Wigtonshire Smugglers --Squiring the King's
Officers— Drumtrodden Farm—Politics and Smugglers—How Maggie
McConnell sat on the Exciseman—Yawkins and the Black PrincC’-^

The

For

Burning and Standing

Act.'*

the purpose of completing our survey of the freewe must now turn our attention to what

trade period,

in other parts of the United Kingdom,
not only in the most distant portions, such as Scotland
and Ireland, but in what was then, though not so far
removed from the seat of Government, almost equally

was going on

remote and difficult of access, namely, Cornwall. For
it would be casting an unwarrantable reflection on
the smug^lipg fraternity generally to suggest, even by
inference,
the smugglers in the more remote parts
of the king^m were any less daring or active than
their fellow-traders of the southern counties.
.

his

As

regards Cornwall, the learned ,Dr. Couch, in
though little-known, history of his

interesting,

—

^lying in a cleft of rock
about sixteen mil?s west of Plymouth gives us a very
graphic sketch of the state of things existing there
towards the close of last century ;
“ On one occasion intelligence had tflla received
at Fowey that a run of goods had been effected at

native village of Polperro

—

Polperro during the previous night, and several men
of a cutter’s crew were accordingly sent as scouts to
get all the information they could. Meeting with a
farm labourer, who, it was suspected, had been engaged
in this particular transaction, they tried to extract
information from him by stratagem, but finding that
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he was not to.J^--e.ntrapped, they tried the opposite
plan, and thfcatencd^im with immediate impressment
into the king's service K he did not tell them where
the goods were hidden. They succeeded in frightening
him, and he informed them that a lai^e number of
kegs were stowed in a certain cellar, which he promised
to point out by placing a chalk-mark on the door.
Having from the opposite hill seen this done, a portion of the crew returned to Fowey to get a reinforcement Headed by the Custom House officers they
soon returned, and proceeded in the direction of the
cellar.
The arrival of the force and their object were
discovered and a band of desperate smugglers, armed
with cutlasses and pistols, assembled on Newquay
Head, which place commanded an open view of the
large gun was
cellars which contained the kegs.
drawn down, and loaded and pointed, while a man
with a match stood by, waiting the command of the
The revenue men were then defied
skipper to
and threateiira in a loud and determined voice. They
consulted their prudence, and resolved to send for a
In a few hours a well-armed
still stronger force.
band arrived and rushed' into the cellar, but found to
;

A

their great disappointment that, although the place

had been watched from the outside, the kegs, which
had really been there, had been removed they knew
not whither.”
Of the Polperro smuggling fleet our author remarks, that “ in these vessels were perpetrated so
many overt acts of defiance against the law, and so
much contempt of authority was shown as to lead one
to doubt that the circumstances could have occurred
within so recent a date.”
One more sketch of Cornish free-trade times,

and our survey of the English

coasts

must be con-

6o
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sidered sufficiently complete for the purpose of this
history.
" It was full six in the evening of

an autumn day,”
Mr. Hawker, “when a traveller arrived where
the road ran along by a sandy beach just above highwater mark. The stranger, who was a native of some
inland town, and utterly unacquainted with Cornwall
and its ways, had reached the brink of the tide just' as
a landing was coming off. It was a scene -.not only
to^ instruct a townsman, but to dazzle and surprise.
At sea, just be}mnd the billows, lay the vessel, well
moored with anchors at stem and stern. Between the
ship and the shore boats, laden to the gunwale, passed
to and fro. Crowds assembled on the beach to help
the cargo ashore. On the one hand a boisterous group
surrounded a keg with the head knocked in, for simplicity of access to the good cognac,' into which they
dipped whatsoever v^sel came first to ha^^d one man
had filled his shoe. ;^n the other sid^^ey fought
and wrestled, cursed land swore. Horrified at what
he saw, the straiig|;r lost all self-command, and,
oblivious of persbt^ danger, he began to shout,
What a horrible s^ht Have you no shame ? Is
there no magistratj^ |t hand ? Cannot any justice of
the peace be foHn| ]§. this fearful country ?
No thanks Wto God,’ answered a hoarse, gruff
writes

’

‘

;

‘

1

;

’

;

voice.

“

‘

None within eight miles.’
W^l, then,’ ler^med the stranger,
‘

‘

is

there

no

cleigyman hereabJhtt* Does no minister of the parish
live hmong you oiith^ coast#’
“*Ayel to bej^uf^ there is,’ said the same deep
voice*
“
.

‘

Well,

how

w

^
oi^ does

he

live ?

Where

is ffe ?

’

!“ That’s he, sm y^der, with the lanthorn.’
**
And sure etipug|i there he stood on a rock, and

—
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poured, with pastoral diligence, ‘the light of other
days’ on a busy congr^ation.”
Well might Mr. H^ker observe, apropos of this
and other scenes, that “ the life and adventures of the
Cornish clergy during the eighteenth century would

form a graphic volume of ecclesiastical lore. Afar off
from the din of the noisy world they dwelt in their
quaint gray vicarages by the churchyard wall, the
saddened and unsympathising witnesses of those wild,
fierce usages of the west, which they were utterly
powerless to control.”
Turning now to Scotland, where, by reason of the
sparseness of population over a great part of the
country the demand for “ run ” goods was not so great
as in the southern portion of the kingdom, we find a
pretty brisk trade carried on, nevertheless, along the
shores of the Solway Firth and neighbouring counties.^

Thus, spe^njg of Port William, on the Wigtonshire
coast a Irai&d smuggling rendezvous in l^ree-trade
days a writer observes :
“My friend, Mr. James McWilliam, formerly
officer of excise at Wigtown, in a letter which I received, dated Wigtown, September 28th, 1840, says,
in answer to some queries which I had put to him on
the subject of smuggling : ‘ I remember in the year
1777, being then a boy of about twelve years of age,

—

—

* To the credit of the Scots let it be recorded that the annual committee of the Cocrention of Royal Burghs of Scotland (October, 1736),
having in a circular letter represented to each burgh the pernicious

cmsequences of smuggling in its clearest light, and earnestly exhorted
their countrymen to desist from so infamous a trade,, several of the
l^rghs, in their corporate capacity, came to the strongest resolutions to
discourage it lor the future, viz., they would not be directly or indirectly
concemtd in running foreign goods, or in pnreharing or in vending

any goods knowing them to be run, but will lay themselves oat to get
intelligence, and assist the officers in seizing and condemning the same.
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counting 210 horses, laden with tea, spirits, and
tobacco, accompanied by about half that number of
" Lingtowmen," passing within
a mile of the town of
Wigtown, in open defiance of the supervisor, two
excise officers, and about thirty soldiers, stationed at
Wigtown, to assist the revenue officers in the suppression of smuggling.
I recollect this circumstance
particularly from four of the smugglers’ horses falling
down dead in the road, as was supposed from the
h|at of the day and the strong smell of the tobacco.
“
I recollect that about the same time I accompanied my father, who was then excise officer in Wigtown, and the supervisor, with about twenty-five
soldiers, to Port William, where tVvo luggers were lying
ready to discharge their cargoes of contraband goods.
One of the.se luggers mounted twenty-two guns, the
other fourteen, and each had a crew of about fifty
men. Upon our arrival at the beach the commander
of one of these vessels caihe on shore, and said if the
party did not instantly retire he would cause a broadside to be dischargech from the ships, and would land
a hundred armed n*n to clear the beach of us but
if the party would retire quietly to a distance of three
or four miles, so as:n^ to disturb the landing of their
‘

;

goods, he would leavi thirty or forty ankers of spirits
Our party retired, and, the
for us on the beach.
captain of the lug^r fulfilled his promise by leaving
thirty-six casks of spirits for us at the place appointed.

"'The smu|^l 4rs evinced

great ingenuity in the

construction of cedars for MDcealing the contraband
property.
I remeiBbei^ my father going several times
with a party of solMieri to the farm of Drumtrod|dan>

consequence of l^v^g Reived information of there
being a cellar for ^e Reception of smuggled goods,
either below the biam|floor or about the kiln ; but
in

—
Tub

liVjGTONSHiKB Smugglers.

though he cau^d-th^
house to be trenched,

—
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and every place about the
could not find the entrance
It was, hbjwever, discovered afterwards
to this cellar.
by another officer immediately under the fire of the
kiln, which fire had always been kindled as soon as
my father and his party made their appearance.
There were generally two cellars at the same place,
one over the other, for the sole purpose of deceiving
the officers, who, when they found one, never thought
of searching for another, till the plan was discovered
by Mr. Reid, the Inspector-General of Customs, who
brought out from Edinburgh with him, in December,
1777, two men who understood draining so well that
they discovered so many of these under-cellars, both
at the Clone and at the Mull of Gallow'ay, that in the
course of a few days his party seized about eighty
chests of tea and one hundred and forty ankers of gin
and brandy, with nearly as many bales of tobacco.'”
Mr. Samuel Robinson, in his “ Reminiscences of
Wigtonshirc,” tells the story of the suppression of the
illicit traffic in the following words
“ It had its rise in a struggle which took place for
the representation of the Wigtonshirc Burghs in the
House of Commons between Sir William Maxwell,
of Monreith, and Commodore Stewart, of Glasserton.
At that time it seems to have been the practice for
candidates to parade the streets at certain times, attended with large bodies of their adherents by way
of display and bravado. Sir William’s followers were
who were all smugglers
chiefly his Clone tenants
and on meeting the Commodore on the street of
Whithorn, the old sailor, who could not let slip the
chance of having a hit at the Baronet, exclaimed,
‘ You are
very active to-day. Sir William, with your
Yes,’ replied the Baronet,
smugglers at your back I
floor

:

—

'

‘

—
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you had been as active when you allowed the
Dutch fleet to pass you off the Do^er Bank, it would
have been telling the Crown of Britain many thousand
pounds.’
I’ll suppress the smuggling,’ was the retort
'if

‘

of the Admiral. He laid the case before the Government, and a barracks was built at Port William, a
party of soldiers quartered there, and the trade and
those

who conducted

it

were, ruined.”

Sometimes there was a humorous side to these
tidnsactions, as the following story' shows
:

"

A few miles from

of Dallybay.

Lochnaw is the little Harbour
Here, one day in last century, some

smugglers had lande<) a cargo of their usual wares,
such as brandy, wines, and tobacco, and these were
carried up the hill of South Cairn, waiting till a- band
of volunteers arrived with a string «f pack-horses to
transport them inwards for distribution. The Custom
House officer in charge of the district received information of their doii|gs, a'nd hurrying to the spot with
the only coas^uar^sman* disengaged, he promptly
effected a seizure
the whole of the goods. Tl^
smugglers skulke^ l^flT, and .the one coastguardsman

%

was sent back to i^ss men and horses

in the king’s

name to :edflvey|t& precious treasure
The officer, plu^ilig himself not a

to Stranraer.

alacrity, saunterid^eentry-fashion

little on his
round and round

which |a;^.heaped before him in rich proa brace of formidable pistols by
sword
his side.
Preseiiily.^ Maggie McConnell approached
hilMb good morning, to which
the great man,
accepted Maggie’s preferred
he affably repli«i
hand He had wfM|tingly sealed his own fat^ His
arm was thrust tpwvds, and at the Sc^ne instant he
his prizes

fusion, his

^d

* This
.ooastgyi4^

is
till

a

comupi nstake.

afeer

'

There was do such service as the

in the early f>art of this century.

Dirk Hatterick.
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was encircled b^Jh^iren’s arms, and with a heavy*
was thro^^ helpth^ly upon his back. Maggie
then sat coolly down upon her victim, and having
placed her apron over his eyes, she held him firmly
doWn as if bound in a vice. In vain he struggled;
he coaxed and threatened her by turns he sliouted
for help in., the king's nanie, and for a moment his
fall

;

hopes ran high

;

footsteps approached

;

he roared

louder and louder, but no friendly voice replied. At
last, but only when it suited her pleasure, Maggie
released him from her grasp.
But oh, the vanity of
human hopes ! When he looked up not one of the
articles lay in its old place, as he had himself seen
them just before upon the ground. By-and-by his

companion reappeared, but only to find the head
officer tite-a-tite with this Galloway matron; who,
bidding them adieu, disappeared without further loss
of time, wishing them both a pleasant ride into
Stranraer.” *
.

.

The mention
recall to the
novel, “ Guy

of Scotch snnuggling

mind of the reader

will,

of course

Sir Walter Scott’s

Mannering,” in which, with an unerring
writer has seized on
some of the most daring escapades of the free-traders
as a foundation on which to build a very graphic
picture of this particular period
and if, in some
parts, colour has been applied with a degree of license
only permissible to a great artist, the picture, as a
whole, may be accepted as a pretty accurate reflex of

eye

for

incident, the great

;

the time.

With

reference to the character of Dirk HatSir Walter Scott informs us that his prototype
oonsider^ as having been a Dutch skipper called

teaickj.

" is

Yawkins, well known on the coast of Galloway and
* "Hlstojyof WgtowMhue.".

^
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Dumfriesshire as sole proprietor and master of a buck*
smuggling lugger called the Black Prince^ often
employed by French, Dutch, Manx, and Scottish
smuggling companies. Sure of active assistance on
shore, Yawkins demeaned himself so boldly that his
mere name was a terror to the officers of the revenue.
He availed himself of the fears which his presence
lar or

inspired on one particular night, when, happening to
be ashhre with a cohsiderablc quantity of goods in his
Sfile custody, a strong party of excisemen came down
on him. Far from shunning the attack, Yawkins
sprang forward shouting, Come on my lads! Yawkins. is before you
The revenue officers were
intimidated, and relinquished their prize, though
defended only by the courage and address of a single
man. In his proper element Yawkins was equally
successful. On one occasion he was landing his cargo
at the Manxman’s Lake, near Kirkcudbright, when
two revenue cruisers, the Pigmy and the Dwarf,
hove in sight at once, on different tacks, the one
coming round by the Isles of Fleet, the other between
‘

’

!

the Point of Rueb^y and the Muckle Row. The
dauntless free-trad^ instantly weighed anchor, and
bore dowri right, l^twecn the luggers, so that he
‘'

on

deck of the one and his wig on
maintop to
show his occupatmn, and bore away under an extraordinary pressur^of canvas, without receiving injury.*
To a.ccount for t jesi and other hairbreadth escapes
popular supersti^n allcgiml that Yawkins insured
tossed his hat

ih#^

that of the other, hiinsted a cask to his

his celebrated bui |kl^
for one-tenth of

by compounding with the devil
every voyage. The Black

&s ^rew

Prince used to c&cl^rge her cargo at Ince, Balcarry,
'^The reader

is

advisee^ to take a pinch or two of salt with this

astonishing narrative.

'^The Burning

and Starving Act**
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and elsewhere^on tKfe^ast, but her o\yner*s favourite
landing-places were at rhe entrance to the Dee and
the Cree, near the old castle of Ruebeny. A large
cave near here, often used by Yawkins, is now called
Dirk Hatterick’s cave.”
Sir Walter Scott further observes that “ the trade
was entirely destroyed by Mr. Pitt’s celebrated commutation law, which, by reducing the duties, enabled
lawful dealers to compete with the smuggler.

was

The

Galloway and Dumfriesshire by
those who bad thriven upon the contraband trade,
”
the burning and starving act.’
Doubtless the trade ” was hard hit, but with all
respect to so high an authority, the writer would substatute

called in

‘

**

mit that the word
the situation,
as

is

well

**

for, in

destroy ”

is

hardly applicable to

spite of the statute, smuggling,

known, went on merrily

for

many

years

after.*
* Let

be recorded to the credit of all concerned, and as a set-off to
month of July, 1744, a smuggling vessel having
landed a quantity of French brandy on the coast of Angus, it was
discovered by some gentlemen and farmers, who immediately informed
the officer of the revenue, and assisted in the stizure, and upon the
ships still hovering near the shore, they went armed in boats to search
her ; and though they were fired upon with small arms by the crew,
they returned the fire, overpowered the smugglers, and brought the
vessel into port.
It was also stated at the time that several seizures of
a like nature were made in other parts of the country, and that three
it

the above, that, in the

or four smugglers were killed in their obstinate attempts.
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CHAPTER

VIII.

An Armed Smuggler— Shot by Mistake—The ** Smugglers Act’—Advice
to the Unwaiy—Where the Gin Came From— How the Farm Hands

—

—

were Employed Napoleon's Opinion of Smugglers Cheap Liquor
and Starvation—The Archbishop Exercises Self-Denial.

In the sister isle, as elsewhere, the free-traders drove
a roaring trade and, if there was less of armed resistance in connection with it, and, consequently, less
bloodshed, the absence of these disagreeable accompdhiments must be attributed in great measure to
the immunity from interference with whicji the trade
was conducted along the greater part of the Irish
coast:
There were exceptions, of course.
Thus, in
the biography of a recently deceased officer of distinction, we read that in the year 1790, when General
Chesney’s father was “ coast officer at Mourne, co.
Down, a famous armed smuggling craft, called the
’*

Morgan Rattler alichored in Glass Drummond
Bay for the purpos| of landing contraband goods.
The vessel being ^recognised, and her intention
.

divined, the

reven^e|men were

afr':once called

out to

prevent a landing,* smd their boat manned and sent
afloat, upon which |he vessel landed sixteen of her
crew for the doublf purpose of driving the revenue
men off and captu^ii^: their boat. But the revenue men
at onc<i opened ffilm, and beat the smugglers off.
Twelve more meit )ime then landed at a point about
half a mile away,, ^1^ the object of taking the king’s
men in the rear, s ndf these had now to retreat, while
the smugglers,

b|

^n^

in ffll proportion of three to

succe^d^ i^l^ding jffieir cargo.
None of the r<^>»e men w'ere hurt in this affair, but

one,

whileitwas in proKewthe smugglers were heard catling
to 'each other to ^r#at the msm on the white horse,”
'

meaning Captairi;k^li^ney, the
r:'

officer in

command.

A

Hero of Romance.
consequence of

It

6g
this

officer’s

activity in supprcssit^ the free-trade along this part

of the coast, the smugglers and boatmen conceived a
grudge against him, and determined to waylay him
with a view to taking his life. In the darkness of a
winter's night, however, they mistook their victim,

and

killed the chief

boatman

instead.

Stories such as these of the old free-trade days
might, of course, be multiplied indefinitely, for Hhere
is

scarcely a village round our coast ,but has

ditions of the

good old

times,

its tra-

when the smuggler

bold was elevated into the hero of romance, clothed
with all the manly virtues, and regarded as a noble
benefactor of his race, while the excise man, poor
fellow, though doing his duty
^sometimes, strictly
enough, according to his lights was invariably made
to play the part ^well, if not exactly of the villain,
certainly the fool of the piece.
Such a curious
inversion of the moral order of things supplies a
quaint commenta^ on the times.
Enough however has been advanced to establish
the fact that not only were the times sadly out of joint,
but, moreover, that if the arm of the law reached to
the uttermost parts of the realm, it was extended in a
very attenuated form, and its action in naany parts
completely paralysed by the attitude of the inhabitants. The popular cry of “ Where is the policeman?”
must have gone up from many hearts in those days
with far more reason than exists at the present time,
and with less chance of a satisfactory reply, for the

—

—
—

representative of law and order was a very different

being to the stalwart blue-coated and helmetcd individual of our own day, and over wide tracts of country
-he was conspicuous simply by his entire absence, with

—
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results

may

which stand out so plainly that

all

who

run

read.

has been stated, anyone is still so
blind as to cherish a belief in the harmlessness of
smuggling, in so far as concerns its effect on the morals
of a nation, the writer would commend to his earnest
study, with an open mind, the words of a contemporary observer of men and manners. In opening
the case against the prisoners indicted for murder
at^ the memorable assizes held at Chichester in
January, 1749, Mr. Banks, the Crown counsel, made
If,

after all that

use of the following words
“ I cannot here omit taking notice of the unhappy
:

cause of this fatal effect now under your considerEveryone here present will, in his own
ation,
thoughts, anticipate my words, and know I mean
smuggling. Smuggling is not only highly injurious
to trade, a violation of the laws, and the disturber of
the peace and quiet of all the maritime counties in
the kingdom, but it is a nursery for all sorts of vice

t^ptation to commit offences at
unthought of j
encouragement to perpetrate

and. wickedness
first

;

aj

^

the blackest of crimes without provocation or remorse;

and

is,

in general,

pibductive of cruelty, robbery, and

.

murder.*

.

“ It is greatly tp fee wished,

both for the sake of the

The fact is not ii geucrally known, and therefore worthy of
remark, that the famoim; Porteous riot in Edinburgh had its origin in
who had, heedless of his own fate, saved
the execution of a smuggler
the life of a brother ^minal by sfMtiging upon the soldiers around
them, and by main forclket^ing them back while his companion ded,
h^rd of” (1736}. The violent deaths of no
who never afterwards
•

um

than nine per5on% inmding Captain Porteous, were
fai^
reaching consequences |bf &is act. The following particulars conEvery
smuggle! a&eff|id are worthy of note
cerning the
^entlman has heard of^(he S^tion of that noted smuggler, Andrew
Jess

Wtlsonr^ence

all

^s flowed.

That deluded man main-

TJis

,
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smugglers theifiseivSSK' and for the peace of
county, that the

used of running uncustomed goods was

and

this

dangers and armed manner now
less

known

less practised here.

“ It is

a melancholy consideration to observe that
the best and wisest measures of the Government calculated to put a stop to this growing mischief have

been perverted and abused to the worst of purposes.
And what was intended to be a cure to this disorder
has been the means to increase and heighten the
disease.
“ Every expedient of lenity

made use of

to reclaim this

and mercy was at first
abandoned set of men.

His Majesty, by repeated proclamations of pardon,
invited them to their duty and their own safety.
But
instead of laying hold of so gracious an offer, they
have set the laws at defiance, have made the execution
of justice dangerous in the hands of the magistracy,
and have become almost a terror to Government
itself.”

may

be as well to state here for the information
are not au courant with smuggling
was
matters, that the famous " Smugglers Act
passed in 1736, modified in 1779 and 1784, and a
It

of those

who

•’

tained to the hour of his death that he was most unjustly condemned,
and died with great tranquillity, so firm, so fixed was he in the belief of
When a minister was endeavouring to undeceive
his own innocence.
him and bring him to a«sense of bis guilt, he admitted having taken
money from a collector of the revenue by violence ; that he did it
because he knew no other way of coming at it ; that the officers of the
revenue had, by their practice, taught him this was lawful, for they
had often seized and carried off his goods by violence, and so long as
they had goods of his of greater value in their hands than all the
money he took from them, they were still in his debt, and he had done
no wrong.** (See speech in the House of Commons on the Scotch Riot

Act,

May

i6, 1737).
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of

all

in 1826.

Some

made

the statutes relating to the subject

—

idea of the extent of the trade in 1779 ^the
passing of the second Act—may 'be

date of
gathered from a pamphlet entitled, “Advice to the
Unwary,’’ published with a view to making the new
law known, wherein it is stated that the practice of
smuggling had made such rapid strides from the
^a-coasts into the very heart of the country, per-vading every city, town, and village, as to have brought
universal distress on the fair dealer ; that the greater
part of the 3,86jf4iOQ gallons distilled annually at
Schiedam 'was to )>e smuggled into England ; that a
distilleiy ha<^ lately been set up for making geneva,

same

Dunkirk that the French
imported five or^six millions of pounds of tea, the
that
greatest part of u4ii^ was to be smuggled here
tjie trade of Dulil^k (where, and at Flushing, the
Sussex and other |smugglers had regular resident
agents) was mostiy^rried on by smugglers, in vessels
for the

'purpose, at

;

;

not only large, buft lo well constil^rted for sailing that
was captured ; that in many
seldom one of
places near the sw the farmer was unable to find
whilst great numbers were
-hiands to do hi^
empl<^ed in smilg itiig goods from one part of the
count#^ to anotieifi^^ Even the war with France in
1793 caused no ipi^ciable diminution in the import
trade,;:wiiich waspul^ed on ail through the war, even
Frenchlp^, thgif^ug^^rs betaking themfrom

^

selves to the stil||ii:^e discreditable practice of conletters atip c^r^pohdence to the eheii^, concerning which t|Kr#fvill he '(here to
saicr in its

veying

^pi;oper place.

Of

'

1

\

the eo.t^ipjw' and activity with which these
Vocationa. were limiiCted we have curious evidence

The Dark

S/de.
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from so unejcpected\^a quarter* as the Emperor
Napoleon, who, in courae of conversation with Dr.
O'Mearci, concerning which there will be moro to say
later on, said, “They (the smu^lers) h&^e courage
and ability to do anything for money. They took
from France annually forty or fifty millions’ worth
of silks and brandy.’’

A writer describing the closing

years of last cenus that “ smuggling was carried on to an
astounding extent, and it was calculated that one
half of the spirits as well as a great quantity of
tobacco and other articles consumed in Kent and
Sussex had' never paid duty.” But as there is no rose
without a thorn, so this enticing picture of free-trade
days has a dark side, for the writer goes on to inform
tuiy

tells

us that “ there was a terribio scarcity of bread, and
^umerous measures were suggested to mitigate the

from the
; while the royal family abstained
use of pastry^r»-a course which the Archbishop of
Canterbury urged for general adoption." The times
were sadly out <>f^Jdlnt 1 History, indeed, affords no
more touching pkture of Christian resignation and
self-sacrifice than this of his Grace of Canterbury
eating his hUmble pie without any crust. So much
for the good old days of fr^-trade 1
deficiency

..

CHAPTER
Why

the '‘Preo-Tmder"

IX.

They Won’t be Happy

till

They

It ’'—Corrupt Officers—The Country’s Extremity the Free-Trader’s
Of^pt^nity—The “Scientific Peilod" of SmuggMeS—fony Years of
’

—

Coeicioii Plot
.:Heurt for It.”

and Counter-plot—A Lost Art—“They Haven’t the

It will naturally 1^ asked at this pointy why no steps
were taken by the Authorities ere the evil had assumed
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the gigantic proportions

we have

seen, to put

an end

to a state of things so detrimental to the national
interests. That the Government ^Yas fully alive to the
existence of the evil has been already shown. The
very losses sustained by th^ revenue, to say nothing

and limb continually incurred by
in their efforts to guard its
interests, must have kept the matter en ividence^ and
the reader may well wonder why the authorities
allowed things to drift on in the way they did.
of the risk to

life

the servants of the

Crown

The explanation

is not altogether so simple as
Various circumstances combined
to favour the free-trader, and, indeed, we have only to
bear in mind the popular feeling on the subject of
smuggling, and the violent opposition to repressive
measures invariably displayed by that large section
of the public interested in the maintenance of it,
to recognise the almost* hopeless task which the

might be supposed.

Government had
suppress

it.

lipdertaken

in

erideavouring to

f

The very instruments by which it was sought to
cothbat the evil wefe too often corrupted and perverted to the furthe|ance of the very ends they were

intended to suppr^s^^ and

we

all

* That there was so|ie excuse for the

know

little

that

when

weaknesses displayed at

times by these excellent public servants will be clear from the

—In the course

the

fol-

a debate in the House of Commons on the
Smuggling. Bill (1736) ifwaUgiven in evidence that "in some parts of
the mariUnie counties Ihe %hole people are so generally engaged in
lowing

:

|>f

it is imptei^Ie to
jury that will, upon trial, do
an officer od||he^^jt.evenue in any case whatever. In those
become general, the majority of the
counties where smug»ng
coroner's inquests alwm assists of smugglers, so that it hM been
inquests always bring the officer and his
found by experience tb4|'th
assisianis in guilty of m^d^tyen though it be made clearly appear,
by the most undpubt^ t^imonies, that the killing happened,

smuggling that

justice to

A
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bulk of a natioivinake^evident by their action with

^

reference to .the object
their heart’s desire, that
“ they won’t be happy tilr they get it ” no matter

—

whether to their own or to the national advantage] the
struggle will be a bitter one.
As a matter of fact there was no really adequate
force available for the suppression of the trade, and
certainly during the later free-trade period
from the
commencement of the war with France till the return
of peace, in i8i6. the Government had no means of
raising such a force.
The reader need scarcely be
reminded that the country just at this time was
passing through one of the most momentous crises of
her history. She was engaged in a desperate struggle,
on the issue of which not only her independence,
but her very existence as a nation depended. The
greatest general of modern times was carrying on a
game of political skittles, in which dynasty after
dynasty had succumbed to his unerring strokes.
Britain alone, amongst the powers of Europe, had
survived this wreck of empires, and continued to
Blow after blow had
present an undaunted front
been parried and returned with interest ; but the

—

strain was intense, for the population of these islands
was then but small, while, in the absence of conscription, the difficulty

of keeping the fighting line

intact was, ot course, almost insurmountable

;

for

no

matter how brave and patriotic a nation may be, there
is no disguising the fact that the mass of the populace are far

at

more

home than

in

intent

on

fttinding their

own

affairs

going abroad to fight the enemy.

Happily for most countries, great crises usually produce the men capable of meeting them, and though the
means by which. England’s difficulty was met and
overcome may seem harsh and tyrannical to what we

a
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are pleased to

modern

call

the “ enlightened opinion ” of

were admirably adapted to the
of mbre importance, proved entirely

times, they

end, and, what

is

every -able-bodied man that
could bi got hold of, whether in the service of the
Crown or of private individuals, was packed off to
flght the king’s enemies, and thus, while the utmost
efforts of a press-gang only just sufficed to keep the
batches of convicts, actually, in some
fleet manned
instances, being drafted to All up vacancies in his
Majesty’s ships^the most desperate expedients had
to be resorted to for the purpose of swelling the ranks
When we read of bounties of from
of the army.
thirty to forty pounds being paid for the enlistment
of boys of fifteen, in the thick of the Peninsular
war, and of ac|ual gaol deliveries to make good
deficiencies thatm4 other means could supply, some
faint conception may .be formed of the difficulties
which a harass^ Executive had tp contend with at
this particular jiumture of our histbiy.
Obviously, uh(mr such conditions, there was little
;Chance of a pro|e#y organised preventive force being
called into cxistiet^, and the reader will now understand virhy, so ff rlat any rate, as concerns the later
period of its exj^nce, the hydra-headed monster of
The
free-trnde was filler fairly grappled with.
counties extreipitjf was the free-trader’s opportunity,
and;We have sem $ow eagerly this enterprising indiBriefly,

st^GcessfuL

—

vidi^ availed

Ipi^iftlf

With thd te|toi^tibnor the struggle with France
we come to th< s^ond, or, as it has been called, the
scientific peril| ’^n tiie history of smug^ng
msriod Whi^tii&^y.ways is by far the ‘most interestin|i4^r sotne^aS less sc^mt^nal in its develop^ine%§, from th(||a^that being ^arCr to the present

—

'

.
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day, and therefore^riQntMhe recollection of people now
living, we have more preci^ and detailed information
in

regard to

telligence

and

it,

while a far higher degree of

ingenuity, not to say science,

in-

was

brought to the business than was ever displayed, or
indeed required, in the pre-scientific or free-trade
days.

The Government being
more to home

tention once

at liberty to turn
affairs, lost

its at-

no time

in

A0

ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN THE "PIOMF”
REVENUE CRUISER AND A SMUGGLING VESSEL IN x8m, CARVfD
ON THE HEADSTONE OF A SMUGGLER WHO WAS SHOT ON flllS'
OCCASION, IN WYKE CHURCHYARD, NEAR WEYMOUTH,

REPKESENTATtON OF

initiating active measures for the suppression of a trade
which had proved so inimical to the b^t interests of the
country. But the very immunity which the smugglers
had enjoyed so long not only made them ej^l^mely
loth to give up so profitabl^ft business, but had utterly

danorallsed the coast population along the entire seaDefrauding the
board of the United Kingdom.
revenue had come to be looked on i|s a perfectly
justifiable means of asserting f Briton’s Indefeasible
right to buy his goods in the cheapest market, rather
,

;
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.

—

than as a practice to be eschewed by honest citizens
and loyal subjects^ while the enforcement of the law
against smugglers was regard^
a piece of un>
And no doubt ^heh a smuggler
justifiable tyranny.
shot a brutal king’s officer in dmence of his goo^s,
and was called on to pay the penalty, his friends and
admirers would charge the authorities with having
provoked a breach of the peace by their unwarrantable interference with an old-established industry
a nice, simple way of looking at things which never

^

,

stnick these jolly free-traders as in

any way

repre-

hensible.

The

was far too deeply rooted, however, to be
by a mere Government enactment and it

evil

eradicated

;

required the sustained efforts of the executive en-

measures by means of a numerous and
cfffiiers' and men through a period of
nearly forty years*—forty. years of coercion to effectually suppress it.' And old smugglers will tell you
that the trade wqutf never have been put down even
for the -informer, together with
then had it not
great reductions ^ me duty on foreign spirits.
That this free-b-apers and their allies should bitterly
resent jaovernmentiinterference was, of course, only
natural, and althc^;^ open defiance of the authorities
was ne longer prspa^d the risk of armed resistance
being far too seri^t^to be lightly incurred, except in
j^veral desperate conflicts took
very-' special case
coast, and many lives were lost
place^ibng the sc
spTrir of resistance was finally
on both sides ere
forcing

its

zealous

body of

!

.

—

'

3

quelled.

The smu^|ei
am.umOunb'^dt
-.

courted,
.

and woul

.

^nfiv found themselves tieafad to
^nflpn wJW^ they certainty never
ifam,,'it is

belierad, have

disposed

with:..%bile the lilttfed circumstances Of the trade

f

«
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necessitated
revolution in its methods, for,
whereas for merly 'the\mugglers. were content simply
to overawe the officers
the revenue by a display of
superior force, their efforts were now chiefly directed
to circumventing them.
Each move of the executive
was' met by a corresponding move on the part of the
smugglers, and.. in the game of plot and counterplot
which ensued a marvellous amount of ingenuity
displayed on both sides, though certainly the palm
must in all fairness be awarded to the illicit traders,

m

ww

whose

fertility

of resource, daring, and enterprise

must be confessed, of a nobler cause—canour admiration and even respect
The contraband trade was no longer a questipn of
mere brute force it had become a science, a handicraft, which called into play the highest faculties, and
worthy,

it

not but

command
;

gradually deve'opcd a species of craftsmanship which
stands unrivalled in the annals of trade.

.

It

had

its

nomenclature, i.ts own peculiar lore, and ^ trade
secrets,” which are already more than half forgotten,
and must ere long, in the very nature of things, pass

own

away» never to be recovered. Nearly half a century
has elapsed since a ” run ” of goods in the old style
has been attempted on any part of our coasts, and
smuggling with most of us is a mere tradition, while
nearly all who took a prominent part in the business
have vanished from the stage. Here and there along
the southern seaboard, in out-oP^he-way nooks, one

may still cpme

across

some old “ sheer hulk,”

tottering

along with feeble steps, or sunning himself on a bench
by the sea, gazing with dimn^ed eye at the restless
play of the element associated widi some of the
most stiiring scenes of his life, and wl®^ even poyr,
in old a^e, exercises ovefhioi a'ii indescimable pdw6r,
conjuring up before his mefltal vision, vrlth almost

«0
,

SMUGGf.tNG

realistic force/^

by.

And

yet
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events and days which have long gone*
it is quite likely that this old man in

day was one of the most famous smu^lers on the
whose strength of limb, activity, keenness of
vision, nerve, and fertility of resource, was unequalled
by any of the craft. Occasionally, it is true, you may
meet with an old smuggler who would fain bury his
his

coast,

past under a veneer of affected respectability

mc»t of |hem delight

;

but the

in nothing better than a

good

(^ack ” about the old smuggling days and the part
they played in them ; and if you catch one of these
old fellows on the right “ lay ” his yam is sure to be
‘‘

and, as he warms to the subject,
h^Adgets on his seat, and the old
And then
fiT$ of youth flickers up fitfully once more.
when the tale is done, and the old man shakes your
hand with something of the grip of old, he says regretfully, ” Ah, wellj neither you or I will ever see those
times again,” addingi. with a touch of irony, ” Why,
”
bless you they havit# the heart for it nowadays

worth listening

to,

his eyes sparkle,

1

:]|APTER X.
Sources of Information—!]nmgling Class nearly £.vtinct—Similarity of
Methods along the Coiifl^kill of the Cornibh Smugglers—Cornwall,
Chivalrous Smugglers— Coastgumxl and
the Smuggler's ** Paral
Contrabandists—The §)ii|p|iression of Smuggling.

—

It has
'

be^

I^’s

the

dqties, to

.

pg

'

lot,

in the course of profes-

bel |i^wn a good deal amongst that
particular class of l| S ^puiMPe which in former days
supplied the most I liiprtm and efficient rechiits to
1; Sid iuyutgraadnitnn invariable
]^l-known and much-to-be
practinf '.’tq^mowi
cf notatidn““ when
'cocn^end^q^<6uttl
fi»tltfd’”r^(^.j^'’Sui ^Cai^, by;' dint, of searching out
sioniai:

'ScoP£ OF Inquiry.

8i

old smugglers ^and ccJastguard pensioners, in rescuing

a mass of curious infomation from the oblivion to
which modern indifference and respectability would
From the interest manifested
fain have consigned it.

by many people it has occurred to the
some attempt to gather up these scattered
threads of unwritten history, and to weave them into

in the subject

writer that

the form of a connected narrative, might prove not
altogether unacceptable to the general reader.
It

may

be as

well, perhaps, to observe that

the

sources from which this particular sort of information

becoming scarcer year by year
writer*45 old smuggling friends
have passed away since these liflfes were penned, and
is

to be obtained are

indeed,

many

;

of the

number of real smugglers still living may soon be
counted on the fingers of one hand, a fact which

the

renders their reminiscences

and

all

the

more

interesting

valuable.

It would be easy, of course, to fill volumes with
anecdotes of the old smuggling days but, interesting
as these would no doubt prove to residents near the
;

particular localities described, they could scarcely be

other than tedious to the general public. One may
easily have too much of a good thing, and it has there-

been deemed better to limit the scope of the following history of nineteenth century smuggling as far as
possible to one portion of the kingdom, supplement-

fore

ing it by such references to other localities as may seem
necessary for the elucidation of the subject, and for imparting to the reader as comprehensive a view of smug-

ways as can be acquired without undue effort.
Confining ourselves, therefore, to the south coast
of England, which from its proximity to the Continent

gling

offered the greatest facilities to the contrabandists,
find

we

a certain similarity of method distinguishing the
p
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smuggling systems all along the seaboard, though
when we come to examine these a little more closely
we shall find many local peculiarities, which give interest to the inquiry, and preserve it from the reproach
of monotony.
As regards the skill and enterprise displayed by
those who conducted the trade, it is difficult to award
the palm to, any one county, though on the whole,
perhaps, and after a careful consideration of all the
circumstances of the case, the writer

is

inclined to

Cornishmen.
Not that the East
countrymen were one whit behind them in point of
courage or activity but the very fact of having to
travel a far greater distance for their goods exposed
them to increased risks, and to many dangers from
which the trade elsewhere was tolerably exempt, thus
giving scope to the highest faculties, and developing
seamanlike qualities of no mean order. As an instance
of the desperate r$ks that are sometimes willingly
incurred in the pqr»it of high profits, it may be stated

give

it

to

tlie

;

that when

were

smugger# was at

in the hab|t

tance of about

its

height the Cornishmen

of running over to Franc^«-a

a. Iptindred

—

miles

in

dis-

open boats,

in

mid-winter too, for^thdr supplies of spirits.
The adventui|>^ disposition of the inhabitants of
“ far Cornwall ” ifi^ed to mark them out as pecutb^.^osecution of a trade fraught with
^hile the comparative isolation of
this qqaint cornp
Enji^nd, with its rugged coast
line, its fine n#ui^ harbours with their infinite
liarly suited to

so

many dangetm'

^

ramifications

to have; been

crf^i^ks and
o^i^d by a

the smuggteifs’ Ishi^fr coffered

»

“pills,”

that

seemed

special: providetihe for
facilities viffiidi

could

be matched In
<kher i^et of Et^land. To these
hatui^ advanfaRS Ithe Cornish smuggler brought

!

A
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^mount of skill, cunning, and
was scarcely equalled, certainly
unsurpassed, elsewhere, and which, combined with
the remoteness of his home, enabled him to pursue
his vocation for many years after the trade had been
suppressed in more accessible parts of the kingdom.
in his

own

enterprise

To

person an

which

the credit of Cornishnien

—

let

it

be recorded

was conducted during the present
century, at least in a far more “ chivalrous ” spirit
than characterised the trade further east. There was
none of that reckless disregard for life which produced
so much bloodshed along the coasts of Kent and

that smuggling

—

Sussex
their

;

while Cornish smugglers

manhood by

acts of brutal

and

never disgraced
ruffianly outrage,

such as those which from earliest times have, alas
disfigured the annals of certain eastern counties.
No history of smuggling would be complete without some reference to that splendid body of public
servants which performed such yeoman service in the
final suppression of the trade, and concerning whom
the mostv lamentable ignorance very widely prevails
Smuggling history is, in fact, so
at the present day.
closely bound up with the rise and development
of that branch of the public service known

now

by the

appellation of coastguard^ while the spheres
action of smuggler and preventive man are

of
so intertwined that

the two

can hardly be conbeen deemed expedient to present the reader with a brief account of
the force which has played so important a part in the
social and CCbnoimic history of our country during
sidered apart.

It has, therefore,

the last seventy years, and to whose existence at the
present day the nation is inS^ted to an cxtei:\t but
little

appreciated for the happi' immunity from smugnow very generally prevails.

gling which

—
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part

II.

THE SCIENTIFIC

PERIOD.

TRADE ROUTES AND SHIPPING.
CHAPTER

I.

—Peculiar Privileges of the Channel Islands
Effect of Smuggling on the Revenue— Futile Attempts to Introduce a
Custom House— Diversion of the Trade to French Ports—The Import-

Chief Entrepdt of the Trade

ance of Roscoff—Dependence of Guernsey on the Smuggling Trade.

.The chief entrepdt for the smuggling trade with
England during tfe greater part of last century and
the early years of tjbe present one was at the Channel
Islands and of jthfe very lucrative business Guernsey
monopolised by f{& the larger share. Thus, in de;

commencement of the i8th
Duncan* tells us that "the

scribing the islartdiat the

century, the hiirto^an

English smuggler resorted to Guernsey for his cargoes
of spirits, tobacTO,. tea, and other high taxed commodities, for wlllch he found a ready and profitable
And again it was stated in
sale on his own ;eoast.”
of the House of Comcommittee
|he
before
evidence
inquire
into the causes of
sat|in
which
mons
1845
"
practice
of
smuggling,"
that in
most infaiioue
the
nine
smuggling
thafl^y^r
cutters,
sailed
Januvy of
from Rye for ^u^nsey, in order to take in large
It was
quantities of gc^slt^x^ run on the coast.

W

from,

faei«, also,.^ha^

^

{juggling

• « Xbe Histoty of Gnernsejr.”

vessel.

Jonathan Duncan.

The Two
1841.

;
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Brothers, procuped~her cargo of tea and spirits which
was captured and plac^in “ The King's Warehouse ”
at Poole, and thence aftenvards rescued in the manner
described.
The means by which the trade became
diverted from the Island of Guernsey into other
channels and the disastrous consequences which

ensued therefrom to the inhabitants forms one of
the most curious if little known chapters in the
history of smuggling and as some knowledge of the
facts pertaining thereto is necessary to a proper
understanding of the course which the trade took in
subsequent jears, the most salient points will be
briefly sketched in for the benefit of those who are
not already cognisant of them.
It must be premised that the Channel Islands,
by reason of certain charters, dating back to a somewhat remote period, were secured the enjoyment
of special and peculiar privileges, comprising, amongst
others, exemption from the exci.se laws and various
Customs regulations enacted from time to time for
the protection of the revenue of Great Britain.* Consequently, up to the time of the suppression of the
trade by means of certain legislative enactments which
will be presently described, the English smuggling
;

lay there and load in perfect security
from interference on the part of British cruisers
while the inhabitants of the islands were not slow to

vessels could

avail themselves to the fullest extent of the peculiar
“ Up to the
advantages thus conferred on them.
period of the first American war, in 1775, the trade of

* Amongst other curious privileges, was that of being looked upon
as a harbour of refuge, and considsred neutral in times of war, so that
a prise made by either of the belligerents could be declaied to be illeAccording to a high legal authority this privilege
never been formally abolished, but has fallen into disuse,’*
gally made.

“ has

—
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the island," says Duncan, “ was chiefly confined to the
import of spirits and tobacco to supply the wants of
the English smugglers.”*
It

was scarcely to be expected thatwith money tight

—theannual

allround

loss to the

revenue beingestimated

by the Commissioners appointed during George
reign

inquire

to

into

the

III.’s

matter, at ;f3SO,oc)0

the British Government would look favourably on the
peculiar manner in which the loyal inhabitants of

Guernsey were using, or as some might consider
abusing

their

privileges.

On

the

contrary,

it,

the

Government, through a long course of years, had
been seriously contemplating the suppression of this
njurious trade, and on several occasions, viz., 1709,
1717, 1720, and 1722, attempts were made to impose
Custom House officers on the islands, but without
In 1767, however, the “ Registrar’s office,” or
Custom House, was -actually established in Guernsey,
and one Major ap|>oin£ed <to the command of a*
schooner of fourteei# guns, with a cutter, four or five
boats, and forty inl^ to assist in carrying on the
duties, and with I fill powers of examination and
seizure within the| Inrbours and ports of Guernsey,
Jersey, eta The fi^tructions were full and precise*
and amongst oth|r^attcrs they were enjoined “to
see that no bran4i^' or spirits be imported into or
exported from tSi^^ islands in casks of less than
sixty gallons, or ia v^sels under fifty tons burden.”
whole matter lay in these few
The gist of.
words, which ainKdjra d^Rly blow at the existing
methods of the <pd^ conducted as it was then by
means, of handy iKl^essels conveying the spirts in
effect

:

.*

Itvasnouncoinii^<|^ii;;nee'«;t this time for a merchant at
dvenisey for i/xx> pipes of

RotttrdatA to receive

l^eva o(*t|>n*

n

Guernsey.”)

Roscoff.
small
called

casks

—which

^

—

ankers as they were
conveniently handled and

of-^ten-Ngallons

could

\
The operations of Major and

carried about.
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his coercionists

—

for

in that light did the loyal islanders regard their efforts

to

and

—were;

obstruct trade

however, but short-lived,

some not very

clearly-explained reason the
measures above described were allowed to fall into
for

abeyance, and Major and his staff vanished from the
page of history.
But even this half-hearted attempt to check the
trade was not without important, though little suspected consequences to the future of the islands, as
will now be seen.
Writing in 1841 the historian
already quoted observes, “ The object of the British

Government

framing this restrictive Act (1767) was
by putting a check
the
scheme
was
not
as successful as
to smuggling, but
High duties will operate as a bounty
anticipated.'
and encouragement to illicit trade, and if one opening
be stopped another will soon be discovered. Thus it
happened with the attempt of the British Government
to secure its revenues by depriving the Channel
Islands of their chartered rights- conceded by many
sovereigns and, guaranteed by several Acts of Parliain

evidently to protect her own revenue

ment.

A large share of the

to Roscoff, a small village

within a few hours’
nificant hamlet, for

trade was transferred
on the coast of Brittany,

illicit

This insigof the island.
deserved no higher appellation,

sail

it

immediately became an interesting object to the
French Government, and it is worthy of observation
that no sooner were the officers of Customs established
in Guernsey and Jersey than the question of making
Roscoff a free port or port ePentrepdt was discussed in
the French councils and immediately agreed to.

:
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The edict of the king of France was promulgated on
the 3rd of September, 1769. Its effect was soon felt.
Roscofif, till then an unknown and unfrequented port,
the resort only of a few fishermen, rapidly grew into
importance, so that from small hovels it soon pos-

sessed commodious houses and large stores, occupied
by English, Scotch, Irish, and Guernsey merchants.
These on the one hand gave every incentive to the
British smugglers to resort there ; and on the other
hhnd the French Government afforded encouragement
England added nothing to her
to the merchants.
revenue, while France was enriched.”

These remarks supply a clue to a mystery which
puzzled the writer for a long time, and which none of
his smuggling acquaintances were able to explain,
namely, why the insignificant Brittany town of Roscofif
suddenly became, and continued to be until the
suppression of smuggling, the chief mtrepdt for the
illicit trade with the western counties of England.
During the first hsdf of the present century Roscofif
was a household weird amongst west-countrymen of
and th| volume of trade that streamed
all classes
into the counties; of Cornwall and Devonshire from
this remote Frencii port must have far exceeded
;

anything of the ss^ni description that passed through
the legitimate and duly authorised channels of H.M.
Customs. What It amounted to will be seen in due
course.

That the tradi of Guernsey was but little injured
*
by the Order of 17(57 is 9&own by the following
“During the first iftn^rican war," says Duncan, “and
the French revoliiioii^ry war, especially the latter, the
trade of Guernsw flourished more extensively than

Uny antecedent p^iod of her history. The island
became the priiiOip^ depository of spirits, eagerly

at
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purchased by Ae~smugglers, and so great was the
that many fortun^ were realised simply by the
manufacture of casks. Sikh was the excessive import

traffic

demanded by the illicit trade that the
numerous and capacious as they

stores,

totally inadequate for the
supplies.”

vaults

and

were, were

lodgment of the various

*

The inquiring, mind will probably wonder why
Guernsey enjoyed this advantage over her sister
islands.
It may be as well, therefore, to explain that,
owing to certain climatic conditions, the island had
become a favourite place with the merchants of Bordeaux and elsewhere for the storage of wines, which
.

here developed certain qualities of excellence unattainable elsewhere, and this led to the construction

of the enormous cellars which were subsequently
utilised for the storage of spirits for the smuggling
trade with England.
Though England was the chief it was by no means
the only sufferer by reason of the peculiar privileges
enjoyed by the Channel islanders. Thus, it was given
in evidence that during the year preceding the last
French war the amount of manufactured tobacco
brought into Guerrisey by French vessels amounted
to above one hundred thousand pounds, the whole of

was smuggled back into Normandy and Britt^y, and in a report made to the French Government
wjiich

*

alone are carrentty reported to have amassed by this
still further increased by
judicious speculations in French rentes. The vaults which played such
an important part in the commercial economy of Guernsey in days

One

feniily

means a fortune of ,^300,000, which was

gone by are stiil to be met with in different parts of the town of St.
Peters Port, and by their vast pro^rtions enable one to realise in some
measure the volume of trade’ that passed through the island. The
greater number of them are situated on the quay facing the old harbour

and

are

now

chiefly used for the storage of coal.

:
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by the Governor of Cherbourg, the Channel
Islands and their inhabitants are thus referred to
“ Good neighbours during peace, closely united by the
contraband trade, which enriches them with the inhabitants of the neighbouring coasts of Normandy
in 1781

They are always in a state of
.
.
warfare now against the Custom House officers of
the two kingdoms; now against the French commercial
marine.”
and Brittany

.

;

CHAPTER

II,

—

Determination of Government to Suppress the Trade Correspondence
between the Commissioner and the Royal Courts Results of Diverting
the Trade to France— Encouragement of Smuggling by the French

—

—

Government Value «f..the Trade to France— Privateering in the
Channel Islands—The Guernsey Merchants’ Bist Customers.

At length, after nea|ly thirty years had elapsed

since

the passing of the C^der of 1767, the British Govern^
ment became thojr<^ghly aroused to the importance

t^^ which had not only increased
enormous e^t&t, but had proved so highly in-

of suppressing a
to an

1800 the
Guernsey a Mr. Stiles, in
the capacity of C^oftnissioner, who, besides entering
Accordingly, in

jurious to the re^e^ue.

Government sent |ofer

to

into personal cxplfmations with the chief civil authorities

of the

with regard to the views and in-

island;*

En ^lish Government on the subject of
lengthy communication
trade, a Idt&sed

tentions of the

the

illicit

to the

Bailiff,

this document,
notice;—
.

...

I

i

th<
i

ijn^gst the points touched on in
sTc^wing are most worthy of our
:

^

be* l«ve

to acquaint you

more par-

that the ||ai»ulent tiade carried on from this

;
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cot^eija^ces so highly detrimental and
revenu^nd fair trade of Great Britain
that the Lords Commi^ioneis of H.M.’s Treasury
feel the necessity of recommending to his Majesty in
Council some measure for the prevention thereof.
.
It must be presumed, sir, from your long
residence in the islands and high station you are
well aware that the illicit commerce in question has
increased to a very great and alarming extent, insomuch as to affect the interests and lessen the revenue
of Great Britain most materially, and that at a time, too,
when she is labouring under the pressure of unusual
burdens, which have been necessarily imposed for the
maintenance of her constitution, her dearest interests,
and even her very existence as an independent state.
The inhabitants of this island are so highly favoured
as to be excused, from bearing any of these burdens,
and indulged in the consumption of many articles of
commerce infinitely cheaper than the inhabitants of
Great Britain.
“ It is but reasonable to hope that an injury of
such magnitude as the one complained of need only
be pointed out and impartially considered by the inhabitants who may directly or indirectly be concerned
island

is in its

injurious to'the

.

.

.

therein, to induce

them

cheerfully to acquiesce in

measures which Government

may deem

any

expedient

illicit commerce altogether
and as such measures must necessarily occasion a
great alteration in the trade of the island, and may
eventually affect a good deal the interests of some of

for the suppression of this

they are therefore
the inhabitants thereof , .
the
plan so intended
on
suddenly
unwilling to decide
~
to be submitted.
Accompa,nying this letter was a document setting
forth the measures contemplated -by the English
.

.

—
93
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Government

for the suppression of the

contraband

trade, in which the following observations occur :
“Smuggling from the islands of Guernsey and

Alderney having increased to a great and alarming
and the offenders having, in some instances,
committed murder on the revenue officers on the coast
of England, Government has it in contemplation to
put a stop to such growing and serious evils, so highly
prejudicial to his Majesty’s revenue and fair trade, to
effect which it is not only intended to enforce the
several rules, regulations, and restrictions contained in
his Majesty’s Order in Council of February I2th,
1767, but to add others for the better carrying the
”
said Order into execution.
Mr. Stiles’ letter and the Memorandum by which
it was accompanied created the utmost consternation
amongst the inhabitants of Guernsey, and every effort
was made to stave off me^ures which could not but
prove disastrous to a trade by which they all so
amazingly throve. .Accordingly, a petition was drawn
up by those principally concerned, and presented to
extent,

.

.

;

the Bailiff. The fallowing extracts will suffice to show
the importance of ^tlie trade to the island, as well as
the views of the i^ahders on the subject of its sup*
pression :
“.
.

—

-t

They' Oannot but feel alarm at the plan
proposed to the Rpyal Court to suppress the trade of
this island
a plap pregnant with ruin to thousands
of industrious inhiibitants, yho have carried on the
respective trades,%ta^ without any interference than
that which arose mm^his Majesty’s Order in Council
of 13th February, l76|> which, being forcibly registered
but never enforce^ c^ld not be expected to be made
Ad sudden instru|Eieni of the ruin of this island after
.
.
There is more
a- lapse’: of Airty*^rei| years.
.
.

—

—

_

Reply

o_F

the Royal Court.
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than conjecture to wa^nt the belief that the trade,
when suppressed here, \v6uld be transferred to other
ports, since there is already one port on the Continent
more resorted to by smugglers, and from which a
trade more extensive and more injurious to the trade
of Great Britain is carried on.
The wealth
gained here reverts to the mother country, and helps
to support the public funds, promotes the navigation
of the country, and affords, in time of war, the means
of fitting out numerous privateers, to the great annoyance of the enemy’s trade.
“ That in the other case all the advantages cease
for the mother country, and are thrown with double
weight in the scale of a rival country. The payments
are made in specie, which never returns ; and a great
accession of wealth and still greater activity of circulation is infused into the commercial interests of
.

.

.

the country.
“ That the suppression of the trade of this island
would be productive at all times of the most fatal
would
consequences to the inhabitants
annihilate laige capitals, and diminish the property of
every man in the island to one-half of its value, and
reduce thousands of innocent and industrious persons
to beggary and ruin.”
The reply of the Royal Courts of Guernsey to
Mr. Stiles’ letter of August 31st, dated 27th Sep-

....

tember, 1800, is too lengthy to give here; but the
following passages will serve to indicate the line of
arg^ument adopted, besides throwing an interesting
light on this particular chapter of smuggling history.
Adopting a lofty moral standpoint, the reply begins
to smuggling, we should hold it unworthy of our
station as magistrates to countenance, or encourage

“As
it

in

any manner whatever; and we would

readily
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concur in any measure or regulation to put a stop to
from this island ” the descent from this lofty ideal
pedestal to the standpoint of expediency is some“ had it not been evinced by facts upon
what rapid
trial that the suppression of it here was shifting it to
the enemy.
We therefore humbly submit
.
our doubts as to the expediency and efficiency of
shutting up the ports of this island to smugglers . .
at least in time of peace. We can now speak from
the Order of 13th February, 1767, was,
.
facts
.
by the subsequent ones of 9th October, 1767, the
1 6th December, 1768, and 13th March, 1769, for a
time enforced, but what had been foreseen was very

—

it

!

—

.

,

.

.

.

soon evinced.
“ The French Government was no sooner apprised
of the measures thaq it opened several of its ports
to the

smugglers,' auid

made

those ports

free

to

among^^ those' was the port of Roscoff,
;
to which several En^ish, Scotch, Irish, and Guernsey
merchants resorted,^ aid there erected several dwelling-

smugglers

houses gnd warehp^s, receiving every incitement
from the French ^^ister, who not only declared it
a free port, but avowed rum and .Spanish brandies
(notwithstanding |h4 rivalship with theirs) to be
deposited there byfo^ferr/^/, for sale to the smugglers,
and in proof thereitf, \ve shall beg leave to refer to a
publication in the^ew* 1771, now delivered to you,
in which, at the apmt^ix, are two, edicts of the King
of France No. i,pa^d th9^4th March, 1768, and
No. 2, dated the, i;3^ September, 1769'; the last
issued .in conseqt&c& of a letter written by « the
intendant of the finn^ at Paris, and whose answer
is
inserted at I&e| 34, all of them evincing
’thf;.im^riance th^Fi^nch, Government attached to

—

'

driVW

smu|^er|

to that port

;

and

also after>
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Wards to that of F^cani^ fronting the Sussex coast,
that end in consequence
of the above-named Orders in Council. We shall not
repeat what is inserted in the pamphlet, further than
to observe the importance to which the measure
raised the port of Roscoflf the advantage which
resulted therefrom to the produce of the French
West India Isles, and the encouragement it gave to
their Newfoundland fisheries, and thence to the
raising of seamen for the fleet, besides increasing
the population of the province, and drawing from
England some thousands of guineas, which were

and of the measures taken to

—

carried to Paris, which,

when brought

to this island,

times returned to England ; in proof
of which we can adduce, that one of our Southampton
traders, which had twelve hundred guineas concealed

they were at

all

on board, being taken in a former war by the French,
and purchased after peace by our merchants, the
whole were found on board, and returned to whom
they belonged and if we are rightly informed, the
port of Flushing receives, at this very time, from nine
to ten thousand guineas per week from the smugglers
It may be proved that
who resort thither
from such measures (shifting the illicit trade from
Guernsey to the enemies’ pHjrts) they have been,
;

,

.

.

enabled to fit out privateers against our trade.
Whereas, on the contrary, every acquisition of wealth
to these islands is in war launched out in privateers,
and with such success in the American war, that the
captures of French and American vessels by the
privateers of these islands amounted to about one
million and a half sterling ; * and Mr. Burke is
* In reply to inqnir^ .a Gnerasey gentleman remarked to the
“ I remember hearing when at St. hfalo that during the old
war there was an understanding between the merchants there and in
writer,
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reported to have said in Parliament that he
these islands naval powers.

almost

call

spirits

which

.

.

here and sold

are brought

couM
The

to

the

If we
low hollands proof.
smuggled
is
from
this
informed
what
are rightly
island, or Roscoff, is generally sent to Cornwall or
Devonshire, and mostly disposed of to some thousands

smugglers

are

of miners of
ground,

.

those counties,

whom

spirits

beneficial,

live under-

but who, never-

are the author’s).

“ In this island the

been

are

who mostly

.

could not afford to pay for entered spirits. (The

theless,

italics

to

all

governor and magistrates have

attentive

particularly

to

prevent smuggling

armed, which has not been, and
would not be attended to at Roscoff, or any
ofher French port. Nevertheless, it must be granted,
that in a few instances some have been wicked
enough clandestinely^ to carry muskets and use them
against his Majesty’s Custom House cruisers, and
being

vessels

certainly

with them to hav4 wounded or killed some of the
crews; but on an |information given here that the
perpetrators of such enormities had sheltered them-

fs^nd, the

this

in

.selves

magistrates have been

diligent in securihgl^nd delivering
officers,

them up

that they might be sent to and

which would

-England,

’

not

have

been

to .proper
tried in

done

in

France.”

Jersey,

tchltaged liiKrmation concerning

by which they

movements

ot

|

spl^ive Countries, with a view to escaping loss

the privateers of their
I

by capture.
eemed.'^i'

1

was

e\

I

toB

the names of the Jersey merchants con*
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CHAPTER

III,

The Tfade Doomed—The

Bill in the House of Lords— Extension of the
"Smuggling Limits ” to the Channel Islands— Loyal and Self-denying
Conduct of the Guernsey Men—Methods of the Trade— Characteristics

of the Smugglers.

If the Guernsey men had reason for alarm at the
prospect of the extinction of their trade, they had

no cause to complain of any undue haste on
the part of the British Government in giving effect to
the contemplated measures for its suppression, for
certainly

the question dragged on another five years before any
definite steps were taken in the matter, and when at

length the time arrived for the

final discussion

of the

measures in Parliament, the people of
Guernsey gave expression to their views once more
in a petition to the House of Lords.
The debate took place on July 9th, 1805, on which
occasion Lord Holland spoke eloquently and argu“ The
mentatively on behalf of the islanders.
proposed

object of the Bill,” said his lordship, “ is to prevent
smuggling, and so far the measure is wise and

The only question that remains js,
expedient.
whether the provisions it contains are likely to be
generally effectual. I ask whether these provisions
will be equally effectual with respect to the smuggling
from France and Holland, as they will be with
.

:

In case the
respect to that from Guernsey. . .
regulations are insufficient to prevent the smuggling

from France and Holland, the only effect of this Bill
will be to transfer this trade from British subjects
to foreigners, and the additional powers given to

G

—
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Custom House

officers for

the extent of one hundred

My

leagues will certainly complete this mischief.

a mischief, for though I am aware 1
speak
of smuggling here as a fair trade, yet, if
cannot
it is the necessary consequences of high duties that
smuggling should be carried on more or less, it is
better it should bp carried on by subjects than by
foreigners.”
After recapitulating the consequences
arising from former attempts to interfere with the
natural course of this trade, his lordship concluded
his speech with the following remarkable words:
“ It is impossible totally to prevent smuggling the
interested motives of mankind will always prompt
them to attempt it, particularly when taxes are
extremely high, and the hope of large profit is a
temptation suffici^t. to make light of any risk all
that the legislature <^n do is to compromise with a
crime which, whatev^ law's* may be made to constitute it a high ofr4n|e, the mind of man can never
conceive as at all Quailing in turpitude those acts
j
clear moral virtue.”
which are breaches
Whatever opi^ims may be held by the more
enlightened moral|s&se of the present day, there can
be no doubt that ll^ speaker merely gave utterance
to sentiments thall'i^e very widely entertained at the
time, while his foos^t of the probable result of the
measures propose^' jly Government was verified in
be shown in the subsequent
every particular,
lords, I call it

;

;

^

.

chapters -of this hMo^.
em
The other sld<wf.|^e question was ably hailed
by l>ord Hawkewu^, who. pointed but that^lhe
vicinity oC
ptKt^y to this Country

and the Contini^ j|ave them great facilities for
lit wait found easy from the
sipuggling f • f
vicinii^;of they4»as# of Hampshire and Sussex to
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—

bring spirits in smalf^barrels in vessels of small
burdens and roll them o^.shore in the night.
.
.
And it was the opinion of those best acquainted with
the matter that the only effectual mode of remedying
the evil was to take care that none but packages of a
proper size should be made use of in the islands, and
that their trade should be carried .on in vessels of a
certain burthen.
If they (the Islanders) were
not prevented from fitting out smuggling expeditions
in their own ports, it was impossible to prevent the
success of these expeditions here.”
It will be
observed, however, that the main objections to the
measure, from the islanders’ point of view, remained
untouched ; namely, its ineflficacy in really checking
the trade.
In fact, they aqjued that the measure
would simply divert the trade to a foreign port, and
thus ruin the islanders, without bringing any resultant
benefit to the revenue of Great Britain.
But the 6riti.sh Government was inexorable, and,
in spite of all argument, held to the view expressed
many years before by Lord North, the then minister,
who, in reply to the pleading of one of the Guernsey
magistrates, deputed by the Royal. Courts to lay the
case before Government, said, ‘‘We have no authority
in the ports of France, but we have in your islands,
and therefore we must make the trial”
By a majority in the Lords of nineteen to six the

—

.

...

smuggling” was extended to a
distance of one hundred leagues from the United
Kingdom, by which thfe Channel Islands were brought
within its operations ; and the islanders, seeing that
the Government was inflexibly resolved to put down
‘‘law to prevent

the illicit trade, wisely bowed to the inevitable, and as
a proof of their loyalty to the British Crown, and their
“
repentance for the evil ways of the past, the people

o

a

“

100
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Guernsey,”

of

“ established

to

quote

the

historian,

Duncan,

a Chamber of Commerce, the condition

of membership being a promise to discountenance

all

illicit traffic.”

Before bringing this chapter to a close the writer
ventures to reproduce some further remarks on the

smuggling trade from the pen of the historian,
Previous to its suppression
Duncan.
He writes
the smuggling trade was carried on in cutters and
luggers, of from 8o to 130 tons, built at Hastings,
Mevagissey,* Polperro, and other English ports, and
the greater part were owned in England, as the
:

—

inhabitants confined themselves chiefly to the sale of

goods to the smugglers, and on the outbreak of a war
either purchased these vessels or fitted out their own
as privateers, for which they were admirably adapted.
The smuggling crews were almost entirely English,
well acquainted with^theif' own and the Irish coast,
idial of
and almost every iha^ of whom was the
a British sailor aeti^, daring, and prodigal of their
dangerous gains. Tl^ey forgot in the pleasures of the
day the risks of thetmorrow, as the favourite season

—

for their vocation

wa| the

winter.”

be' shown in what manner the
It remains novf|
“
1
hovering limits ” to the Channel
extension of the
Islands affected the flow of spirits into Great Britain.

*

The Mevagissey-bi||lt vessels enjoyed an especially high reputation,

and were often purchasn

tqr

East-cqpiry smugglers.

loi

CHAPTER
—

IV.

—

Vast Extent of the Trade Continental Entrepdts Constant Drain of
Specie from England ^Glasgow “Flaskers” Napoleon’s Patronage
of the Smugglers Smuggling in War-time— Busy Times at Flushing
—Volume of Trade be tween RoscofT and the West Country The

—

—

—

—

Underground Men

.

The

"

of Cornwall.

value of the goods imported annually into Great
without payment of duty during the first

Britain

quarter of the present century would be an interesting subject of inquiry, but as, for obvious reasons, no
reliable data on which such calculations could be

based are forthcoming, we can only make a vague
guess on the subject from such material as can be
obtained.
The old records are, unfortunately, not
very explicit on this point, but such as they are. they
enable us to realise, at least in some degree, the vast

by the illicit trade, as well as the
marvellous energy with which it was conducted. The

proportions attained

general condition of the trade at the

commencement

of this period was fairly well depicted by a pamphlet,
in which it was stated that the greater part of the
3,867,500 gallons distilled annually at Schiedam was
to be smuggled into England ; that a distillery had
lately been set up for making geneva, for the same

purpose, at Dunkirk ; that the French imported five
or six millions of pounds of tea, the greatest part of
which was intended to be smuggled over; that the
trade of Dunkirk was mostly carried on by smugglers

not only large but so well constructed for
seldom one of them was captured ; and
that the smugglers paid for what they bought in cash,
or by the illicit exportation of English wool. It was
further given in evidence by the Royal Courts of
in vessels

sailing, that

“
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Guernsey, in the year 1800, that " there is no doubt
that from ten to twelve thousand guineas are every
week carried by smugglers to the Continent.”

A

correspondent of a Glasgow paper gives the
following very graphic picture of the state of
Howsoever much the
smuggling in the North
regular commerce of the country is impaired by the
present pressure, there is no question the smuggling
trade continues with extreme vivacity. This extraordinary traffic appears to be conducted with a
publicity which could scarcely be credited by the
testimony of one’s own sight. The smugglers or, as
they are called from the manner of conveying whisky,
“ft^kers” go in large bands on the high roads in open
d^' and laugh at the traveller who, in his looks,
expresses wonder at contraventions of law so un-

—

:

—

—

disguised,

and yet

.^o

undetected.

One Monday

gahg of twenty-four, with the
order of so many jBa|diers, marched through Sj^ringbank to Cowcad4eip, in the suburbs of Glasgow,
where, in the fac^' a numbers of persons, some of
night, for instance,

.

whom

they
bawled ou|t, |*, Success to smuggling
entered a house, a^dj^eposited their laden flasks until
night 'enabled thepl^o penetrate safely to their, re-'
1 ’

setters in Glasgow|'’.^(i8i6.)

Some
furnished

cuilous |ei4dence on the same
by the l^n^ror Napoleon, who,

subject

is

doubtless,

had good authorit|krf^

his statements.
Speaking of
the English smt^l^s, hiwsaid: “They did. great
mischief to your (^^nment ; they took from France
annually forty or wt}i|millions of silks and brandy."
It would be ^yjreasonable to suppose fha^ the
war wi^ France #)uM ha% very materially affected
As alnaBer'of fact, however, it went on
this tr^e
very iqueh as b|for|, the French Government, for

—
French Support op
reasons of

its

own

—wlik;h
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are not hard to divine-

a^

offering every facility
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encouragement to

the

English smugglers to frequent their ports. “ During
the war,” observed the Emperor Napoleon, “ they had
a part of Dunkirk allotted to them, to which they
were restricted but as they latterly went out of their
limits, committed riots, and insulted everybody, I
ordered Gravelines to be prepared for their reception,
where they had a little camp for their accommodation.
At one time there were upwards of five hundred of
them in Dunkirk.” * After the close of the war the
;

trade in tea, silks, tobacco, and spirits, was carried on
with greater activity than ever, more especially from
the French ports, the partial restrictions on intercourse,

which had necessarily rather cramped the smugghlirs’
movements during the war, being now removed. By
degrees tea became
duties on silks left
spirits

difficult

to get, while the reduced

little profit

cent, over proof, while tobacco

The

particulars that will

to the smuggler

;

but

by being' some 40 per

increased in value,

still

now be

gave large
presented

profits.

may

be

accepted as perfectly authentic, having been supplied
by scents on the spot, or gathered from old records,
and they certainly furnish a curious commentary on
the revenue laws of the period concerned.
In 1819 the following vessels were reported to be
fitting out at Flushing for smuggling purposes with
the British coast,

viz.

:
-

Ton*.

200

Vlunix lugger
Idas (No< t) cutter
Idas (No. 3) cuttCT

Jans

cutter

...

"

...

Folkestone
(also

• “ Napoleon

^
...

a

•••

Ctttter

>.*

157
180
soy

eea

buHding).

at St. Helena.”

By Barry O’Meara.
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1823,

October.

—^The

Hopewell

lugger

of

80

tons sailed from Flushing with i,200 hve^gallon
casks (half ankers) of brandy and geneva, intended
to be run at Truro in Cornwall for a person called

Sleeman.

From

Jersey

it

was reported that on March 17th

a Cawsand Bay boat of T 5 tons took in at St.
Brelade’s Bay upwards of 300 ankers of brandy
On March 3(st
and, several bales of tobacco.
a cutter of 25 tons from near Plymouth took
in at the same place upwards of 600 tubs of brandy
and geneva, besides a quantity of other goods and
on June loth a cutter of 25 tons from East Looe
in Cornwall took in at the same place 690 casks
oT^brandy, and during the same month a Cawsand
Bay boat took away a large cargo of spirits.
Evidently the inclusion of the Channel Islands
within the “hovering limits” had not had the desired
indeed, it is a
result of suppressing ^he illicit traffic
well-known fact thnt^a very brisk smuggling trade
went on with the Cfianncl Islands in spite of all
Government measutef and “ self-denying ordinance ”
on the part of the Gi^itwsey men, up to within compara-.
tively recent times,? tfe only difference lying in the
fact that, instead qf being carried on in the free and
undisguised mannqr which had obtained formerly,
the operations weree conducted clandestinely, and that
tobacco very largelj twk the place of spirits.*!*
;

;

'

* Readers of the LifJdf S|r Charles Napier
doubtless remember that when, as a youn^ipffi^, he was crossing to Guernsey wi^ his
regiment, an alarm was iwedpurii^ the night that a French privateer

mn^r

la^d round them, and on receiving a
was chasing them* The
volley sheered off, answmngBheiir hail with ** Guernsey smuggler.”
ThUoccujr^ in 1S07, tWb yws after the "self-denying ordinance”
had been passed.
:
|

The Flushing Smugglers.
The

iqS

reader m\\ doubdess recollect the pathetic

undergrou^ men" of Cornwall and
Devonshire, which the Guernsey men touched in by
w’ay of extenuating their evil ways in regard to the
liquor traffic when threatened with Government interference how they spoke of them as a class “ to
whom spirits were beneficial, but who, nevertheless,
could not afford to pay for entered spirits.” Now it
is quite possible that there arc honest souls who will experience a painful shock of surprise at the levity of the.se
picture of the “

.

;

Guernsey men in referring to .spirits as “ beneficial ”
even to “ underground men,” and we all know how
opinions differ on this point but on one subject at
least there can be no difference of opinion in view of
;

the facts stated, namely, that beneficial, or not beneficial, the Cornishmen were intent on having a real

good time of it.
During 1824 several persons who were deeply
concerned in the smuggling carried on from Flushing
had a difference, with the result that they separated,
and one party established itself at Ostend on a very
extensive scale under the firm of Trueman and Co.,
erected several tobacco presses, and placed two very
large luggers on the stocks to be used for smuggling.
Another party, under the firm of Phillipson and Co.,
established itself at Nieuport with three luggers, making frequent trips to the English coast with tin cases
of snuff, and tubs of brandy and gin.
correspondent, writing from Ghent in October,
reported a great increase having taken place in the
smuggling establishments there, that additional
tobacco presses had been,, erected, and that the pro-

A

duce was sent over in tm waterproof cases, which
were taken by the large fishing “ dozers” belonging
to the place, and exchanged for fish or money with

-
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the Harwich and other boats at sea. On approaching
the coast the cases were sunk, and afterwards picked
up by small boats as opportunity offered.
Shortly after information was received of a large
armed smuggling craft from Flushing, expected on
the coast of Devon or Cornwall “the first easterly
wind.”

In November a correspondent at Roscoff supplied
the, following information concerning certain wellknown smuggling boats and their probable destination

Maria

(ist)

of

Cawsand

...

West of the Deadman
it is

Mnria (2nd) of Cawsand

...

Cruiur

...

...

ofPolperro

in Cornwall, where

intended to run the goods.

West of the Deadman in Hemmi^ Cove,
at the Dodman.
She landed her
St. Austell Bay (N.B.

—

crop at Mevagissey, Oct. 24.)
Austell Bay, near the Blackhead.
of Mevagissey
Austell Bay, near the Blackhead.
of Cawsand
of Folperro ... Sp. Austell Bay, near the Blackhead.
last

Ant

...

Arttkasa

...

Exehange

^
&

mentioned here comprised an
The St Austell
extensive stretch of ^o^t on the south of Cornwall,
bounded by Mevagi^s^ on the west, and the Gribbon

on the east, in thosjjb |||iys very imperfectly guarded,
and consequently a fa^urite place fbr landing goods.
Curiously enoug|)/rabout this time a notation
occurs in the old r^i;ds to the effect that “ several

m

the Fowey district, the
runs having taken
and crews afe ii^rim|§ded, and all promotion

officers

stopped,” from w. ^c^ it may be inferred that the
underground men h^d succeeded in saving their
Christmas supplies..^

1;%

“

establishment
One result of
of additional coastgj^r^itidions fbr the more efficient
of tffie coast ; and as, later
prqiectidh bf;thi$

Busy Times at

Roscofp,
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made^(^e very valuable seizures
us hope ^ey removed the stigma
which had attached to them.
From this time forward Roscoff assumed a position of extraordinary importance in smuggling annals, and, judging from the facts which have come
down to us, did a larger volume of trade with the
West of England than almost any other foreign port,
a striking confirmation of the views expressed by the
Royal Court of Guernsey.
Next year, 1825,3 French sloop with two Polperro
men on board besides her crew sailed from Roscoff
with a cargo of spirits for some place near the Land’s
Information was also received that ^e
End.
Venus, of Rye,
80 tons, had worked three
voyages lately, of 800 casks of spirits each time, in
the “ London river ; ” that a schooner of 122 tons and
a crew of thirty men was taking in a cargo of
hollands, brandy, tobacco, and tea, at Flushing, for
Ireland, while the Whiting, Two Brot/ters, and Fox
smacks, of London, were loading at the same port
with geneva, brandy, etc., for the West of England,
and the cargoes were being prepared for sinking.*
on, the coastguard

hereabouts, let

.

CHAPTER

V.

Smuggling from Jersey—Reconnoitring off Roscoff— Fighting over the

Spoil—Activity of the Revenue Cutters— ** Our Own Correspondent"—
French Smuggling Vessels— ” French Jack "—Halcyon Days at
Roscoff—Narrow Eshape of Smuggling Boats.

a thirty-fjl^ galley to row ten oars
was reported to be buildi% at Jersey for the purpose

Early

in 1826

* This opemtioii will be described later on.

io8
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of smuggling between that island and England.
Boats of this description played a most important
part in the smuggling economy of olden days, and
this importance rather increased than otherwise as
time went on, and speed became a greater desideratum than ever in the successful prosecution of the
trade.
shall hear more of these galleys as the

We

history proceeds.

In consequence of several well-known smuggling
boats being absent from Cawsand, and supposed to be
taking in cargoes at Roscoff, the revenue cutter
Harpy,, of the Plymouth station, was sent across to
look them up (June, 1826), and on reconnoitring
outside Roscoff, discovered there the Little Henry, of

Portsmouth, the Bee, Jane, and Friend's Endeavour, of
Cawsand, and Hope, of Polperro all no doubt on
smuggling intent, though safe in a French port at
present.
This information ‘was coupled with a note

—

to the effect that “

the^ boats being

limits are liable to

s6i^re on attempting to return to

outside of their

the English coast,” from which we may anticipate an
exciting game of hld| and seek, the first “darks,”

or moonless nights, yrip a southerly breeze.
Sometimes the g^d cognac was diverted into
quite other channel^ than its owners intended, and, to
judge by the graphic little picture of the times pre-

sented below, we ||aay infer that the crews of the
revenue cutters wep as much on the alert, and, as
eager to participate|l.n the spiils of the trade as their
It is recorded (Feb.,
fellow preventive m|n on Shore.
of
the Lion, revenue
<|>mmander
“the
that
1827)
.cutter, was reprimaMe^; for allowing his boat’s crew
‘ seizure
made by the boats
to take by force pai||
of the Lpoe and Poil)et|o stations.” It seems that the
Lioiis men,: in their s|ixiety to share in a seizure,

o^

’

!

Extent of the Trade.
-

—X.

endeavoured to carry

by the Polperro

off

some of the tubs

boat’s crcw^ under

ioq
“ crept "

command

up

of the

chief officer of the station, who, in consequence of the

way in which the Lion's men used their
knives in cutting off the tubs from the sinking rope,
had several of his fingers severely cut.
pretty
state of things,- indeed
Evidently these untamed
reckless

A

!

young

cubs wanted licking into shape.
case affords a curious illustration of the proverbial slip 'twixt the cup and the
lip:
“The Livily was captured in Lundy Roads
(Nov., 1831) with 300 tubs of spirits on board,
having been twenty-six days at sea,’’
Nearly
four weeks “ battyfagging
about, waiting a chance
Hard luck,
to run her cargo, and then to be taken
indeed
The records further state that “ two of her
crew were sent into the navy and one to gaol” to
lion

The

following

—

’’

1

!

repent at leisure
It must be understood, of course, that these cases
are merely selected as representative ones out of a
very large number that have drifted to the surface,
and can by no means be accepted as affording any
real indication of the volume of the trade that poured
into the country during the period in question, or of
the activity with which it was conducted.
The

when we are most in want of
and we have need to read between the
lines to get a true measure of the energy brought to
bear on this particular branch of industry.
Next year (March, 1832) “a well-informed correspondent ” reported from Roscoff that “smuggling
had not been carried on so extensively at any time
records are often silent
information,

during the last twenty years as it is now.” At the
same time several boats were reported taking in
cargoes of spirits under the Isle of Bass (outside

no
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Roscof!), which said news had the effect of putting
the revenue cruisers on the qui vive and to some
purpose, as the sequel shows for soon after (ApHl)
we read that the revenue cruisers Harpy and Arrow,

—

:

belonging to Plymouth, made three Cawsand boats
and one from Yealm throw over thair cargoes to
escape capture a waste of good liquor which must
have brought sorrow to many a household.
More news from Roscoff in September th?it “ the
Good Intent is carrying on a. successful contraband
trade in brandy and tobacco between the Isle of Bass
and Plymouth. Also that the Daniel and William^
passenger vessel, of Portsmouth, is occasionally employed in the same trade ; and that a boat had arrived
at Roscoff with her name covered over with canvas,
and that Mallabay,t a merchant, was preparing sixty
tubs of spirits to put op board her during the following night Further, ^at another cutter called the
Jean Baptiste had jbeen purchased for smuggling
tobacco, and that t^e|(4«r£JW had been altered so as
to admit of her caifg| being placed on deck when
nearing the shore, re$dy to land ; also that a long
draw but little water was
‘clincher-built’ boa^
being built for her.” 5 |
The attraction! '^f Roscoff seemed to grow
stronger as time r<^led on ; the bare mention of the
name, indeed, beini ^ough to bring an anticipatory
gleam of delight loi^he face of a properly-constituted Comishman bf^thos^days,' for was it not
synonymous with i^ea|> liquor and baccy? Thus,
for many years, th( produce of Roscoff, or Rusca, as
indispensable to the men of
it was called, |irov«
the west coul|'tiy a^ t^r daily bread, and while they

—

^

ii

‘

*A^ebfated8imig^ing|^ft.
t Ope of pie chief ej^t i^Brchanto patnmised
.

bjr

the smugglers.

—

—

The Cherbourg Smugglers.

Ill

poured their gold into th^aps of the Roscovites like
water, the latter repaid thehi with the water of life
they loved so well.
In November, 1832, information was received
from the same source of the sailing of the Rose from
Roscoff with ^00 tubs of brandy for Fowey; and
a little later of the following vessels being there,
viz., the Eagle, 35 tons, and Rose, ii tons, both of
Fowey, and bound to Fowey with spirits.
Just picture the scare in smuggling circles at
Roscoff, had a little bird whispered “ a chiefs amang
”
ye taking notes and faith he’ll
We can understand now why so many of their nice little schemes
“ went aft agley.”
For the sake of the revenue to
say nothing of his own person, let us hope “our
correspondent ’’ never fell into the hands of the Philistines, or there would have been rough work to
!

—

report from Roscoff.

In January, 1833, some interesting information is
given concerning the movements of French smug“ The
gling vessels, further to the eastward, viz.
habit
of
visiting
in
the
Cherbourg
are
following from
the English coast, chiefly about Weymouth ; they
range from 27 to 37 tons :
:

I just

Phoebe

Eliza

j

The

built.

.

Sisters

Argus

VAnuti

Bien Aitne

Arthur Eugene

VAimabk

L* Argus

VActive Eugenie

Sisters

Louisa (The master of
Brothers,
lately

The

Virtue

following mostly frequent Dartmouth

Jeune EIum

Two

L'Espoir

Louise

Betsey \

this vessel formerly sailed in the

He

is

called “ French Jack,*’

Two

and has

been released from Bodmin gaol).”

enterprising smuggler known

by the

sobriquet

—

—
1
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of “French Jack” was a rather celebrated character
in his way, and was well known to the revenue cutters
on the Dorsetshire coast. There are old pensioners
living still who have a lively recollection of “ French
Jack” and his good old cognac, a bottle of which was
always kept in the binnacle expressly, for the boat’s
crews that boarded his vessel a considerate act on
his part, for many was the dance he led them.
He
was 'said to be very popular amongst the cutter’s
Can we be surprised ?
men
In February we find the Daniel and William back
again at Roscofif, also the Eagle, Laura, and Help.
“ They are to sail the first fair wind.”

—

1

—

And

again in March “Information from a private source " at Roscoff, of the sailing of the following smuggling vessels, which are working under
feigned names
:

with 350 tubs of brahdy destined for Coverack (Cornwall).

Hdp

y,

110

J^oughyy

260

19

r

£agle „

300

„

J

To

yy

Plymouth.

99

Dartmouth.

„

Fowey.

appended a note that “The Rough
of f 28 tons, and her master’s
name is Smooth. It is her first trip to Roscoff.”
This sounds like 9^\jeu d'esprit on the part of the
skipper and so it |s, for later on comes “ information” from the sanlo sburce that the Help is really
tlie Dove, of Cawsmd, and
Rough the Sun, of
is

which

a

fine

is

cutter

^

;

Ae

Cowes.

The

3

extraordinaiy activity with which the smtig-

gling trade betweenlRoilcoffand the coast of Cornwall
was being conducted m^y be gathered from the list

of sailings and arrivals (pr the month of March, 1833,
furnished by-the cotifesfbndent above-mentioned
:

—

.

RY Smugglers.

Wssp-i
Arrivals Between
YAWL.
Goldfinch
•'

th

and

March.

31 st

TONS.

From Plymouth.

Four Brothers

14
12

Goldfinch

17

II

9

II

Plymouth.
Dartmouth.
Dartmouth.

II

Lizird.

.

...

Supply
Fose

Dove

113

II

13
18

...

EagU

II

35

II

William

>3

II

Ijfve

26
14

...

.Tripj^«»*

II

35
26

i^Love-^

II

Cowes.
Fowey.
Falmouth.
Coverack.
Plymouth.
Fowey..
Coverack.

Departures Between 15TH and 27TH March.
with
^Goldfinch
Four Brothers ,,
Goldfinch

„

20
120

Supply
Rose

1,

60
80

Dove

,,

*Love
William

For Plymouth.

90 tubs

*25
150

,,

...

...

II

II

•••

•••

If

f,

...

...

>1

„

•••

•••

II

ft

...^

...

II

,,

...

...

II

ft

125

f$

...

...

II

ft

80

II

•*•

Total

II

Plymouth.
Dartmouth*
Dartmouth.
Lizard.

Cowes.
Fowey.
Coverack.
Falmouth.

850

—^The three boats marked

thus * have been very successful,
board
of
which
are the two Dunstan^.* They
on
sailed on the 27th, land^ their cargoes, and were back to RoscofT on
the 31st. A tobacco voyage will now take place $ ^allabay is conducting the preparations with the greatest secresy, and is trying to get
authorised by the Customs to load in the roads of the Isle of Bas.”
'*

Note

especially the

two

last,

Next month' comes the following information from
Roscoff

:

Departures Between 13TU and
Goldfinch with
Love'-

too tubs
150

:

201'h April.

For Plymouth.
For Fowey.

* The two Dunstanit above-mentioned belonged to a celebrated smuggling family, one of the survivors of which was living until quite re^cently, and was well known to the yrriter, to whom oji various occasions

'he imparted

H

some curious smugglliig reminiscences.

—

,

1
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with 180 tubs

£a^/e

£ox

„

Friends

,,

Goldfinch

„

Total

“ Note.

Coverack.

...

,,

„

...

„ Dartmouth.

„

...

,,

„

...

f#

Plymouth,
Teignmouth.

750

—The

first three boats put back twice since their arrival on
having been chased by a revenue cruiser. They were fired
and the Fa^/e was in the greatest danger, having only escaped by

March
at,

70
150
ICO

31st,

good Ailing.”

CHAPTER

VI.

Priae-money Galore—Roscoff Again—Activity
the Coastguard
of the West-country Smugglera- Fate of Smugglers— Hovering Limits
—Terrors of the Middle Pa^|age—The Ttoo £ro/herj— Eventful Lives
of Smugglers.

Where are

What,
doing

it

may be

all this

cruisers

?

aslttd,

time ?

From

the

were the coastguardmen
were ,|he revenue

^nd where

s^nt information supplied by

might b^supposed that

little was being
done by H.M. servanj^ to, stop the flow of cheap
liquor.
As a matter^of fact, however, both coastguard
and revenue cruisers Wre busy enough, and prize
casual entry here and there
money was plentiful
gives one an inklinglof what was going on. Let the
reader judge for hin^lf,.^
jsir

the records,

it

A

.

Here are some
“July.

cK the entries for 1833 •
Forty-t^o tubs, the Dovis cai^o,

taken by the boats of jthe Harpy

are

revenue cruiser,

and Cawsand and l^al^ stations.”
“ Twenty-one tulie a|e taken by the Cawsand crew
in the galley /(o//;/,of"C^sand; the remainder are

sunk

off the Eddyirtone.

They

still

are part of a ‘ crop

‘

—
^

5

S£/ztm£s.

-

1 1

A

belonging to John
\of Downderry, ‘who was
seen near Craft Hole, lying by a hedge, drunk.’*'
Poor John
to what a pass did the good old
,
cognac bring thee
Not an exceptional case, though,
by any means. It may be remarked, in passing,- that
our friend was a noted smuggler, some of whose adventures were recounte^ to the writer by a member
of the family.
“ August. One hundred and fifteen tubs belonging
to the Dove were taken by the Looe coastguard.
“ September. Five tubs washed ashore near Looe,
and a boat marked Fox^ of Plymouth, found on the
beach a mile west, and another tub in the cliff close

A

!

by.
“ Fifty-seven tubs belonging to the Elizabeth are

crept

up by the Looe boat

“ October.

off Seaton.

Fifty-rcight tubs out of sixty,

forming

the cargo of the Dove, are crept up off Downderry by
the Looe boat.
new boat without name is found
“November.
on Lantivdt beach, and sixty-nine tubs of spirits are
found in the cliff near Lantivet beach, which are
believed to have been landed from the Daniel and
William on the morning of the 14th inst, and the

A

boat afterwards removed to Lantivet.
“ December.
Some tubs belonging to the Four
Brothers are taken near Plymouth breakwater by the
Cawsand crew. The Admiral’s tender chased the
Daniel and William near the Eddystone, but lost
sight of her in a fog.” And so on.
But all these captures were a mere drop in the
ocean to the stream of liquor that flowed in, and
‘

damping effect on the trade, for
news comes from Roscoff again of the departure of an
English schooner with 300 tubs, which “she took
evidently had no

11

a

—
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one night; and sailed again at 4 next morning.”
Also of the following :

in

with

Jatte

Aetvue

For Plymouth.

135 tubs

„

190

„

detained by fine nights and N.E, winds.

And

so the

game went

merrily on, with varying

success on both sides ; the smugglers being eager and
willin|r to risk the crossing so long as freights were
high, while the freighters considered themselves amply

recompensed so long as they could save one cat^o
out of three. And we may be sure the coastguardmeh
enjoyed the ,^^n, and seldom grumbt|S at overwork
while seizurtul were plentiful.
As a matter of fac^ during no period was smuggling carried on with more energy or .success in the
West of England n<^ excepting even the free-trade
days, than during that ^ompris^ between 1825—35And in this trade no ohe took a more prominent or

—

active part than the ; i^.abitants of the quaint

little

we

we.stem shore of Plymouth
in demand all along the
boats
Their
Iwfre
Sound.
the men who sailed
while
of
ComwaL
south coast

village of

Cawsand,

oi|

them enjoyed a reput|^n for akiil, daring, and enterprise which was uneduiimed in any part of the kingdom.*
I
'

;;

.

As for the author|ie$jf they were at their wits’ ends
how to stop thetradqv' mhe extension of the hovering
limits to

—

^which

one hundrefT^ue^^om the British coast
was to h^e ^proved the death-blow to
it’

i

•

T

dm compiling, from authentic source, a

and eighty-one men belonging to
Caiwsand in, the habit of njpkfi]i| occasion^^ ntns across to Roscoff for
Not a bad record for a
contrabtod^^uring the ten|irea^
fishing 'Village

I

..

'f

;

Fatb of^Smuggling Boats.
smuggling

—as

117

—had only dri^n the trade to French ports

foretold, without sensibly diminishing the im-

The Government had played its trump card
and here was the result.
However, a smuggler’s luck could not last for
ever, and there was something chilling to say the
least in the spectacle of a fine boat
the smuggler’s
own property may-be, and on which his chances of
earning a livelihood depended being slowly and
solemnly sawn through into three separate portions,
while the t:argo of good old cognac, with which, alas
at an unfortunate moment it had been freighted, was
ports.

—

—

I

diverted into altogether unlooked-for channels. Such,
however, was the fate of a smuggling boat when

taken in flagrante delicto
fate

was

while for the crew their
a man-of-war, or a term

five years’ service in

of imprisonment on shore, all of whi<^ must have
rubbed a good deal of the gilt off the gingerbread of
a smuggling transaction.
The extension of the “hovering limits” had
proved advantageous to the preventive men in one
respect, insomuch as they had now the power of
arresting any vessel or boat discovered outside of the
limits specified on her licence, viz., three leagues from
the English coast, in the case of vessels not engaged
The very fact of
in the foreign trade, and all boats.
being outside the three league limit was regarded as
tj^so facto proof of being on smuggling intent, and
sufficient to warrant seizure and detention, if not conStill, the sea was wide, the revenue
demnation.
cutters were few and far between, while the crossing
was always made at night in a strong breeze, for
choice ; and so far as sailing qualities were concerned,
the smu^ling boats were notoriously capable of
showing their heels to evfery cruiser on the coast

:
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The chances of capture were not, however, the
only risk attaching to the smuggling trade, there
were the dangers of the “ middle passage,” no light
ones either, when it is remembered that the winter
was the time when the trade was prosecuted the most
actively.

Crossing the hundred miles of water intervening
between Roscoff and the Cornishcoast in the bitter gales
of aliard winter was no child’s play in a decked vessel,
and we can only dimly surmise what must have been
gone through in the open boats, to which the more
adventurous souls trusted their, persons and their
Many a “ neat little crop ” had to he sacricargoes.
ficed in mid-channel to the safety of the boat, and
tales are still handed down from father to son of
these “ battering times,” and of boats and men that
One such story the writer
sailed, but never returned.
remembers well, in which it was related of a wellknown Cawsand smuggling boat, how she was lost on
the Mewstone with all her crew ; the head of one
man, a very celebrate(|. smuggler, whose brother was
holding high rank in|the royal navy, being found
afterwards in the cajbif^
An entry the wi^er chanced on in some old
records affords anot^ier picture of these stirring days
"March, 1834. f— The Arrow, revenue cruiser,
chased the Two Brpthers on shore on Plymouth
breakwater at onel a.in., when she became a total
wreck.
The cre\f ' saved themselves with great
difficulty by lashing; themselves to the cranes, and
were taken off at <|ayl^ht by the crew of the lightvessel.
The Harfy and Arrow secured the wreck
together with lOl? fu^ tubs. The Bovisand coastguard hfbat got four ^ore, and the rest went to
.

.

pieces.”

East Coast Sui/GCLmo.

A smupgler*^ life
skittles,

doubt,

by no means
^es.
It was

as the saying
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all

beer and

no

exciting,

not particularly glorious, and had its ups
and downs like every other walk in life rather more
so in fact than most. Still, it seemed to possess
attractions to the .'coast population of those days,
and certainly never wanted for patrons..
if

—

.

CHAPTER
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Coast SmuggUng-?Sittug:§:ling Galleys— New Developments of the

Trade— .\ Run
Cawsand

far, this

—

—

A

history has been chiefly concerned with

West of England. A few
now proposed to submit to the

the
the

—

of ^20,000 Worth of Goods
Famous Smuggling
at BouIogne^ Smuggling in FVench Boats The
Fleet— Curious Instance of Reversion.

—Busy Times

Craft

So

VII.

contraband

trade

was

assiduity further East, if with

particulars

which

it is

reader will show that
conducted with equal

somewhat

less

variety

As

a matter of fact there had been
scarcely any break in the trade, or any diversion of
the stream from one port to another, as was the case
while even the war with
in the West of England
France, as we have seen thanks to the fostering care
of Napoleon scarcely effected any change in the an” *
nual volume of imports. Certainly the “ blockade
of incident

;

—

—

had necessitated certain adaptations in the methods
of the trade, and of these the most important was the
more extensive employment of smuggling galleys
Luggers and decked boats still
and “tub-boats.”
did a large business from Deal, Margate, Ramsgate,
• The “coast blockade” along the Kent and Sussex
scribed furlher on.

coast, de-

!

.
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Hastings, and Rye, from the latter
while on the other side of the Channel the
chief smuggling depdts were at Flushing, Nieuport,
Dunkirk, Calais, HarHeur, Boulogne, Gravelines, and
The galleys were
FA::amp, and lastly Cherbourg.
constantly running from the latter port, as well as
from Calais, Dunkirk, and Boulogne, and the records
are full of references to the activity displayed at these
Thus, in 1831,. the
notoaous smuggling centres.
coastguard stations were cautioned that “ smuggling
in open boats from Boulogne and other ports opposite
Folkestone,

especially

;

Kent and Sussex is carried on as actively as ever by
some secret mode,” which they are enjoined to dis-

—

cover

The

if

they can

manned by English
owned by Frenchmen.

galleys were ^sually

smugglers, though built and

They would dash

across from the French coast, and
sometimes even from t^ Channel Islands, to Portland and places further east, being timed to reach the
English coast soon after dark, where they would
“run” or more usually^ sink their cargoes, and be
back by daylight next ^ming. It was a common
practice with the crews of smuggling vessels lying at
Cherbourg waiting foi* v fair breeze, to make a trip
over to Portland or tl|e-’|sle of Wight in one of these
receiving £\ per man
galleys—
for the trip from the Ireighter.
The establishmen ^f the coastguard on the
south-east coast in
oim^e “ blockade ” soon
felt in

smpggung

following warning

wai issued

made

it^lf

disconcerted along tl^ c(^st

the

circles

—

;

and

in 1832 the

The smugglers being
of Kent and Sussex ^n

:

“

more open modi' op smuggling, intend trying to

import t^^it goods |b i^artly-laded colliers.” This
method of smuggling continued in high favour for

—

;

Smugoung

oif

A Grand Scale.

many years, and^sevemNarge
active officers.

The

seizures
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were made by

\

of information from a
"private source” gives a curious insight into the
trade methods of the period. The letter was dated
from Bombay, and ran as follows (June, 1832):
“ The chartered ship Orwell will be on the coast of
England with a valuable contraband cargo to be disfollowing

piece

among small trading craft, previous to our
London river in May or June, 1833. We
have Gravesend watermen on board, who are to contributed

arrival in

duct the trade in the river. In this manner ;£^20,000
worth was smuggled last voyage by one of these
ships.
Even the gunbreechings were ‘sick,’ and
crape shawls ‘ served over tiiem, and we have many
men on board who have made fortunes by this
’

trade."

Dry goods were

still

smuggled from the Con-

on a very large scale when opportunity
Thus, in 1834, we find “a cutter of about
80 tons is expected on the Sussex coast from
Nieuport with dry goods, worth from three to four
thousand pounds, supposed to be the Eliza. There
are three other cutters there, of 35 to 40 tons.”
The Eliza, it may be remarked, was a celebrated
armed smuggler that chiefly freqvtented the Irish
coast
Four years later (1838) a correspondent wrote
from Boulogne: “Smuggling has been carried on
from here to a great extent these three months past
over twenty vessels of various sizes have left with

tinental ports
offered.

—

cargoes.”

The

practice of crossing in English boats

at length, through
shore,

tlie

and revenue

became
on

vigilance of the coastguard

cruisers afloat, fraught with too

—

—
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much
dated

A

be any longer indulged in.
caution,
March, 1839, will explain matters more

risk to

clearly
“ In consequence of the large
:

number of Cawsand
and other English boats that have been recently
taken, lost, and made to throw overboard their
cargoes, the coastguards are warned of the probability
of the smugglers employing French boats to bring
over^their cargoes.**

This warning was not uncalled for. As a matter
of fact the employment of foreign vessels had become
pretty general amongst English freighters, who were
thus enabled to conduct their operations without exciting the suspicions of the home authorities, a result
which it was almost impossible to avoid in the case of
English craft, whose absence from their accustomed
haunts, together with their crews, had the effect of
putting the coastguards on ‘the qui vive.
The famous Cawsand smuggling fleet now vanished
from the stage, having long played its part with a
degree of skill, energy, ;^nd industry that seems little
short of marvellous. f,But if the activities of the

Cawsand men had been driven

into other channels, let

had been suppressed
from that
llecc, for instance, is an entry
which throws light cb the matter (October, 1843)
“
new mode of smuggling is discovered, viz., cargoes
are brought over in French vessels, and when within a
convenient distance Irom the skorc, the tubs are rafted,
and towed to the pl^e Appointed, to land by a tubboat,* which is carried jbn board the vessel for that
purpose. To preverjit tltp discovery of an assemblage
it

not be .supposed tl|afthe

—

far

traffic

1

:

A

‘

of persons waiting |br the arrival of the vessel, the
tubs, on being first linded, are deposited in caves, or
buried in the sand. Tib carriers are then collected.

.

Fuench Smugglers.

12%

and early the following^^ight led to the spot where
\

the tubs are secreted."’

The French smuggling
often occur at this time are

Le
Le

vessels
:

—

whose names most

Pierre^

Letitia*

La Grande

Oif.

Le Annie,

Ixi Petite Emilie,

Favella,

—

Le Anna (French Jack, master).
This vessel
traded mostly between Guernsey and the western
parts with tobacco, and often brought across one or
two of the notorious Cawsand and other smugglers as
Increased energy was
“spotsman,” or freighter.
now devoted to the smuggling of tobacco, from which
large profits could still be realised. Thus (December,
1843) it was reported that large quantities of smuggled
tobacco were selling in London and other large towns,

and

in

January following, “great energy

is

shown by

the smugglers at Flushing and Guernsey in sending
over cutters with tobacco.”

Although the illicit trade was now, as a matter of
expediency, chiefly conducted in foreign “bottoms,”
English vessels and boats often made clandestine
trips across to the French coast, while en route from

—

port to port sometimes takiog in cargoes of contraband in mid-channel, from vessels sent to meet them.
The worst offenders in this line of business were the

—

^notably the Cowes pilotthe Place, Bocontwc, and
trawlers,
of
the
vessels while
worthy of mention.
are
most
One and All,* of Fowey,
pilot vessels

and trawlers

;

* This curious name calls for explanation. The Cornish arms and
the motto, “ One and All,” are said to have originated during the
crusades, when a certain Duke of Cornwall was taken prisoner by the
On the news reachSaracens, and held to ransom for fifteen bezants.
ing Cornwall the whole of the population subscribed the necessary sum,
and

their

Duke was liberated.

.

The

fifteen

bezanU are represented by

.
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way smuggling

drag^;ed on a

fitful

sort of

existence for a. number of years, with occasional
bursts of' activity consequent, doubtless, on the re-

—

laxed vigilance of the coastguard, who now began to
lack the stimulus of prize-money, seizures becoming
scarcer every year. Thus, in July, 1850, there is an
entry to the effect that “smuggling has greatly increased again,” and the year after a correspondent,
“ I am credibly
writing from Plymouth, observes
informed that the funds for smuggling oq this part of
the coast are larger than they have ever been for five

—

:

years.”

Curiously enough, just before the

final

extinction of

we meet

with the names of several old
revenue cruisers figuring amongst the lists of
smuggling vessels. Thus, in February, 1850, “The
Childers, 201 tons, late a revenue cruiser, and formerly
the trade

captured as a smugglerl in the Bristol Channel, has
been bought by her former owner a barber by trade,
residing in Guernsey—^aid sailed from Plymouth with

—

five suspicious charact^r^ who have been in constant
communication for the l^t ten days with well-known
Plymouth smugglers, M^th whom the master is in
frequent company.” AHo the Rob Rcy, late revenue
cruiser, which “ has be^" fitting out at Ramsgate for
some notorious smugglers
smu^ling, has sailed
on board, two of whom;,Were previously captured and
i

imprisoned.”
Poole, one of the
Again, in April, fe
revenue cruisers, “latHy|fold out of the service,” is
reported to have arrives a^entewan, near Mevagissey,
of smuggling
in Cornwall, where ^iefard

K

the fifteen

“ One end

b«^

,

the Cornish arms, and the motto,
chosen t|fcoawehibrate the fact that a//stthseribed.

in the

Of oonncpothv explanationbare

fffered.

LLY Islands.
notoriety, appeared,

and

in constant
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communica*

tion with the master.

And

of all, the Elisa, “ late coastguard tender
at Fowey, and formerly captured by the Cawsand crew
as a smuggler, is expected with a cargo of spirits from
last

Roscoff."

And, having thus come back once more to the
we started from, this chapter must close, ob-

place

serving that this

is

the last mention of Roscoff in

smuggling annals.

CHAPTER
The

VIII.

ScUly Islanders—Suntlay Diversions—Warm Reception of a Coastguardrran Occupations of the Inhabitants Condemnation of SmugKing Log and King Stork— " A Complete
gling Boats- Annie L
Daffodils and Pota'oes.
Nest of Smugglers

The

—

—

Scilly Islands are so intimately associated in the

minds of most people at the present day with the
and flowers for the
London market, that it must come as a rude shock to

cultivation of early vegetables

their admirers to hear that durjng the early years of

the century the energies of the worthy islanders were,
chiefly devoted to a branch of trade which brought

As a
profit than honour to all concerned in it.
matter of fact, this interesting group of islands were
at that time extensively used as depdts for contraband
goods imported from France, or landed from homeward-bound vessels, to be smuggled as opportunities
Consequently,
offered across to the English coast
more

preventive service was established in the^
western counties, it was soon found necessary to extend the sphere of its activity to the adjacent iriands.

when the

—

—
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means of checking the depredations on the*
revenue which' had become so flagrant Thus, in
1828 we And an “ inspecting commander” located here,
with a force of twenty-three officers and men,
distributed between St, Mary’s, St Agnes, St
Martin’s, and Tresco.
That the presence in their
midst of so many servants of the revenue should not
have,proved altogether congenial to the simple tastes
of the islanders can easily be understood, if the fact
was not emphasised by a curious record of the times,
as a

which chance has fortunately preserved, and which
throws an interesting light on the improving manner
in which these simple folk spent their Sabbaths
sometimes
:

“ St. Marj^s^ Stilly, <)th September, 1828.

“ I beg to report that Cornelius Oliver, a commissioned boatman, stationed on the island of Bruger,
having represented to me that several boats belonging
to that island went p#alongside of several ships in
the offing on Sunday, ^e 7th inst, and as the said
boats were returning to Bruger the said officer (and
his son, a boy about fourteen years old) went on the

landing-place in orlcr- to search the said boats.
the islanders assembled, one of
There were several

whom

threw a sto^e at the

officer,

and the men

threatened him mostf severely if he would attempt to
rummage the boats, ^he oflu^, in return, threateiied
|

they continped to pelt him with stones he
would Are amongst ^e erow^. About seven p.m, the
boats Pigeon and Hfwe landed nearly the same tiffie,
and on the officer aticmjpting to board the latter boat,
belonging to the island
a man named Stepan I
(and on tioard the Howe), prevented him, and afterward^shoved .the boat off from the beach, and held
that

if

,

—
D/y£jis/0tfS~^ THE Islanders.

up a

bottle of spirits,

a^
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holding forth the most
awful threats if the said ofBcer again attempted to
board. On the boat again attempting to land, Oliver
ran into the water, and jumped into the boat, on
which the said Stephen I
seized the officer in his
arms (so that he was not able to disengage his pistol),
and threw him overboard into the water, and before
he could recover himself the boat’s crew ran on shore
with what contraband goods they had in the boat.
After Stephen I
landed on the beach, he seized
the boy (Oliver’s son), and threw him down and
kicked him most severely, the marks of which are
quite visible. The officer, also, has been hurted, his
watch, commission; arms, etc., wetted, and the pistol
I therefore humbly beg leave to
lost out of his belt.
recommend that the said Stephen 1
may be
prosecuted for assaulting the officer, and made an
example of to the rest of his colleagues.”
,

was desirable that the good people of
Bruger should be taught respect for the majesty of
Certainly

it

by Mr. Cornelius Oliver!
seems unfair to have expected a solitary
to turn the inhabitants of Bruger aside from

the law, as represented

though
officer

it

their evil ways.
It appears that his nerves
Alas poor Cornelius
never recovered from the rude treatment he received
I

!

on that Sunday night, for we find the inspecting commander shortly after advising his removal to another
station, “ as he appears to be intimidated ever since
the assault was committed on him.” Writing under

nth

October, 1828, the inspecting commander
reports that “ in consequence of the stir which I made
relating to the rig, navigation, etc, of the boats
date,

belonging to these islands, I have entirely prevented

-SiiVGGLniG
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goifl«^ Francye for the puirpose of effecting runs aboul'%ese islands and the main. 1 fuither
beg leave to report that these islands were never
known with so little smuggling as this year, and the
greatest part of the inhabitants are reduced to great
distress in consequence, for hitherto it used to be their
principal employment, and a strong guard will be
alws^s advantageously employed here, otherwise they
will smuggle to a great extent, and run the goods
to the main, and dispose of the same to the numerous
vessels which gain shelter there.”
It may be some satisfaction to the Guernsey men to
know that they are not^ the only people who suffered
from Interference with what they had always ret
garded as a natural i^d perfectly legitimate branch of
thenii^from

.

industry.

,

One

of the reason^ for the Scilly boats discontinuing thhir visits to |(oscoff. was, it seems, an impression that “ partie^ were looking out for them
there ip report^theirimf^efhents,” and this impresssfon

been m4tt^d Into something very 4i%£
affiiif|which took place at this tinie,/
viz., the arrest on “ ihj||rraation ” of two boats belong-."
and Maty Ann, for havH%
ing to Tresco, the"
for running their cargoes at
been seen at Ro.sco^
Both were
the Land’s End iniii' Mount’s Bay,
convicted and coraKiiined ^ to be cift up (March,

must

hliye

conviction

by an

1830).

A lopg and
.

P'

^

.

>

m

...

cur||«i#correspOhdrace took place, at
this tim^S concerning f certain Annie L
who,
with that fine solKiti^e Tor the interests of *thc
ii||irked .'p trait of her sex, had
revenue whiclv is
furnished, the ^asfgu^d with -several valuable "informations,”^ by m^arg of which'- some important
seizures were said to hnye been effected, and who now
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complained of the reward^eing out.of all proportion
to the value of the services reader^.^*
* ’Tis
an- HI wind that blows nobody any good,” as
the old proverb says, and the islanders hoped great
things from a change in the personnel of the coastguard.
Thus, the inspecting coihmander reports
(June, 1829) that “ the smugglers have recommenced
with great eneigy, as they expect my removal
shortly.”
But these gentry reckoned without their
host, for they soon made the unpleasant discover
that it was merely a change from “King Log” to
“

King

Stork.”

made to the system of
smuggling from homeward-bound ships. A case in
point was that of the T/iantes, East Indiaman^ which
attracted some attention at the time, and led to
a Customs prosecution, in which the chief ofBcer
was heavily fined. It seems that on arrival of the
Vessel
off the Scillys, a pilot boat came alongside
»
with six or seven men, who betook themselves
to. the mate’s cabin, wher:^ a rich display, <pf silks,
These
etc., was ready prepared for their inspection.
draperies were at once deftly disposed round the
pe^ns of the visitors by a process of winding;
.and a further supply, neatly packed in cases, was
Allusion has already been

,

*

A curious

tained

by

instance of the conscientious scruples sometimes enter-

ladies in regard to the rendering of dues is supplied

by the

Postmaster-General in his Report for the current year. It seems that a
lady residing in Siam forwarded to London several parcelsi declared to
los. ; ** but the
contain walking-sticks and stationery o( the value of
officer promptly detected a brilliant
and jewellery worth upwards of ;£35,ooo. The
postage, at the registered letter rate, would have amounted to about
£10^ and it may be assum^,” adds the ropon» **that the course
adopted was proippted.by ^e'desire to save the difierenoe between the

vigilant eye of the

Custom House

collection of diamonds

ordinary parcel rate and .this amount.*’

1
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rapidly passed

down

Ways.

into the boat, which thereupon

Unfortunately, as

returned to the-'islands.

it

proved

some inquisitive outsider had watched
the proceedings, and actuated, let us hope, by lofty
motives, promptly informed against him on aimal of
the vessel in the Thames.
for the mate,

Smuggling continued

for

many

years after the

advent here of the coaistguard ; in fact, the islanders
had driven too long on this precarious means oi
livelihood to turn their hands readily to a more reThus, in January, 1831, the inspectable calling.
Foreign spirits, tea,
specting commander writes
and tobacco, may be had in any quantities at two or
three <lays' notice, but not without despatching a
vessel to France, which illegal traffic the vessels and
boats are at all times ready to engage in that belong
to these islands, as ttey are a complete nest of
smugglers.”

And
incidents

|

digged on, but without any
worth recordi|g;. The transition from the

so matters

smuggling habits of
to the present-day cultivation of daffodils and pqptoes was necessarily a slow
one, and alogether ddvisd of interest for the student
*
of smuggling history.!

iart IIL

THE COASTGUARD.
ITS ORIGIN

AND DEVELOPMENT.

CHAPTER

I.

Punches Idea of the Coastguard-—Good Times for the Smugglers—The
Coast Blockade—Origin of the Coastguard— Unsatisfactory Nature of

Blockade— Preventive Boats’ Crews—A Cutter Man’s Ruse-;Water Guard—Compositioa of the Force—’Longshoremen

the

Preventive
Afloat.

Almost

everyone

is

familiar with the ‘trim paths,

well'tended gardens, and ^whitewashed walls of a
coastguard station, and may even have a vague sort of
notion that this little .centre of order and good disis connected in some mysterious kind of way
with the prevention of smuggling, but as for any clear
ideas concerning the duties pertaining to the .officers
and men of the coastguard at the present day, or how
the force came into existence in the first instance,
such a pitch of knowledge is rarely attained by the
And when this
free and independent tax-payer.
worthy person beholds a sturdy for marching up and
down with a big telescoper the cynosure of admiring

cipline

rustics at a popular watering-place, he
assume that this jolly mariner’s lot has

is

apt to

fallen

in

pleasant places.

The popular

ignorance concerning this branch of
was curiously exemplified some

the public service

time ago by our old friend Punch, who, in a moment
1

2

>
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of forgetfulness let us hope, so far deviated from the
standard of good taste which usually characterises his
remarks on men and manners, as to define coastguard
stations as “castles of idleness, where able-bodied
men spend their time in looking through long glasses
short experience of
for imaginary smugglers.”
winter
months would
coastguard work during the
have tjpnstderably modified the opinions of the author
of this impudent libel.
To discover the germ from whence the coastguard
originally sprung, we must go back to the very early
years of the century. It has been shown how the
unsettled state of the country during the wars with

A

France enabled the free-trader, as he was called, to
follow his vocation with an audacity which could
scarcely have been tolerated under more settled
conditions, and how, with the return of peace, the
Government turned its attention once more to domestic affairs with the resist that the free-trader found
himself all of a sudden |he object of the profoundcst
solicitude, and his call^g threatened with extinction.

y

must not be ii>fared, however, that the smuggler had been allowed
indulge his tastes hitherto
without interference
any sort, or that there was no
It

^

force in existence fo^ the protection of the revenue

before the coastguard was called into being. As a
matter of fact this d^ty had l^n entrusted hitherto

to the officers of Cus|bnjs and Excise on shore, while
afloat the revenue |utt||rs, when not engaged in

smuggling on their o^n Recount, had done what litde
'1^ evil which had acquired
they could to cope
proportions far b(^o4d t|eir powers of control.
But, unfortunate^, die Customs officer and his
minions had become, thfough no fault of their own.

;
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the laughing'Stock of th^countryside» while as for
the revenue cutters they had long ceased to have any
terrors for the intrepid mariners who gained their
'living by defrauding the revenue of its dues.
But the
halcyon days of the free-trader were drawing to a
close.
The very lawlessness which: characterised his
operations could be regarded in no other light than as
a disgrace to any country calling itself civilised
while the heavy losses sustained annually by the
revenue showed the necessity of strictly enforcing
the various statutes enacted from time to time for
coping with such depredations.
The authorities having determined on putting
down their feet in the matter, lost no time in giving

and commenced operations
by establishing a thorough blockade of the coasts of
Kent and Sussex. For this purpose a man-of-war
was .stationed in the Downs,* another at Newhaven
in Sussex,t and their crews landed, broken up into

effect to this resolution,

detachments, and quartered in the Martello towers
along the coast Where towers were not available
a sort of barracks was built, and these “ blockade
stations,” altered in accordance with modern requirements, are used for coastguard quarters at the present
day. Here, then, we have the germ of the modern
coastguard station along the coasts of Kent and

The various
Sussex.
now be traced!

stages of development will

• The Ramillies, ThI* fine old seventy-four had last seen service
American war under command of Sir Thos. Masterman Hardy,
during which she narrowly escaped destruction by torpedoes on two
in the

'

occasions.

forty-two guns.
of the “Family Library,” published in 1840, the
Captain Ilanchett, C.B., R.N.,
following curious passage occurs

t H.M.S. Byptrim,

jin a volume

Days and Ways.
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stations were commanded hy
Royal Navy, of whom, at the closeof the war, there were a lai^e number out of employitaent, and with but small prospect of obtaining it
afloat
A station comprised so many towers, which,
with their complement of men, were in chaige of petty

The blockade

lieutenants of the

The

ofHcers with the rating of quartermaster.

entire

was under naval discipline, and in the event of
misconduct the offenders were liable to be sent on
board the old Ramillies to be “ dusted down ” an
occurrence which, if tradition is to be relied on, was
by no means infrequent, “ Old Jock McCulloch,” as
force

—

the worthy Scotsman

\rfio

commanded

seven^four was somewhat

that fine old

irreverently called, hav-

ing a '^cided penchant for this particular method of

^

“ moral suasion.”

?

The " coast blocka^ef lasted a number of years,
but the system was never ^^Itogether satisfactory. The
service was unpopular lirin the men of the fleet, the
better class of

those

whom

off

from joining

it,

and

who were inducidpo

enter connived with the
often deserted, and there

smugglers, got drunk, .aw
was a very general coiA]j»int amongst them that the

etMpted with too much power.
The blockade was|bi^ken up in 1831, the men
withdrawn, and their p||iic§i| taken, partly by men from

quartermasters were

aw

^rtly by civilians, the desigthe revenue cutters
nation of the force beinKalmred M#cQ^tguard.” Long

Me^rinciple of the blockade
had been extended grwumy, and in a modified form
before this, however,

who
Its

pro|>b^.'ibo cbnstitutioi x>f

h^ ’wiul^e^olunuents

att^plii^

|

to Appoi&me

degraded oC Us Compa^on
commission.”*-^^ ihie Mtttin]|at

was appointed to
a year or more, was accused of.^*

coastgiuard^«nfl

'^ibA

without

trial

dismissed his

the Bath, and stripped of his

post,

I

and the

Nore,*’ page 322.
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under another name, roud^ the entire seaboard of the
kingdom. Obviously, it was useless locking the front
door if the back entrance and all the windows were
left open.
In other words, it was of little advantage
the
revenue
depriving the good people of Kent and
to
Sussex of their direct supplies of liquor and baccy
while these popular commodities could be imported
duty free round the corner. Almost simultaneously,
therefore, with

establishment of the blockade,
for suppressing the
trade round the entire seaboard. For this purpose the
old-established revenue cutter service ^the only available organised force for the suppression of smuggling
active measures

the

had been taken

—

—

^was largely deve}oped

of the

and

men were detached

utilised.

‘A proportion

to form boats’ ^riews at

the most notorious smi%gling centres, and lohg after
these boats’ crews had become permanencies at the
localities where they had been “detached ” in the first
instance, the men were still spoken of as belonging to
the “ boat,” and were, in fact, always appointed to such

and such

From

" preventive boat.”

these detached boats’ crews, which are still
“ oldest inhabitant,” we

remembered by the proverbial

can trace through a seri^ of evolutions, extending
over half a century or more, the coastguard stations
of modem times ; while, strictly speaking, the germ
of the coastguard force must be sought for in the old
revenue cutter service rather than in the hybrid force
composing the “blockade.”
The duties of the “ boats’ crews ” at this particular
time were, as imf^ied by the title, exclusively naval.

The men

patrolled the coast in their boats*

by

night,

* By way of onsttring the proper performance of ibii doty, the
^ ritteTp** as the officer in cliatge of a preventive boat was somewhat
ironically called in those dayB»

was ^joined

to take soundings at
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or, if

prevented from going afloat through stress of

weather, the boat would be hauled up, the crew seeking refuge under a shelter composed of the boat's
sails.

detached “ boats’ crews,” though undoubtedly a step in the right direction, were at best
but a makeshift The duty was imperfectly performed,
partly from want of proper supervision, and partly
from tlie nature of things. It was, of course, impossible for men thus situated to obtain information
concerning the ways and means of the local smugglers,
or to keep themselves au courant with their movements, though some ingenious ruses were occasionally
resorted to by the more active officers with a view to
acquiring this much-to be-desired knowledge. “ When
my father was in the Xjufwiiig cutter,” said an old
pensioner to the writer, ” ^11 sorts of dodges used to
for instance, w^n they were stationed at
be tried
Plymouth a boat would^' b|| sent ashore in Whitsand
Bay, where the crew woul|[ haul her up and cover her
over with seaweed, and th|n, after dressing themselves
up in old clothes, and pptjKng on a smock-frock, maybe, they would throw a Bundle over their shoulder,
and go away into the vil^^s, where they would drop

These

;

into the public-houses

glers were
over.

listen to the talk.

By this

mane£^ to And out what the smugabout, and pl^n cargoes were expected

means they

often

Then, as soon as t was d^||^ they would launch

and return tc ^thi^utter with the information
they had picked, up.”
|
The next and mpst |important step was thd^
their boat

during th^ ni^t, and tn furnish a return of these
Scandal has it that the
process known a8 ''fudging ’’Ulias l^gely resorted to in the compilation
of these returns tqr ingenious ‘fsiu^.”
certain.

periodii^lly to the inspecting cowmander.

—
Guard.
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establishment of permanen^boats’ crews—" preventive
boats,” as they were called, and the appointment of
responsible officers in command. The crews were now
located on shore, in hired houses, or where, for various
reasons, quarters were unobtainable as was often the
case in those days, owing to the very 'natural reluctance of the inhabitants to facilitate arrangements so

—

entirely

opposed to

of thin^*
“

watch

their notions of the eternal fitness

—the men

were housed

in

old hulks, or

vessels.”

And now we

find the force designated in official

documents as “ The -Preventive Water Guard,” the
duties still partaking latgely of a naval character
rowing guard afloat by night, or patrolling the coast
on shore when unable to launch the boat
Before tracing out thel: subsequent stages of development, it may be as well, perhaps, to pause for a
moment for the purpose of inquiring into the character and composition of the force at this stage of its
history.
’*

appointed to the command of " boats
were, as in the case of the blockade, chiefly lieutenants
of the Navy, of whom, as already observed, there was
a plethora but in some instances what were called
civilian officers,” were
for not very apparent reasons
selected from amongst the “ deputation officers ”
mates, gunners, etc, of the revenue cruisers ^the individual holding this post being officially designated
as " chief officer,” regardless of his profession, real

The

officers

;

—

—
—

* Polperro, in Cornwall, affords an illustration of this :
Though
was not politic, the people determined, one and all,
No one would let a
offer as much passive resistance as was safe.
coastguaidman a house to live in at any price ; so the whole force was
obliged to make a dwelling and guard>house of the hull of a vessel,
moored to the old quay/’—•Couch’s History of Polperro.”
which
,

active opposition

ms
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rank, or status.

post was not a very glorious

one, perhaps, but there were always plenty of appli'

cants for
if

it

hard times which prevailed, and

in the

the pay was not exorbitant, the prize money, which

not infrequently accrued to

a- zealous and, perhaps,

lucky chief officer, was by no means the least of the
attractions of the post There was plenty of hard

work« certainly, and not a

little

fighting, for which,

however, no medals were granted, and in which

little

glory was to be reaped.

With regard
was

to the " crews/’ although the nucleus

selected in the

instance from the revenue

first

cutter service, they were usually completed by the entry
of ” ’longshore ” men. Whether^ this means the most
desirable class

questionable.

olf,

men was

obtained seems a

little

Ora sOit^ters speak very contemp-

tuously of thd^reventjvf

men

of those days, but per-

haps old smugglers ai# ^^J^ttle prejudiced. They
could scarcely be ,expeaei||4> recognise merit in a
preventive man. Foil al that, there would seem to
be a consensus of of^q|>n that pretty nearly anyone
coopers, perhaps even
tinkers— anybody, ini HKt, who had interest with a

was taken—shoemakel^ailor^

Member of ParhameiK||r
for

friends in office to obtain

them an appointtn^i in the
Said an aJd

force.

coas^prdman

mind, when a boy,

nm^ a time

galley at Polperro

g&^fT

to the writer

a

lot

«

I

can

seeing the six-oared

t&^xxird the cutter^ the

.men going fioppity-flp^ilh their
other, just like

:

oars,

]^ughbqy&'’

one

after the

CHAPTER

11.

Salutaxy Precautions—Mixed Marriages Forbidden—ConsolidaHon of the

Revenue Forces— Riding Officers of the Customs— Employment of
Dragoons—Aversion to the Work—Organisation and Duties of the
Mounted Guard—Gradations of Rank in the Coastguard.

Having

regard to the universal prevalrace of smugsafely averred that every man who
joined the coastguard, even if he had never smuggled
gling,

it

himself,

trade

;

verbial,

may be

most certainly had relatives engs^ed in the
and as the strength of old associations is prono surprise will be felt at the elaborate pre-

cautions taken to pf^iii^t the' possibility of collusicm

by severing

all

connection between>«men in the pre-

To

this

in the old regulations that

“no

ventive service and. their former associates.

end

it

was enacted

individual can be appojiij^d to any statidn within
of his birth, or wHhin
twenty miles of the

twenty miles of the place at which he has resided for
the six months previous to his appointment in the
water guard.” This regulation was extended subsequently to the place of residi^ce of a man’s wife.
And again, “ Any individuai'^tf^manying with the
family of a reputed or notorious smuggler, or lodging,
in his house, or contracting any improper intimacy
with him, will be dismissed.”*
*
.

R

A .fiue to
,

point occnqwd to the Sdily Isbnds

chief officer of the

report, nuurried

a branch of a

“ Mr. Ridwrd

iWco station, has, since the last half-yearly

a wonan betoi^ing

snuq;gl«s*s iamilyr or

jf[bom the island principally consists

to

St Mary’s

Island,

who niay

be connected wkh
;

of

and, under the cicQj^tanees, I

us hope
hd may be removed tow the district
weighed
momentous step jfr. Richard R-^
well the cmnpatadve advMiti^ ct tingle blessedness to Treseo, to
to suggest that

that before takii^ this

matriinaaiai joy to bdter bads.

—
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Ways.

A

preventive man could not be too careful in the
“ It was death in those daj^"
choice of his friends,
old coastguardmen will tell you, “ to be seen talking

—by which

it is meant that it was
advancement in the force.
That these precautions were by no means superfluous

with a smuggler”

ruin to all prospects of

be seen as

this history proceeds.
“preventive
water guard” as well as the revenue
The
cutter service were at this time under the “Lords
Commissioners of his Majesty’s Treasury,” the execuwill

command being vested in a “comptroller-general,”
who was a captain in the Royal Navy.
In 1822

tive

orders emanated from the Treasury department to

the effect that “ the whole of |he forces for the prevention of smtiggling, consisting of the revenue
cruisers, preventive water guard, and riding officers,

and be'placed in like manner as
the riding officers are a| pj^esent, under the direction
of the Board of Customs”’ /.^It will be noticed that no

shall be consc^dated,

reference
still

is

made

in force,

to thef** coast blockade,” which was
undoiiibtedly a part of the “ force

and

an omission which
makes it clear that the |fficers and men employed on
this service were onlyP^tached,” and still belonged
to the Royal Navy, f
Allusion was ma^e just now to a branch of the
preventive service v|ilch has not been mentioned
before, namely, the ading offieers.
Some notice of
their previous historyp called for.
The riding officers
may be traced back wr pearly a couple of centuries,
and are therefore ^titled to be regarded as tlie
for the prevention of sn|aggling,”

.

pretnie^^branch of

tM ndw consolidated force for

the

preventf^ of smug^l^g,!
In an enactment Ipa^d in 1698, with a view to
checking the export sihuggling of wool along the

“

Officers.
south-east coast,

we
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find\ provision

made

for

the

appointment of 299 riding officers at an annual cost
of £20,000 and during the war which broke out subsequently between France and England the services
of the riding officers were largely instrumental in
checking clandestine communications with the enemy
a dishonourable vocation to which the smugglers
betook themselves very largely in times of disturbance. From a report by Mr. Baker, supervisor of
Customs for the counties of Kent and Sussex, dated
December, 1703, we find the coast from the Isle of
Sheppey in Kent to Emsworth in Hampshire, a
stretch of about 200 miles, in charge of fifty riding
officers, giving an avpc^e of one officer for every four
;

—

miles of coast-line.
How utterly inadequate this

fortie proved to suphas been made abundantly clear.
To compensate in some -measure for the numerical
inferiority of the preventive force proper, the practice
of employing the mounted branch of the army was
now largely resorted to. To quote from Mr, Baker’s
report, under date December, 1703, in which certain
suggestions are submitted with tlie object of reducing

press^ the illicit trade

—

I further prothe cost of the riding officers, he says
fuse that the dragoons now quartered in Kent, and
by her Majesty’s order of nth August last, to be
:

detached into severall parts of the Marsh (Romney) to
assist the officers, as from time to time I shall direct,
may, if your Honours shall so please, be made useful
in this service, pursuant to the Order in CouQcili by
his late Majestic, bearing date the 23rd June, 1698,'
wherein it was ordered that for the encouragement of
the said soldiers aind the landlords of the houses that
quarter them there (being an allowance of twopence
per diem to each drsgoon upon such service, and to
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the officers in proportion) being revived. I can Sde
dispose those soldiers that the nightly duty of the
officers shall not be interrupted, and everyone of them
shall always have one or more of them in the night

upon

duty.’’*

The system of employing dragoons
with the riding officers continued

up

in

conjunction

to the time of

the “Consolidation Order.’’ in 1822, at which particular period the riding officer might have been spoken
of as a man in authority with soldiers under him.
the same ready obedience was
rendered to him by his subordinates, as we read of
in connection with a certain centurion of old, seems
extremely doubtful. There is %niple evidence, indeed,
to show that the soldiers detested the work, were
hand and glove with the inhabitants of the places

though whether

,

where they were quart^ed, .find nothing loth to do
a little smuggling on. l^eir own account wheif the
officer lay snug in be<i I ;<*
From time immeipclial, as indeed may easily be
supposed, considerafaie| friction had taken place
between the military hi# the officers of the Customs,
and the formalities t|s^had to be observed before
the assistance of the »^ers could be procured nullified to a great extentl t^ advantages resulting from
their

employment

|

I

..

* AcnfuMU rsoord of thi
bu une down to ns io the shape
of a letter, from an individu#;^|^iiif' lUldf *' Old Soldior,” who, in
the course ofaome ohserva^U l^which he deplores the deterioration
«s, says
of* mfliti^. spirit amongst
lam soriy to say there
'ate soW'dfficets who nevefii
to make a^eampa^n, escqit agdtast
spue idio
mncii better: ^eased to watdi all
4
n^ht for a^i^atre of tea an||
ty than'io march into trenches t and
Jkdp^aSBttrptj^ they had
tather.be comasandied by a Custom
J^p^ ofiim.than Prince
rw the Duke ci Jdarlboraugh.”-r

^ 1^1^^

ww

to

Tft^^-MOUNTBD Gt/ABD.
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smuggling was conr
been attended with
marked success. The riding officers by themselveswere
easily overawed ; while,
far as the suppression of

cemed,

as
it

this

system had hot

regards the military,

was not a happy idea

this of setting

dragoons

—

smugglers
catch
rather, indeed, like setting
elephants to catch eels.
to

3 y the Treasury minute of
1822 the riding

officers

were attached to the coastguard stations under ;,|he
orders of the chief officers,
the official designation

being altered at the same
time to that of " mounted
guard.”

,

'i

According to the regulations of this date they

were “ to be considered as
the movable force of the
district, and to be placed
at such stations as

may

from time to time be deen
service."

Civilians were ho longer eligible for this branch of
the service, appointments being confined to persons
"to be select^ from cavalry regiipents by the general
commanding-in-chief.” *
The force was divided into
*
&r the old " civilian " class of riding dflicets wdle adapted
to the rough and tmnUe work they were called au to perform, the
reader may judge froca the following extract from the Susux A<htr~
tutr a{ 1834 s— "Three r^Ui^ officers of the Customs., of the Arundel

How
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three classes,

viz.,

sergeants, corporals,

and

privates,

while as regards their duties, to quote again fVom the
regulations
" The general and most important part
of the duty of the mounted guard is, towards the
close of the day and during the night, to examine
carefully the by-roads, lanes, and in general every
:

—

part of the neighbourhood of the station to which
they are a|;tached, for the purpose of discovering any

may

be making by the smugglers
for effecting a landing, either by assembling carts or
men,.or in any other way . . . and in the event of a run
being effected, pursuing the company, and endeavouring to intercept the carts in which they are conveying
preparations which

the goods.

.

.

All their movements in the night

.

are to be conducted with the greatest secrecy, silence,

and circumspection and it is expected that by their
intelligence and vigilance they will be enabled to discover all the secret Jiaunte pf the working parties,
become acquainted with tieipersons of those who
reside in the iinmediate neighj^urhood, and with the
;

habits of

who

life

of that descrii^icp of people in general

any way concerned
and t^u# render most important
in d^et^ing the object of the
'

are suspected of beiiig|in

in illegal traffic

and valuable

.

.

.

service

smugglers.”

long digfes^on may be thought,
but to enable |lhe; reader to understand

This rather
superfluous

;

the .chapters which follow| itfis eilSbntiai that the
duties of the several branch ^
the service should be
cicm'ly explained.
r $

'*

'

The practice of calling 1 ) tm aid of the military;
though but rarely resorted
a|ler the establishment

^

district

have

eighty-four, eighty,
fifty, fifty-four,

^

sopenmnuated
salaries.
Their
were
and seventy-twp rei^^fively, and thn had been
fifty-four yean i&pe^iyely in the serriM.”

S

.
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of the consolidated forc^ was still a recognised
custom, and was provided for under the regulations
“ relative to the employment of drs^oons in aid of
the revenue coastguard.”
The coastguard having now assumed a '.definite
form and oi^anisation, it may be as well at this point
•

to enumerate the several ranks of the service.

there was the officer in chaise of the station,

the

title

of “ chief officer,” next the " chief

COASTGUAKO UNIPOKM,

First,

known by

batmen

1809.

while the rank and file, as it may be termed, consisted
of “commissioned boatmen” and “boatmen” and this
l^radation^ with the exception of the added rank of
;

“chief boatmen
chief

in

batmen and

charge,”

between
remained un-

intermediate

chief officer, has

alter^ to the present day.
As time wept on the

custom of appointing
deserving chief boatmen to the post of 'chief officer
gradually came into vogue until the whole of the

round the coast were -placed in charge of this
of officer, and np lieutenant has held the post of

stations
class,

chief officer during the ISwt thirty years.

—
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CHAPTER

III.

linkers and Tailors— Land Patrolling—Guard-rowing Afloat—Consoquenoes of Negl^t— Otganisation and Duties— Revenue Cutter Service—Severity of Night Duty— Station Limits- -Plying Detachments

A Novel Sliggestion.
It soon became evident to the authorities that the
custom of entering “tinkers and tailors” was anything but conducive to the welfare or efficiency of the
accordingly, in 1829,
find regulations

^

s^ice; and

to the effect that “

no person

is to'^be

admitted as a

boatman in the coastguard service unless he is
twenty and under thirty year^ of age, nor unless he
has served six years at sea, ioi|sev^ years’ apprenticeship in fishing boats.” Ii^ ^ite of this it was by no
means unusual for ’16ngsh(^r# men to get admission

under

friend at
^
ovelc&e any

court could

false pretences, andl^

generally

manage

to

little

scruples

concerning the qualificati<^§, of the applicant that
might be entertained at h ^^quarters.
The official designation (^he force was now once
more altered to “ coastguar 1/^ title which it has ever
sindb retained, while all e rd^s emanated henceforward from the “ Coastgua. ^ ^ffice. Custom House,

London ”
The duties,

plied

by

had

be«np

w

naval in charac-

less

Moastg^rding, as im-

new title, imhv thaUj waterguarding,
the bid dispetKt||n, l^^ng been found

the.

nc(:oriding’'to

by

too,

the land patrolling

ter,

the

'

f

iwthc^ of counteracting
K-siMg&r.
It must not, of
force had
JnpiK^^
pf^hii^i^imii0ed"^i:>UW:i^^ entire seaboard.

far the ^mibst; bfficniciouB
'
.

bikin

opej^i^iV^^

'

:

CoASTGl^h^
for obviously these

'Dvt/bs,
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were necessarily regulated by

such for instance as the nature' of
the coast, or the local smuggling customs. At some
stations it was not only impracticable to row guard
afloat, but highly undesirable, from the fact that by
taking the crew away for this purpose the. coast
local conditions,

.

within station limits
unprotected.

was

left

practically

open and

.

Guard-rowing afloat had one advantage, however,
over the -coast patrolling, in that after an offing had
been gained, the course of the boat could be directed
unperceived to ^any point on shore, whereas the
movements of a fend patrol were open to observation
from the moment of a man leaving tlie watch-house
till his arrival on the guards, and could be communicated to the smuggling boats off the coast by
means of well-known signals. The matter was, therefore, left very much to the discretion of the chief
officers, who, to quote the regulations, “ were distinctly
to understand that they were held responsible for any
smuggling transactions which took place within the
limits of their guards.”
By way of still further impressing on the officers
and men of the force the responsibilities attaching to
them, the following order was issued about this tllne
“The Comptroller-general directs that officers andmen be publicly infcurmed that a list will in future be
kept of every person serving at a station within which
a run took place, and that no sucK officer or man will
be considered eligible for {mimotion or entitled to
miy mark of ind)%ehceibrTav0ur.”
That this w^s nn eit}p|y th,r^t is evident from the
fact that

on a.sh^^e^^ient b<xasion^^^^ find

^e

all

promoi

Few^^fei^yisibh (Cornwall) stopped
cohs^Uence of sei^lt ritto having tak^^splaee.

tiori:

in

'

J a

'

irt

'

.
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The

old “ preventive waterguard ” having passed

through a series of evolutions into a carefully organised and well-disciplined force, under the title of
coastguard, a few words concerning its organisations
and the duties pertaining to its several branches will
make matters clear to' the reader.
Briefly, then, at the time of which we speak (1830)
a triple cordon had been established round the greater
part of the United Kingdom, strong in some places,
weak and attenuated in others, while some parts of
the coast which, from their extreme isolation and

seemed to offer no facilities to the
were left practically unguarded. The
protective cordon consisted first of the naval branch,
or revenue cutters secondly of the coastguard, and

inaccessibility
illicit

trader,

;

lastly the

mounted guard.

The

revenue cutter service consisted of a fine fleet
of over fifty vessels, comj^ising several splendid
cutters of nearly 200 tons, wiffi crews of from forty to

command^

'for the most part by
^s^ing the average of the
crews at twenty-five, we h^ye a floating force of
nearly 1,300 officers and fn^ engaged solely and
fifty

men, and

lieutenants of the Navy,

entirely in the protection Of "the revenue.

The duties performed by this branch of the service
•were exceptionally arduou 4 The vessels cruised off
the districts to which the^ Were attached, for the
purpose of intercepting snwgg^ing ve«els, and were
seldom allowed in harbour px^pt when driven in by
weather or for repars3.
The routine of duty in^<^ days was somewhat
as follows :-~Towards dusT efery day the vessels
usually drew* in towards pn<j| and dropped their
boats forlihe; purfi^ of rm^n^^ard along the coast
during ^e n%ht, picking tl^m^hp again at daylight
stress of

CuTim/iS.
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next morning at some prearranged rendezvous. If
bad weather came on, the boats had to manage as
best they could either to find the cruiser or run for
the nearest shelter. “ Many a time I’ve been dropped
one side of the Isle of Wight in the evening and
picked up next morning on the other,” said an old
cutter’s man ; from which it may be gathered that
this “ guard-rowing ” in the winter months was no
sinecure.
On the other hand there was always the
chance of falling in with a valuable prize.
Nor were the duties much lighter when the vessel
was in harbour, for the anchor was no sooner down
than orders would cothe off for the employment of
the boats during the ensuing night and even when
laid up for repairs the crews were given little opportunity for resting, being usually distributed amongst the
stations where smuggling was most rife, bunks being
fitted up in the Avatch-rooms for their accommodation.
It would be difficult to conceive of a finer school
of seamanship and pilotage, or of a sterner training, than was afforded by the old revenue cutter
service in its palmy days, and one cannot help
regretting that it has passed away, with all its hisAt the time,
torical associations and traditions.
indeed, of which we are treating, the service had
already come to be regarded as a mere accessory to
the coastguard, into which it was ultimately method
just as the coas^uard was itself afterwards absorbed

—

;

into the navy.

Passing on to the second line, or coastguard, we
have seen how, from mere tentative measures de”
the service blossomed forth
tached “ boats’ crews
discipline and organisation,
with
into a regular force
detailed statement of
rather
more
and at this point a

—

—

its

character

and functions

will

be acceptable;
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For purposes of administration and discipline the
stations were divided off into
which was under a commander of
the Royal Navy, with the title of “ inspecting com>
inander," which officer was again directly responsible
to the comptroller-general, who, with his “deputy
comptroller-general” a commander of the Royal
Navy ^was located at the Custom House in London.
several coastguard
“ districts," each of

—

—

The various links
now be clear.
As regards the

in the chain

of responsibility will

duties of the coastguard, they were

scarcely less irksome than those pertaining to the

branch of the service.
Speaking generally
the peculiar nature of the work necessitated a comThus,
plete inversion of the natural order of things.

floating

by night, so
the coastguardman had to be most alert during the
hours of darkness. His nigh|, in fact, so far as his
work was concerned, was Allied into day, while the
as the smuggler plied his vocation chiefly
.

latter was chiefly given up to lest and refreshment.
“ The work was terrible,?
coastguardmen have

pd

often said to the writer,

f

^hy,

sir,

in the winter

months we had to be on- o|tr^[uards by dusk, which
meant leaving home at fm^.or half-past, and we
never got back again till
eight next morning.
The only nights in * we |io|} was when our turn
at the station once
came round to be day watcli
in ten days or so and perhi ps||wo njg^ts before the
full moon and two nif^ts
ft^ards ; though, even
then, we seldom got more pa^ half nights oft, and
if smuggling boats were emewed off the coast, of
course all the crew had to |e «t. Tye often been
that done ^up fthat I could jiAKely walk home, and
many is tbii^t»me^JVe/gonefjbimJ.to the water and
washed my @;ce to
my^y# epen. Oh, it was
‘

—

;

;

.

;
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enough to

kill a horse, I chn tell you ; only a strong
*’
could stand the work
Sixteen hours on the stretch through the winter
nights in snow, sleet, wind, and rain, without shelter
or protection of any kind, besides the chance of
being shot, tied down to the rocks, or pitched over
the cliff!
Coastguarding in those days was certainly no child’s play.
“You couldn’t get men to
do the work now,” my informants have often added,
the truth of which no one will be inclined to doubt
indeed, it required something more than the prospects of free quarters and regular pay to induce men
to do the work in those days.
The particular form of
inducement that was held out to them will be seen in

man

due

!

course.
It

may be

as well to explain with reference to the

which the men calculated on before and
moon, that the smugglers only plied their
trade, as a rule, during the “darks”
as moonless
nights were styled— when, as a matter of course, their
movements were screened from observation hence,
unless information to the contrary was given, it was
taken for granted that no run would be attempted,
and one-half of the crevir of the station were allowed
to rest during the light nights of the full moon.
The practice of weakening the guard during
stormy weather under the impression that smuggling
operations would be suspended, which crept in at
many stations, was studiously discouraged at headquarters, it being pointed out that many runs had
taken place in consequence of the relaxed vigilance
of the coastguard on these occasions, “the smuggla«
“ nights in,”

after full

—

;

caring nothing for the loss of their b(^ts, so long ad
they can run their goods.”
^

With

reference to the;

word

“ guard ”

which has

Smuogi/jvg
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made use of, it may be as well to explain
from a very early period probably from the
first establishment of the blockade
the coast com*
prised within each station’s limits had been divided
off into “guards” for patrolling purposes.
The
number of guards into which a station was divided
depended on the strength of the crew, allowing one
man for each guard. The limits of the stations
varied vef^ considerably, being usually regulated, in
the first instance at any rate, in accordance with the
smuggling facilities of the coast How widely these
varied may be gathered from a comparison of the
several stations in the United Kingdom.
Thus, while
in Kent and Sussex there are stations whose limits
scarcely exceeded a mile in extent, divided off into
fifteen or twenty guards, we find stations in other
parts of England comprising from eight to twenty
miles of coast, with crews of .only eight or nine men

often been

—

that,

for patrolling purposes.

—

t;

extent of many^f the stations, and the
impossibility of keeping t proper watch over the
coast in consequence thereci|f,|:ed about this time, and
during subsequent years, as - the necessity arose, to
the institution of what a^ ^officially styled “ flying
detachments ” small look-put houses, where a couple
of men were detached for |i;Week at a time from the
main station for patrolling the adjacent shore. In
coasting along the south-wttteKfi portasn of England,
especially the south coast or'lD^on and Cornwall, the
voyager will notice small |^hi|e cottages perched on
extremely isolated and ofterpln^st inaccessible points,
the purport of which he mimt j|ave some difficulty in
detachments,” each
divining. These are the
of which has quite aq in^re^g little smuggling
history of its own, and altlwu^ the special circum-

The wide

—

i

^ymg

A

Noi^
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stances which prompted meir construction have disappeared with the lapse of time and change of habits
of the coast population, these little houses still play
a useful part in the coastguard economy of modern
days.
It has been suggested, and the proposal is at least
worth considering by an economical Government, that
during the summer months, while the coastguard

men

embarked

are

for the manoeuvres, these cottages

might be made available at a moderate rent for
honeymoon couples, where, free from the impertinent
gaze of their fellow-mortals, and the cares of civilisation, surrounded by romantic, if not always beautiful,
scenery, and undisturbed by the muffin bell, the
tradesman’s boy, or the postman’s knock, they might
dream away the golden days of early married life, the
world forgetting, by the world forgot.
Such an excellent idea is, perhaps, too much in
advance of the age to commend itself to the sense of
the governing classes.

CHAPTER

IV.

Routine of a Station—Dress and Equipment— Drill and Dincipline—Possibiiity of Collusion—Sinking Goods— Creeping and Sweeping— Rewards
for Seizures— Incentives to Duty—Corruption.

The

routine of a coastguard station was somewhat as
At dusk every day the entire crew were

follows:

—

assembled in the watch-house, fully equipped for
their night’s duty with arms, ammunition, and bluelight Each man was then told off for the guard he
was to take charge of, and, without holding further
communication with any person, proceeded at once to
his

post

;
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The old regulations were most explicit and
peremptory as to the importance of allowing no communications to take place between the men and their
families, after having been detailed for the night’s
duty. They were equally explicit on the subject of
permitting no man to have charge of the same guard
two nights in succession. Experience had shown the
necessity of these precautions against the possibility
of collusion, and it required the utmost care and
ingenuity to frustrate the unceasing efforts of the
smugglers to discover the routine of duties at the
several statiohs.

Not

oi\ly

was

it

permitted to no

man

to

know the

guard he Was to occupy during the ensuing night, but
at mos^ stations it was the invariable custom to
change the guards at least once during the night
while, to ensure the alertpels of 'the patrols, each
guard was visited twice ^^ry night at uncertain
times and without notice
chief officer of the
station, and at rare interval py the inspecting com-

% ^e

mander of the

district
I f
Contrary to modem usa^|||-the wearing of uniform
was not obligatory on the^ ^en at night ; indeed in
rather discouraged
many districts the practice,
mcan^
as
otherwise
a
pd:
avoiding
than
observation,
and thus throwing the si|^^lers off their guard.*'
One consequence of this w^: iffiat the men often so
encumbered themselves wi^ >^appingr as a protec-

^s

A

*
.«uo in point ocenmd ii||^i|^'DaaI dUsttkt (1832). The.
intpecting.fscmniiuider obierving t]uK''^«iiiaiWtiiE»d the dayloolcont

men

oliject

etWion ^radinf^'

U to hnW the dnyaentinels

iid»bitanhk '.i<Mlte!>d
traderii

meani

whom

that

cu

the#

k

oer day to
bedeyind.^
ft

'

hi.tmifomi, the first
inadi is {Ktoible like the
eimiMkeiM to tram the illicit

di^iie and

f

eveiy other

^MusksT
\

Drill.
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-

wither to whieh they were
exposed, that in the event of sudden attack they were
unable to defend themselves properly, and were not

tion fronn the dreadful

and secured.
regards arms, the patrols, when equipped for
the night’s duty, carried a brace of heavy pistols, a

infrequently overpowered

As

cutlass, several

light

for

rounds of ammunition, and a bluethe alarm.
The pistols were

giving

generally carried inside the breast of the great-coat.
In some districts a musket and fixed bayonet was
substituted for the cutlass, the bayonet being further

—

by a lashing details of this sort being regulated by the inspecting commanders to suit local
circumstances.
Obviously, some knowledge of drill and the use
of firearms was necessary for men who were liable
secured

at any moment to find themselves vis-d-vis with a
gang of desperate smugglers but that the drill in
those days was of an exceedingly primitive kind may
;

be inferred from an official memorandum of so late a
date as 1840, wherein we read that “it is presumed
that the crews are now perfectly well trained in the
use of firearms.’’
It seems to have been the custom at this time for
an old soldier, possibly one of the mounted guard, to
make a circuit of the divisions for the purpose of
instructing men in the musket and cutlass drill, and
funny stories are handed down of the methods by
which this instruction wte imparted to the crews.
In 1829 regulations of a most elaborate kind were
issued with reference to the exercise of the crews on

occasions of inspection, so as “ to secure the uniform
and creditable, appeaxwace of the whole force on
inspections and all offiier occasions of parade, and. to

prevent that diversity of system which has hitherto

I
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$6

too

much

musket

prevailed

in

different

The

districts.”

was a tolerably simple affair, but the
cutlass exercise was so elaborate and complicated
that the coastguard intellect of the period must have
drill

been sadly exercised to make h:ad or tail of it.
Instead of being adapted to intellects* of a humble
order, the drill consisted of no less than sixty-two
movements, the purport of which was, to use a
Dundreanan expression, what ” no fellah could under••

stand.”

As r^ards

the discipline of the “consolidated

though satisfactory in the main, there was a
tendency now and again to kick over the traces,
When,
which was met by fines and dismissals.
period
is
stated
during
the
between
that
indeedi it
August, 1825, and February, 1829 a^ut three years
and a half—there were no less than 215 dismissals,
from the- force, we have pretty clear evidence of
the existence of a considerable element of rowdyism
But as this phase of c^stguard life is treated
in it.
at length in a subsequent ^apter, it is needless to
go into the matter just lio^, beyond remarking on
what may seem the needlc^^ severity with which the
offence of patrols allowing’ themselves to be secured
by smugglers without offei^ a proper resistance was
Exp^epce, however, had shown
invariably treated.
force,”

—

the necessity for

this.

means of evading the

Th ire,

was, indeed, no readier

of their post,
risks
involved
in an
pei
sot^l
the
nothing
of
say
to
t^an
of
allowing
that
smuggler
with
encounter
themselves to be seized at ^ p|cured while a run was
To tre|i ^us offence with the
being effected.
leniency which .'inexperie^ce|might have suggested
would have beeh simply ]:^cii^ a pretaium on colluWhat could have. bi^nf»sier than for a \nan
sion.
,

rej pofkBibilitiaa

1,

**
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—

to have allowed himself tb be secured for a conand to have pleaded sudden
surprise in extenuation of his treachery ? The fact,

sideration, of course

—

therefore, of a coastguard man permitting himself -to
be secured by smugglers without having made use of
his arms, or receiving any personal injury, or raisit^
any alarm, was regarded as prima facie evidence of
gross neglect, if not of absolute collusion, and was

punished accordingly.
It' has been already explained how the duties of
the coastguard were for the most part conducted by
night, the day being generally given up to rest and refreshment ; * but although this was the rule, there were
exceptions, and probably of all their duties, not the
least harassing was that of “creeping ’’for sunken goods
It must be explained that, as a result
off the coast
of the increased efficiency and vigilance of the preventive service, and the greater difficulties experienced
in running goods, the smugglers now very generally
adopted the more cautious method of first sinking
them off the place where it was intended subsequently
to run them. In spite, however, of the secresy and
precautions exercised on these occasions, the fact of
a caig^o having been sunk generally got to the ears of
the coastguard, who had now to use thbir utmost
endeavours to prevent the goods being run. To this
end, the boats belonging to the particular station
concerned were kept constantly afloat by day '* creeping and “ sweeping ” for the goods. Crewing consisted in dragging an iron grapnel, or "creep,” as it
was called, along the bottom, so as to hook on to the
’’

that “ libraries of books of an enterwere first snpfdied to coastgnsrd stations
the suggestion oTa Mtfc Fty in 1833.

*

It

may be of tetemt to note

taining anti moral tendency**
at

’

I
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while ill sweeping, two boats were rowed along^
each other, dragging the bight of a rope
between them along the bottom. As these operations
had to be persevered in as long as there was any
reason to suppose the goods were down, a great deal
tubs

;

parallel to

APrtlANCKS USED VOS

UP

<

of extra work was thus

SUIffKEN GOODS.

iRt||ied on the crews.
It
b^ stated ^ci|rever,.tl^t in the. event
of the op^ations proving lo^ssful the reward amply
recompensed the men for be^ labour.
When the harassing m(|Urduous nature of the

must

(

in fairness

i

coastgun^ Unties at this^pculac period are taken
consi^rat^-^not t<| irmtion jdte risks to life
and lihib Vir^ch wfi€ ,con^npr iheu^ed—some sur-

into

prise

may be

felt

at

m6a i^iii|| fbiind

willing to sub-

'^£/za^

RziVjiSDS.
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mit to the hardships att£^htng to Ihe lervice ; and
wages would never of
itself have been found a sufficient inducement to enlistment.
The service was not only -hard but unpopular with the coast population. A higher incentive
was needed, and that was supplied on a lavish scale
in plain
in the shape of “ rewards (or seizures ”
certainly the bare prospect of

—

money.
What this occasionally
amounted to may be dimly realised when we hear of
a thousand pounds having been distributed amongst
the officer and "crew of a station for a single capture,
the smallest share, that of a boatman, amounting
English,

prize

to about jCgo.

The scale of rewards depended not only^. on the
value of goods seized, but on the number of stnugglers
captured, in accordance with the regulations, wherein
it was laid dpwn that “ Every man employed in the
waterguard is to make it his first and most material
object to secure the person of the smu^ler

....

and unless inspecting commanders certify that the
most active exertions were made to take the smugglers, no reward for or share of any seizure whatever
paid or allowed."

will

Briefly,

a

“full seizure ” rewatdi'was granted

in the event of the boat or vessel, as well as

a

only
fair

proportion of smugglers being captured, in addition
to the goods ; only half being granted when the goods
alone were seized, unless, indeed, satisfactory reasons
were forthcoming to account for the escape of the
smugglers. As a still further incentive to exertion, a
reward of ;f20. was granted for every smuggler taken

w^

and convicted. This
smuggling ^phras^fH^.

tilled

“Wood money”

in

Seizure rewards.tyere distributed in the following
fiieed

proportions :-r-
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Rbvekde Cruisers.

.

Commander

too Shares.

Chief mate

45

Second

35

itkate

Deputed mariners

20

Mariner

10

Boys

S

COASTOUAKD STATIONS.

•

Chief

officer

*5

Chief boatman

Riding

10
'10

officer

CommisMonied boatman

8

men

6

Boatman and

It will

extra

be evident from what has been stated that

inducements of a high order were extended to

and men of
service of the

all

grades to exeif themselves in the

Crown

;

and

jjret it

w|h

confessed that collusion

means a

officers

must be

regretfully

smugglers was by no

rare offence at thif particular period.

The

temptations were certain^^ Irery great, especially to

poor

men

with large ram|i(M, for the smugglers had

immense sums of money
tiring in their efforts to

easy matter for a

roastgt^man

smuggling transaction

and, although conduct

was almost sure

and were unIt

was an

to connive at

a

fithout exciting suspicion,
of|tl]|B sort, if

to leak

in every case deter

disposal,

c^n^pt the men.

w

In

persevered

tim^the

in,

risk did not

men f|mr ^venturing.”

—

CHAPTER
Sir

James Gniham's Minute—A
Blockade

'

Men— Extension

V.

New Departure—Withdrawal

of the

Regularity of the Pitrolling— Its Evil

of the

Coastguard—Summer Drills
Consequences—When the Runs

took Place.

We

have now arrived at a period
the force which marks the firs.t step

in the history

of

in the direction
of bringing it into closer ‘association
the Royal
Navy.* In the year 1831 negotiatiori#tvere entered
into between the Coihptroller-general of Coastguard,
the First Lord of the Admiralty, and the Lords of the
Treasury, which led to results of high importance.
The following extract from a Treasury minute of
May loth will show the direction in which the new
departure tended “ Read letter from Sir Jas. Graham,
dated March,. 1831, enclosing letter from Comptrollergeneral of Coastguard, and submitting suggestions for
:

improving the coastguard service in Great Britain
£,

* In the

List” for March, 1831, we find the following officers
borne on the books of the guardships stationed' in the Downs and at
Newhaven, respectively, for blockade duties

“Navy

Downs.
Ta/avera^74
Newhaven.
Hyperion--^

65 lieutenants, 15 assistant-surgeons.

...

65 lieutenants^ 15 assistant-surgeons.
shows the following officers employed in the ooSstguard (the blockade having been abolished in April)

The “Navy

.

.«•-

List ’’for June, 1831,

Staff in London.

y

I Comptroller.

Inspector-General.

1

Deputy. Inspector-General.

For Inspection of

i

Districts.

43 Commanders.
282 Lieutenants employed as chief

4 Captains.

Deputy-Comptroller.

1

10 Lieutenants.
officers

of stations.

1
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and Ireland
My lords^oncur with the First Lord of
the Admiralty in the expediency of remodelling the
system of the coastguard service in Great Britain and
Ireland, more especially as regards the appointments
and promotion of officers and boatmen and in the
:

‘

;

Graham

opinion expressed by Sir Jas.

that in order

its efficiency it may be desirable to render
branches cssen.tiaUj' naval.’”
The changes thus shadowed forth were fraught
with important results to the service, and took immediate effect in so far as the entry of men was concerned.
Frbhi this time forward “ instead of the
nomination of the officers and boatmen of the coastguard of Scotland and Ireland and the boatmen in
England resting with the Lords of the Treasury, the

to increase
it

in all its

whole of such class was henceforth to be selected by
the Lords of the Admiralty,!’ And thus was a pretty
piece of patronage transfertjed, with great advantage
to the public service, fromione department of state
to the other.

4

The shoemaker and

element was by this

tailor

means

entirely eliminated, entries in the coastguard

being

confined

and

to

the crews of revenue cruisers
havy every encouragement

vessels of the royal

at the

same time being

;

offered to the sons of

men

serving in the coastguard;to join the revenue cruisers.
The year 1831 was si^alised bj^a still more important reform, namely,|the break-up of the coast

blockade,* and
* Apropos of
1831,

thisi

its

sup^ession by the now

the Susssx Mvorfisor, under date

makes the following obsenmtio|is :

understood, will

be.

abolished in

AprB

well-

March 2 1st,

—^*The coast blockade,
•

•

Th6 measure

is

it is

the re-

verse of calculated to excite legrat in ^is part of Sussex.” And again,
**
the coastguard establishment under the
.under data^ April 4th, 1831,
has
commenced its duties within the last
customs
the
of
regulations

A Ne j^^eparturb.
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matured coastguard force, Which simply stepped into
the quarters of its predecessors as these were
gradually withdrawn, without causing any break in
the system of guard which had been so carefully

COASTGUARD SENTRY,
built up.

The

officers

z 83 X,

who had been

in

command

of

stations under the blockade were, as a rule, permitted

change of importance
being the appointment of inspecting commanders
over the districts, so as to assimilate the system with
that already in vogue in other parts of the kingdom.
to retain their posts, the only

and on Thurstlay twelve of the horse>police* arrived as
Hastings for the performance of the interior duty for the prevention of
smuggling.
They are rather well-looking men, and accoutred in a

fortnight,

manner calculated

for the service.
*

The new

mounted guard.'*

1
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Beyond the transference of the right of appointment of men and officers to the Admiralty department, and the consolidation of the whole prevention
force, both afloat and ashore, under one head, every
preventive station on shore and every revenue cruiser

Customs flag, and continued, so
was concerned, as a branch of
the Customs department. Smuggling, indeed, was
afloat

still

flew the

far as administration

too rife round the coast of the United Kingdom
admit of any relaxation of vigilance for purposes
other than those for which the force had been
especially instituted, and for that reason nothing
special seems to have been attempted in the way of
drill for many years subsequently.
It was not till
1840 that instructions were given for the crews of
coastguard stations
to be drilled in common formafar

to

tions to enable

them

to

move

in bodies without con-

fusion.”

The custom of utilising^ the coastguard

in

aid of

power, for the pre^rvation of order in times
of social distu|jlt?ancc whitt% had been resorted to on
more than one occasion io^. late, notably the Chartist
the

civil

had doubtless su^^ted the propriety of an
order such as the one above named. To give effect
riots,

to it the crews of adjoii^ng stations were frequently
assembled during the suf^mer months at some convenient rendezvous for {^r{^ses of drill, the services
of the mounted guard bahg usuall^called into requisition for instructional

Although the

wrj^ses on these occasions.
had by this

activity cf the smugglers

time considerably abateej^ th|? withdrawal of the men
from their stations, even|dum)g the day-time, was not
altogether devoid of ris^ and the authorities so far
recognised this as to enjoin cm the officers of stations
the importance of maintijiini^g secresy regarding the

<1
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\
time and place of assembly for drill.
The short
nights of the summer months enabled these drills to
be gone through without unduly harassing the men,
or breaking into their much-needed repose but with
the return of long nights the drills had, of course, to
be suspended, the whole energies of the crews being
required for the prevention of smuggling.
There is a tendency in most professions, but
especially in the various branches of the Government
service, to crystallise into a system whereof each part
is complete and well-ordered.
Such a tendency soon
manifested itself in the coastguard, and herein lurked
a danger, for, unfortunately, the very method and
regularity which is so generally admired not infresecret
quently constitutes a source of weakness.
code may be elaborated with marvellous skill and
ingenuity but if the key is discovered, the system is
Thus it mattered little
at the mercy of the discoverer.
how elaborate was the system of coastguard patrolling, if the smuggler once succeeded in mastering it,
for, as a matter of course, he could then break through
it at pleasure.
The coastguardman, excellent fellow
as he proved himself, was only human, and, like most
people, he was fond of regular hours for goings to
;

A

;

—

bed, for getting up, and for patrolling.

The

conse-

quence was that a system of patrolling and conference, which seemed perfect to the superficial
observer, and as well calculated as any humanly
devised system could be to defy the efforts of an
enterprising foe, was constantly being set at nought
and rendered of no avail.
The failure, was brought about in thiswise. The
smuggler was a keen, vigilant fellow, ever on the alert
to

discover

the

weak

points

in

the

coastguard

defence, with his soul in his work, and grudging
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neither time nor

He

object

well

money in
knew that

aj^d Ways.
the attainment of his
if

the “ master-key ” to

coastguard routine was once obtained, he could snap
his fingers at the patrols, and to this end would often
spend a week watching every movement of the
patrols from the time of their leaving the

^

watch-room

home

the following morning, and venturing notill

3S5

their return

thing

till

he had mastered the

entire routine.

Now we
tine,”

all

know

that “ rou-

or in other words, “ custom,”

dear to the heart of man, and
an excellent thing custom is in its
is

but Bacon, who is generally
;
accounted to have been a shrewd
fellow in his way, and certainly
knew a thing or two, tells us that
“custom doth make dotards of
us all.” Therefore, to obviate the

way

3

disastrous

,

^1

m
m

custom on
became neces-

effects of

the coastguard,

it

sary again and again to attack

\

the 'routine

w

of the stations, to

destroy the regularity so dear to
the li^arts of the men, and thus

to thwart the machinattons of the foe.

Thus, so far
back as 1829, we meet |with the following general
order: "The patrolling in some districts having
become so regular and Uniform, the smugglers take
advantage of it, and f^ti^ularly of the way the
coast is left unguarded ^nlfediately after daylight.’^
And from this, time fonTOrd.tthe order books of the
stations tbem with injunctions to the crews to be on
their guard against the? ever-varying tactics of the

—

—
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smugglers.

was

It

one\ long

story of

1

plot
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and

counterplot, each side trying to outwit the other

with what success on either side will be seen as our
inquiry proceeds.

may

be as well to explain that the coastguard
withdrawn from their guards at
daylight, the look-out duties being then taken over
by the day-watchman, who, from some prominent
position near the station, could observe the approach
of any vessel to the coast The smugglers, being
well aware of this custom, frequently timed their run
immediately after the withdrawal of the patrols, who,
by way of saving time, were often in the habit of
It

patrols were always

before it was really light
enough for the day-watchman to sec what was going
on along the coast
Smuggling operations on a large scale were
seldom attempted in the day-time, but on one
occasion on the Sussex coast the smugglers, reckoning on the absence of the crew of a station one
Sunday morning at church, attempted a run of goods
under the very shadow of the station. But whether
owing to the remissness of the men at their devotional
closing into the station

exercises, or

were

caught

for

in

some other
flagrante

reason, the smugglers
delicto^

and the goods

seized.

Following the custom Jhat obtained under the
blockade, the coastguard patrols on the coast of Kent
and Sussex were all within hail of each other at

and

by

either force or stratagem, the
constantly breaking through the
chain of defence. Recognising the impossibility of
men remaining on their feet the whole night, the
patrols in many districts were permitted to provide
night,

yet,

smugglers

were

themselves

with

one-legged

stools,

called

“rump-

X

i

—
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stools,”

By

or “donkeys.”

sticking this into the

loose shingle at a slight inclination, the men’s

own

legs with the leg of the stool formed a sort of tripod

Jbr the body to rest on, any inclination of the body
from the upright position caused by sleep at once
bringing the carefully-balanced structure to the
ground.

CHAPTER
A

VI.

—Dual Capacity of the Force
—First Steps in Gun Drill—Value of the Force— Revival of Smuggling
-f-Commander Sparshott —Abolition of the Custom House Flag

Reserve for the Fleet— Conditions of Entry

Absorption into the Navy.

The

^

idea of utilising the coastguard as a reserve for

the fleet in time of war is by no means of modern
origin.
It was, indeed, but natural that, as smuggling

became suppressed, some at|;cmpt should be made to
render the large force of
engaged in protecting
the revenue available for purposes of national defence
in

emergency, and

by which

this idea

ii^e|esting to watch the steps
was gradually put into practical

it is

shape.

To

i

give effect to this {policy

some

alteration in the

tw coastguard

became necesand accordingly in i 845Tnstructions were issued
that “ no seaman is to be 'nppointed«tn future to the

conditions of entry into
sary,

coastguard who will not ^ter into a written agreement binding himself to iitervib on board any of her
Majesty's ships, in the ^ent of his services being
to understand that he
required ] but he is to be
will not be called upon ro sirYe unless in cases of
emergency.”
\
The administration of i^e (bree was henceforward
,

.

'

Gc/»(^DJ^/LL.

based on a
capacity

it

and

cleai'

recognition of the dual
viz., first, as a preven-

had now assumed,

tive service

war time

full
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’

secondly, as a reserve for the fleet in

;

and

;

just as its

functions in

the former ^

capacity receded in importance, so the force acquired
increased value as a reserve, and measures having for
their object

sense were

an increase of

now being

its

efficiency in a naval

constantly introduced.

year, 1845, we have the first proposal
crews of coastguard stations for the
defence of the coast. This curious and little known
memorandum is dated May 2nd, 1845, and after
pointing out the desirability under certain conditions
of placing guns of large calibre on prominent points
of the coast, “ not so much for the protection of landing places, as in expectation that by their extensive
range with shot or shell they may deter the enemies*
steam vessels from approaching the coast, and afford

In the

same

to utilise the

protection to the coasting trade,”

it

is

added that

“ regard

must also be had to the situation of the
coastguard stations, and on the force of each, as on
them will depend the working of the gun, though it
is
probable that in the first instance the same,
together with the ammunition, will be placed in
charge of a seaman gunner from the Excellent^
No

steps were taken to give effect to this proposal, and

nothing was attempted in the way of gun-drill till
three years later, 1848, when, as a preliminary
measure, orders were given for one man “ young, and
likely to receive instruction,** to be sent from certain
stations to the nearest naval port for the purpose of
being ” instructed in the great gun exercise.** But the
Comptroller-general having expressed a wish that the
whole of the coastguardmen should be taught the
drill with as little delay as possible, the crews were

—
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up

a week at the time, until the
crews of revenue cutters
with the exception of men over fifty years of age,

sent

whole

in relays for

force, including the

'.had received instruction.

The
this

zeal

and

intelligence evinced

general and the Admiralty letters of
tion.

the
the

by the men on

occasion elicited both from the Comptroller-

warm commenda-

Mention is made at this particular period for
first
time of the “gunnery department of
coastguard,” under Commander Jernyngham,

R,N.

The

somewhat novel addiarmament of coastguard stations shows
how thoroughly the gun-drill had become a part of
coastguard training. Referring to the progress made
following allusion to a

tion to the

branch of instruction a general order of this
date observes that “ the ingenuity displayed in fitting the wooden guns now supplied to the respective
stations will be taken advantage of as a means of
perfecting the officers and men in the drill, and perfecting them for a sati^aetory inspection by the
in this

Comptroller-general.”

The wooden guns have long disappeared from the
economy of coastguard stations, but here and there
the tradition of their existence still survives, and

may

even be sceni in the shape of a “ halfa watch-room wiiidow, or Q^rhaps a training
tackle bolt in the floor. '|he gun-drill having become
a recognised part of a cc^tguardman’s training, the
crews of stations were no^v sent up once a year to the
nearest ot^val port, battery, or man-of-war, for the
purpose of keeping them proficient, while small drillbooks were supplied to th^ stations to enable the
crews to refresh their knowledge of the subject, and
on all occasions of inspection the ^ men were put
traces

port ” in

:

—

—
A

}iev’/y’Ah\OF
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through so much of the drill as could be achieved
with the limited appliances available.
At this stage of the force’s history it may not be
amiss to quote the opinion entertained regarding its
value to the

nation

by an

officer

whose position

the best opportunities of judging. In a
valedictory address issued by the Comptroller-general,
under date February i ith, 1850^ the following passages
afforded

occur

:

her Majesty has not a more rebody of officers and men in her dominions.
must always recollect with peculiar satisfaction

“ I believe that

spectable

...

I

the patriotic readiness with which the sudden call for
service in Ireland was met, as well as the invariable
zeal and cheerful intelligence displayed throughout

those districts in which the great gun exercise has

been established.
“ Should the time of trial come, I am convinced
that her Majesty may securely rely upon the loyal
efforts of the coastguard to aid in any operations,
offensive and defensive, which shall be undertaken
for
HOUSTON
the protection of the country.

—

Stewart.”
About this time

there seems to have been a partial

whether owing to relaxed
on the part of the coastguard, or to an impression amongst the smugglers that the occasional
revival of smuggling, but

vigilance

withdrawal of the men for drill purposes offered
facilities for prosecuting their trade cannot now be
decided. The fact, however, remains, and drew forth
the following remarks from the Comptroller-general,
dated July i8th, 1850:
“ It is with much regret I call the attention of
the officers And men of the coastguard, ashore and
afloat, to the fact that the contraband trade has greatly

172
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and that the smugglers appear determined

to carry on their

illicit practices with increased vigour
during the ensuing winter.”
This was the last flicker up of smuggling before
its final suppression, for although the trade was carried
on in a quiet, unobtrusive way for many years after
witjji varying success, the old methods had long been
extinct, and a run of goods in the old style was only
a curious matter of history; comparatively little
activity or daring was brought to the task, and, so far
as this history is concerned, " smuggling days” may
be said to have come to an end.
Singularly enough, this particular time was marked
by the death of Commander Sparshott, the Deputy
Comptroller- general, who, from his long and intimate
connection with the force* might in truth have been
Having been
styled the Father of-the Coastguard.
inception, he
associated with it
possessed a wider attd more detailed knowledge of
this branch of the pul^ic service than any living person, and his death it this particular period of its
history was a singular coincidence.
The following illusion to this event occurs in a
general order, dated November 13th, 1851
“The Board of^Customs and Comptroller-general
of the Coastguard desire to record their sense of the
loss which the coa^guard sendee has sustained in the
death of Commander Samuel Sparshott, R.N., which
took place on thc^ io||h inst., at ten a.m., and whose
long experience a||d jealous attention to the duties
of his office as lfcp»|iy Comptroller-general of the
CSsitstguard duringia {^od of nearly twenty-five years
the Board of CustSmsfand Comptroller-general have

fully appreciated.” ?

‘

.The subsequent idstory of the coastguard

is

of

—

!
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from a smuggling
be told in a very few words.
When the Crimean war broke out, and found the
country totally unprepared for a struggle with a

little

interest to the general reader,

may

standpoint, and

colossal

power

like Russia, the value of the coastguard

as a naval reserve was clearly shown, and every avail*

able

man was

created being

drafted to the
filled

up with

fleet,

the vacancies thus
men ” ^ and old

" extra

With the return of peace the absorption
of the force into the navy was very shortly accom-

pensioners.
plished.

Early in 1857 the Custom House ensign, which
had been the distinguishing badge of the service since
its inception, was discontinued afloat and on shore,
and the naval flags and signal code brought into use.
Closely following on this came the final measure,
on the lines originally shadowed forth in the Treasury
minute of 1831
and the extinction of the old coastguard service, with all its traditions, historical associations, and smuggling reminiscences, was rendered
complete.
In May, 1857, the districts were placed
under the orders of captains of the royal navy
;

distrietTcaptains, as

suitable

points

now
command

they are

of which they were in

round the

called

—the

vessels

being stationed at
coasts of the United

Kingdom.

From this time forward the coastguard became
not only essentially naval, but so far as its administration was concerned, a mere offshoot from the navy
itself.
For its history during recent years the reader
* It was an old-established custom to engage civilians for temporary service at stations, in the plaix of men incapacitated by sickness,
or other cause ; and such men were officially termed ** extra men.**
It was not an uncommon thing for these “casuals” to do a little
smuggling sub rasa when not protecting the revenue
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must be
industry

referred to those grand

—the blue-books

and

monuments of official

a kindred
be blessed with an average

nature, wherein, if he

literature of

amount of health and the prospect of

longevity,

and

brings sufficient application to the task, he will find

every detail connected with the service set

down with

astonishing precision, ^'even to the last button on the
gaiter.”

One word

before concluding the chapter.

The

by thoughtless people “ What
is the good of keeping up the coastguard when there
Now, without pausing to demonis no smuggling?”
strate the fallacy involved here, we would reply by
asking another question " What is the good of keeping
up a fleet and army when the country is not at war.?”
Si vis pacein para bellum ‘applies with just as much
question

is

often asked

:

:

force to the question of maintaining a preventive force
for the protection of the revenue, as to the maintenfleet and afey, for, while it is doubtful if
any nation would instantly seize the opportunity for

ance of a

attacking us while owr claws were clipped, there are
plenty of unscrupulous people whom only the fear of
detection now restrains from defrauding the revenue

on a gigantic

scale^

and who but

the coastguard wou|ld instantly

for the existence of

commence

operations.

—

^art

IV.

BLACK SHEEP.
A PEEP BEHIND THE SCENES IN
THE COASTGUARD.

CHAPTER

I.

the Coastguard — Nature of Offences — Drunkenness— ConBlack Sheep
Regular Old Smuggler
duct of Cutter’s Men— Spiling Casks—
Collusion— Coastguard Smuggler—Mistaken Vocations—The Looe
in

Case.

In a force comprising some 4,000 men and officers
was only natural that there should be a pro-

it

portion of black

sheep, and

the

large

number of

dismissals that took place during the early years of
its

history shows that the composition of the force

was not

all

that could be desired from a disciplinary

A

which
time will
enable the reader to realise the peculiar temptations
to which the members of the force were exposed, and
by«this means to form a truer conception of smuggling days than would otherwise be the case.
From careful inquiry it seems that during
the* period, August, 1825 to February, 1829, there
were no less than 215 dismissals from the coastguard for various offences, the most common
mutinous and
being first, drunkenness ; second,
most outrageous conduct ” Of this large number,
point of view.

figured

—

brief notice of the offences

most prominently at

this particular

*
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however, it is only fair to state that by far the greater
proportion were from the revenue cutters, for mutinous
conduct and for desertion. As regards the first of
these offences there can be no doubt that the temptations to drink were exceedingly strong indeed, with
so much cheap liquor about it was hardly to be
expected that temperance principles should be in the
ascendant. It was a practice, subsequently prohibited, though winked at, whenever a seizure was
‘

;

.

made

—usually

to reserve one or two

—tubs

two, possibly

crew in the
order of those days “to
afford cheerfulness and buoyancy of spirits.”
The evil consequences of such a practice were not
long in manifesting, themselves, and in one instance,
three

for thq refreshment of the

words of a quaint

;

official

at least, a very graphic picture of this particular
phase of coastguard life has been preserved as a
Thus it is recorded that in
lesson and a warning.
chief
of the Langston Harbour
the
otR^r
1827
Station was dismis|e||-for allowing a flagon of spirits
to be broached by liiiTcrew which led to the death of
an “ extra man ” ^op. excessive- drinking, and then
*

ordering the flagot^ tb be^^laken to his own residence.
But if half of what the writer has heard be true,

the drinking afloai was worse than on shore. The
revenue cruisers w^re eoristantly. employed in conveying seized spirits! to the ^stom houses, and the
crews seldom aUo|re4; a crop to pass through their

modus operahdi
toll, the
tub having been diftly
abstracted from tl^ ci^p -would be taken below, one
of the hoops knoc^edlback, a small hole bored, and a
gallon run off ; a f spj|e.’*^ would then be forced into
hands without electing
being

as

—

follows^;

-

the hole, the hooplkn^cked up into place again, and
the tub return^ Watching the opportunity, the

‘

Corrupt ^<irTER^ Men:

same operations would be

repeated,

177

and so on,

until

perhaps half a dozen gallons had been run ofr.*^
Not content, however, with these minor depredations, which did little harm to the revenue, we find
the crews on two occasions concerned in extensive
smuggling transactions on their own account. Thus,
in 1825, the entire crew of the Rose^ revenue cruiser,
was dismissed for attempting to “run” a large
quantity of tobacco.
And again in 1832, the
Nimble's crew were dismissed for being concerned in
the smuggling of a quantity of spirits at Exmouth.
The temptation was no doubt great, for the vessels
were constantly running across to the Channel
Islands, whence a considerable contraband
trade
was still carried on with the English coast.
Said an old man to the writer
The Fox^'WdLS
nothing but a regular old smuggler. I know that,
for my daughter married.the mate, and the kitchen of
the house where they lived was hung all over with
loaves of sugar, and lots of other things, which were
contraband in those days, that he brought across
from the Channel Islands.”
After all, we must not ^dge these jolly mariners
too harshly on accotiht of their bibulous tendencies,
for the duties of a preventive man in those days were
such as no free and enlightened Briton would voluntarily undertake at the present time for double the
pay, and it would have been thought poor fun
handling tubs all day without getting ever^a sup.t
:

That these deprefdations were Hot the

when
gill

it is

—

result of

“ want

is

stated that the daily spirit ration of each cutter’s man

evident

was one

of rum.

f One of the mo^t flagrant cases of '‘reversion” was that of the
flm preventive boats* crew stationed at Oorran Haven, in Cornwall,
whtv let .iu hope unknown to the sitter,” finding a difficulty possibly

L
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Collusion, in one form or another^ was a contingency which the authorities had ever to guard
Isolated as were the crews of coastguard
against.
stations in many parts of the kingdom, there was an
ever-present temptation to the men, if not actually to
connive, to wink at the practices of the surrounding
population ^practices in which it is well to remember
th^ had themselves most probably at one time
engaged, and with which they possibly still inwardly
sympathised. To ensure probity amongst the various
ranks of the preventive service under such conditions
was not always an easy task, and if a weak brother
succumbed to temptations now and again, the fact will
cause no surprise to the student of human nature.

—

Indeed, considering, the unpopularity of the service

amongst the masses and the strong temptations that
were held out, the wonder is that a far greater number of defections
the case.

are.
^

not recorded than

is

actually

|

During the peiiod'when the coasts of Kent and
Sussex were gpiarded/ by the blockade men, collusion
was notoriously rife, ind it is a curious fact that after
the coastguard was' substituted, the worst cases of the
same nature occurred on this portion of the seaboard.

very year in which the blockade was
removed several rims took place in the Deal district,
and collusion being suspect||(jl, two of the mounted
guard, two chief fa|»atmen, and two boatmen of the
coastg[uard were diimisised (1831).
Thus, the

A

flagrant case|of bribery occurred the follov^ing
year in the same dis^ct, which is thus referred to
(October loth, 18^2)^“ A big landing of goods is
obtdniDg good liquor te th^ remote spot, or for lack of excitement,
“ventured.” a cargo of i|>iriti| on tbeir own account, were “bowled
out,” and promptly cashiered.'

in

Bribery ax^Corrupt/on,
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discovered to have- taken place at Hope Point, Kings- *
down station, on the guard of Henry Cogen, who
deserted.
On inquiry it is found that the chief officer
was in the habit of telling the men overnight their

guards for the following morning, hence the smugglers with their usual cunning would not have trusted
so valuable a cargo to chance, had they not, owing, to
this improper practice, known where and when to
character.”
And again, the jrear
a boatman of the Walmer station in the same
district is dismissed for receiving a bribe of £20 from
a smuggler, and arranging for the landing of goods
find this corrupt
•

after,

on

his guard.

That the practice of corrupting the men was still
and successfully resorted to in this district for
some time after the above cases were discovered, is
shown by instructions issued to the officers of stations
directing them to “ try and discover a bribed man
amongst their crews, which can with ease be effected ”
the order goes on to say, “ by looking to the mode of
living of the men, and by ascertaining if the men off
watch are really in their beds, as a case lately came
to knowledge where a bribed character (a boatman in
the Deal district) actually assisted the smugglers in
working a cargo of fifty tubs upon the guard of one
of his messmates after he had been relieved from
largely

—

day-watch, and, of course, supposed to be in bed, for
which he received a bribe of ;^io, and returned to
his quarters ready for midnight relief.” *
In some instances even officers in charge of stations
* Apropos of this, the followiDg order from the Brighton district
is worthy of note i—** There being reason to fear that an attempt
will be made to corrupt our men through the medium of females, it is
my direction that patrols hold no communication with any person*
either male or female.”
(1831)

,

;
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so far forgot their allegiance as to connive at the very
practices they were employed to suppress.
At Lulworth, in Dorsetshire, for example (1827), the chief
R.N., was dismissed under
officer, Lieutenant B
,
very suspicious circumstances, viz., allowing a run to
take place with every appearance of connivance on
hi»part for not reporting the run, and denying that
such landing had taken place for not attempting to
;

;

secure the goods after they had been landed

for hav;
ing withdrawn a patrol from the place where the run
occurred, and sending him to another guard and for
having been frequently at the house of, and in com;

pany

with, a reputed smuggler.

The

service was certainly to be congratulated on
who would
having parted with Lieutenant B
seem to have mistaken his‘ vocation. This affair had
a sad sequel, for the officer who succeeded Lieutenant
exasperated the smugglers by
at Lulworth
B
the activity with which he interfered with their illicit
practices, that they! uKitally murdered him and threw
his body over a cl^. |
A somewhat ^mllar case is that of Lieutenant
chiefjo^cer at Paignton, in Devon, who
P
, R.N.,
was dismissed for|reIeasing two smugglers who were
taken escorting a |catt containing contraband goods
for prevailing on | his crew to sign a false seizure
report; and for co^ce^ing tlR fact that any men were
present when a ^i^re was made of a cart, two
,

horsdb,

and forty*ix|itubs of

In Norfolk, a^

——

the

spirits.

same

^

time. Lieutenant

an
for continuing
R.N., wa^ ^smissed
intimacy with a|no|arious smuggler, after having

J

:

been r^dtedly |tat^ioned by his inspecting commander.
I
f
But perhaps die ^nost singular case of this de.

Negligexc^of Patrole.

i8i

\
scription occurred at Looe, in Cornwall, from which

station during a very short space of time

no

less

than

three chief officers in succession were dismissed under

circumstances

manner

which

pointed

in

the

most

direct

to collusion.

The

only other case of note in which an officer
is that of Lieutenant Samuel B
,
K.N., in charge of a station in Ireland, who was dismissed for drawing his sword on. the Rev. J. C
and another gentleman, and thrusting it through the
waistcoat of the latter, and for grossly insulting a

was concerned

respectable farmer.

CHAPTER

11.

—

Negligence of Patrols Precautions Against Surprise—Assault on a Patrol
at Sandgate Running with the Hare and Huntii^ with the Hounds
Improvements in Discipline
Smuggler Recruits
ComptrollerGeneral's Opinion of the Coastguard.

—

—

—

—

An offence, at one time rather frequent, and which
was visited with a severity that to the uninitiated might
seem uncalled for, was that of patrols allowing themselves to be secured by smugglers without offering a
proper resistance. It must be borne in mind, however, that the men were provided with firearms for
the express purpose of defending themselves against

sudden attacks, and the very fact of being surprised
and overpowered argued a want of vigilance in the
first place, and of courage in the second.
There was
always a strong temptation to succumb to superior
numbers, instead of showing the bold front which was
often quite sufficient to check the attack of smugglers
until

assistence arrived,

and

therefore, unless

the
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was forthcoming of the men having
used their arms in self-defence, and offered a proper
resistance, they were almost invariably punished by
clearest evidence

dismissal.

The

fact is collusion

sinister disguises, that

was apt to assume so many
would never have done to

it

admit the plea of a surprise as a valid excuse for a
There was nothing easier for a corrupt man
run.
than to allow himself to be surprised, secured, and his
arms taken from him while a run of goods was
accomplished

—

—

in consideration of favours received of

course and this became so frequent at one period
that the authorities determined to put a stop to it by
the exercise of a severity which, but for a knowledge
of the facts above, stated, might seem unwarrantable.

Thus, in 1822, we find the chief officer and riding
officer of Cromer station, in Norfolk, dismissed for
allowing themselves ;to be secured by smugglers, and
although in this ps^icular instance it is difficult to
believe that corrupt motives were at work, it would
never have done to 'pass by lightly over such a want

course as was here implied.
There were cases, of course, when the utmost
vigilance on the ,J)art of the patrols was of no avail
against the ma(^inations of the foe who was as
cunning as he ws^ unscrupulous in the use of means
to his end, andjevery allowance was made for the
men under these conditions. Thus, in the Folkestone
district (1836), imorfeation was given to the ^oastguard of an in|enci|ed run to be carried out as
of vigilance or

—“Four-'mfSn

of desperate character are
patrols two to each,
adjoining
hired .to
is to come in imthe
boat
and if they sucxeed,
”
mediately, if they fill the run is to be forced
In the blockade days the smugglers usually
follows:

secure

t|i^o

—

Sr/^j^/s£s.
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gained their ends by bribing the sentries, but with the
establishment of the coastguard the difficulties connected with the arrangements for a run of gpods
increased every year, and the importance of securing
the patrols as a preliminary to a smuggling transaction on a large scale became more important as
time went on.
This was, of course, well known to
the authorities, and on certain portions of the Kent
coast the patrols were specially cautioned to be on
their guard against surprise.
In the Deal district, for
instance, the inspecting commander enjoined on all
chief officers “ to caution the men before going on
duty against surprise, by not allowing anyone to
approach their guard till satisfied it is their officer, as
I am persuaded the smugglers will attempt to seize
them at their posts by assuming a false character.
Chief officers are also to be properly armed and on
their guard when passing through plantations, turning corners, or near cliff edges, as I am informed on.
the very best authority that each company of smugglers will be accompanied by a number of batmen,’
whose first and grand object will be to secure the
‘

officer”

(November, 1831),

That cautions of this nature were by no means
superfluous is shown by an occurrence in the Folkestone district so late as the year 1 842, when on the
night of the 2nd October a patrol was seized by
smugglers at Sandgate, aiid had his arms taken from
him. The way this was effected was by whistling to
the man, who, on going to see what it was, found
himself tripped up by five men who held him down
and tried to stop his mouth or choke him. His cries
gave the alarm, and the smugglers ran off, taking his
arms with them.
A curious case of running with the hare and

.
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hunting with the hounds is that of James Rbwatt,
boatman, and a native of Polperro, who was dfemissed in the year 1827 for having purchased a boat
intended to be employed in smuggling.
In 1831 a mariner of the Tartar, revenue cruiser, is
disnu^^ for making known the means taken to disgtyse^lne vessel when in chase of a smuggler.
curious case was that of a boatman who had
contracted Oriental notions on the subject of matrimony, or, to quote from the official version of his
offence, “ for having two wives, and families by each.”
Though why, having taken unto himself a second
wife, it should have been regarded as specially sinful
having “ families by each ” passeth understanding.
In many instances the men who were dismissed
from the coas^uard sjtrvice went over to the opposite
camp and became lexpert and active smugglers,
deriving no small iamrantage, doubtless, from their
knowledge of coastg^rd routine. Thus, two boys
revenue cruiser, natives of
belonging to the
who
were dismissed in 1826,
Cawsand in Cornwall,'
took to smuggling, ahd eventually became some of
the most notorious smugglers in the place.
at one
The .same may Iter Said of Richard S
,
time gunner of thj^ Mimble, revenue cruiser ^whose
crew, it will be remf,tn^red, were dismissed for being
concerned in a snl^^ling 4S>ansaction at Exmouth
Also of Iwli^ L
(1832).
, at one time a boy in
the F«x, revenue ciws^.
The Mary, of &vl^nd, a well-known smugging

A

—

craft,

was owned pnc|commanded by John

F

,

formerly chief boapiai| in the coastguard, dismissed
from his station inpie flsie of Wight for refusing to

proceed with his |;re'|:. to assist in preserving the
public peace on the o^asion of a riot (1830). His

Ph^EJfTS.

I8S

\

smuggling career was brief, however, for he was lost
in the vessel on her first trip
All the above belonged to Cawsand. Of others
may be mentioned Thomas H
at one time in
the Repulse, revenue cruiser, and afterwards in the
Daniel and William, one of the most notorious smuggling vessels on the south coast
Also George
P
native of Gorran Haven, Cornwall, dismissed from the Rax on suspicion of being concerned
in a run of goods which took place at Gorran Haven
while he was at home on leave, and who afterwards
took to smuggling.
Then we hnd a vessel engaged in smuggling on
,

the

coast of

commander of

Galway with

Anthony

M

,

late

the Nepean, revenue cruiser, on board

and the names of many other men occur
from time to time in the same connection, only one
of whom need be mentioned here, viz., Richard
*, a native of Yealm, in
Devonshire, who,
K
after serving for a number of years in the coastguard,
turned smuggler, and for some twenty years gave
as pilot,

more trouble to the men of the preventive service
than any other smuggler on the coast He eventually
became a shipbroker at Plymouth, in which capacity
he was able to indulge his tastes for illicit trading
with more profit and less risk than before, and
achieved a more enduring reputation as the “ smuggler
broker” than he ever could have attained in his
original capacity as guardian of the revenue.

would be easy, of course, to prolong the list of
enough has been said to give the reader
an idea of the peculiar temptations to which the force
was exposed, and those to which the men most readily
It

offences, but

*

A

brother of this enterprini^ trader rose to the rank of admiral

in the Riqrai

Nat^.

-

1
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succumbed and if the dismissals were more numerous
at one time than might be expected in a branch of
the public service to which high responsibilities were
attached, there can be no doubt that as time went on
and the bonds of discipline were drawn tighter, a vast
improvement was to be noticed in the general tone
and* conduct of the force, an improvement which it
may be observed did not pass unnoticed by those
whose position enabled them to realise the full sig;

nificance of this change.

Of the

several officers charged with the adminis-

tration of this

department of the public

was no one whose opinion

is

entitled to

service, there

more respect

than the Comptroller-general, who, frond a connection
with the force extending over a long course of years,
commencing almost from ‘its first inception, must
have acquired a pretty clear insight into its working,
as well as of the merits of the officers and men composing it. In resig^ipg his office on promotion in
January, 1842, Admiral Bowles issued a valedictory
address to the force, which will form a fitting conclusion to this chapter
“ Coastguard Office,

"January
“

st/t,

1842.

The

Comptrcfier-general cannot resign the
office he has so }ong held, and which the zeal,
obedience, and good conduct^ the officers and men
under his orders ^ve. enabled him to fill with so
much pride and ple^u^, without recording his n\ost
sincere acknowledge^ to those by whose cordial

and fidelity, the revenue
has been protected, tfa^ danger and losses by shipwreck so materially dinnnished, and the public tranquillity often preserv^ dn emetgency, when no other armed
force could be procured in aid of the civil power.
co-operation, subordination,

GALE.

A
IN

TUBS

HER

BY

RIDING

BOAT

SMUGGLING

CAWSAND

A
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‘‘The Comptroller-general is fully aware of the
exemplary manner in which those various services
have been performed.
He has, he trusts, always
endeavoured to do justice to the exertions, and to
reward the merits of those who have distinguished
themselves in the execution of such arduous and
labgrious duties, and it is with the most heartfelt
satisfaction that he has assured his successor of the
full confidence with which he may rely on the
fidelity, discipline, and steadiness of the whole force
about to be placed under his orders, to which he himself

now

bids farewell with the sincerest wishes for

and welfare, and with the firmest
confidence that the coastguard will preserve unimpaired the high character it has acquired and main-

their future credit

tained.

'

William Bowles.”

$art V.

THE SMUGGLER;
HIS CHARACTERISTICS

CHAPTER

AND METHODS.
1.

of Smugg;ling—^An Unwelcome Change—Opposition of
—Nature of a Smuggling Transaction—-Qualifications of a
Smuggler—A Fine School of Seamanship—Advantages of a Direct
Run —Method of Sinking a Cargo.

The Halcyon Days
the Masses

In

free*trade days the smuggler was
not as the most respectable, certainly
as one of the most useful members of society, and
we have seen with what a delightful simplicity of
method he plied his vocation. It was, in fact, a
mere question of industry and numbers. But with

the

regarded,

old
if

the establishmeniEi^ef the blockade, together with the
introduction of an efficient preventive service, a
wholly new range of conditions was developed, and

the smuggler observed with sorrow that the jolly
times he had hitherto enjoyed were drawing to a
close, and that he must either adapt himself to the

circumstances of the trade, or seek pasBeing a practical man, however, he
new.
experienced little difficulty in accommodating himself
to the times,, and noting that science, cunning, and
resource were now the chief elements of success, he
threw himself heart and soul into the business, and
during the next twenty years displayed an amount
altered

tures
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of skill, daring, and ingenuity which might well serve
as an example to toilers in more prosaic helds.
That the smugglers and tbteir allies should regard
the' new-fangled notions that were being promulgated by the authorities with contempt and aversion
was, of course, only natural and that they bitterly
res^ted the efforts of the executive to interfere w’ith
their calling we can well. understand.
Bui, unfortunately, they gave expression to these feelings in a
form which y/e *must al} condemn, and which, indeed,
could never be tolerated in a country aspiring to the
The armed conflicts which had
title of civilised.
taken place from tipie .to t^e under the old rigime
between the free-traders and the king's officers were
at first renewed widi almost greater frequency than
of "old, while a spirit of' lawlessness and violent
antagonism to au&6ri^y was displayed along a considerable pprtion of ^e southern coast wi^ich it is
;

difficult

now

to realist

It is always a troul|lesome task trying to inculcate
sound ideas on the su^ect of “ duty ” amongst people
who view all attempt to*'enforce a law which they
The idea of there
dislike as an act of coercion.
being any reasonableness in the payment of taxes
on such necessariesi of life as liquor and baccy was
quite beyond the <^&|irehension of the simple folk
of old and it wa| only aiker some twenty years
;

of conflict that

the

new

th^

beK:ame unwilling converts to

doctrine, f

We have

seen «|^tvmanner pf

man

the smuggler

it now remains to give some
of free-trade days
account pf his repcese^itative of more recent times,
an<i his ways of doi^g business.
Smuggling mei^ocls were, of course, infinitely

varied, depending, as

wf

shall see, upon

a great variety

—
A

Sa/(/gguj^ Tsansaction.

of circumstances,

as, for instance,
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the nature of the

coast, the distance to the opposite shore, the positions

of the preventive stations, and strength of the crews.
Speaking generally, .there *were three distinct operations to be provided for in a smuggling transaction
first, bringing over the goods ; second, landing them
;
third, running them inland, the primary and
principal object being
to elude, or,

if

neces-

break through
the triple line of defence which encircled
the coast, and to convey the goods with
the utmost possible
despatch to safe depdts
pending tl^elr .distribusary, to

'

tion.

.Jhe personnel enin these operations may be divided
classes—
into three
first, the freighter, or principal ; second, the boatmen,
or agents employed for bringing over the goods
third, the. tub-carriers, or porters, or land smugglers
as they were called in old times, whose duty it was
to clear the boats and convey the goods inland.
Of the three, the second was by far the nobler
calling if, indeed, suph a term be permissible with
reference to smuggling; involving endurance, presence
of mind, pluck, ready resource, besides being attended
with great risk, and often terrible hardship, the winter
as we have sem, being the favourite time of year for

gaged

;

—

—

plying the trade; in short, to be a successful sea-
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it was necessary to display the best charac*
of British seamen ; and that the smuggling

smuggler,
teristics

trade was a matchless school of seamanship^ and
produced a matchless class of seamen, we have
abundant evidence. “Almost every man was the
beau ieUal of a British sailor,” says the historian of
Guernsey in describing the smugglers who visited
this great entr^bt during the early years of the
century: “active, daring, and prodigal of their
dangerous gains, they forgot, in the pleasures of the
day, the risks of the morrow.” *
The three lines of defence which had to be eluded
or overcome in a smuggling transaction consisted, as
previously explain^,- of the revenue cutters afloat,
and the coastguard and mounted guard on shore.
Of these, the coastguard i;^as the one from which the
gravest danger was ta be apprehended. The vigilance

of the

men was

so klen, and the chain of patrols so

complete, that it wa|: useless now attempting a run
without first ascertaihing, by careful observation, the
weak points in the defence, and making every pre>
paration beforehand.

In many respects the smugglers, being the attacking party, enjoyed |great advantages over the defence,
not only from the|r superior ingenuity and cunning,
but especially by |^t^n of their power of massing
* Another Guernsey ittn,|^^or<)ing
the following high triboKto

was a

class of vessels

his youthful experiences, bears

j|te attributes

of the smugglers

umch,'^hen a boy, were

a^hem—I

:

— ''There

my admiration, \md

I

and luggers;
wth their athletic crews, who looked and
Howiluany hapjqr hours they have made me
lived Hke.|entlemen.
tb&. That hardy race is gone by, and is,
pass by merely Jooking
;actinct I
it would,
.
0 Smuggling, with idl its faults, had its
advantages too, as it erdted .Ind kept up a bold and active race of seamen.”—TnppetV" lllsttory tjf Guernsey ” (I846).
could never cease gaziiK
and the smnggprs
.
.

a

ae^

'

pieini the cutters

Runs.
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on a given point, without notice, on a
long attenuated line of coastguard patrols, and of
choosing their own time of attack.
Besides all this, the smugglers possessed a surprising knowledge of the duties and routine of the
coastguard service, acquired partly by observation,
but often by means of “perverts” from the coastguard camp. As a matter of fact, the ranks of the
smugglers were constantly receiving accessions from
men discharged for bad conduct,
their opponents
their forces

—

as well as others, attracted, perhaps, by the large
profits that still, in their opinion, counterbalanced
It is well known that some of
the most successful smugglers had served first in the
coastguard ; while, on the other hand, the smugglers
contributed several valuable recruits to the ranks of

the attendant risks.

the coastguard.
If it was feasible, the smugglers greatly preferred
making one job of the business; though, of course,
this could only be managed when the distance to be
traversed by the boats was short, so that the time of
their arrival on the coast could be depended on with
some certainty, and the carriers be assembled, ready
direct run of this sort was
to act on the moment
a common occurrence in Kent, and in many parts of
Sussex, while farther west, and north, it was rather

A

the exception than the rule, although the length of
the guards compensated, in some measure, for the
difficulties experienced in calculating the time of a
boat’s arrival.

Where

it

was too risky to attempt a direct landOn
would be managed as follows

ing, the business

:

—

the arrival of the smuggling boat off the coast, the
goods would be sunk to the bottom, on well-defined
bearings, the task of picking them up afterwards, and

M

m

S^fc/GCL/Na
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—

—

“ working " them
landing them ^being entrusted
to local men, who, from their intimate knowledge of

the coastguard routine, were best fitted for this important and extremely hazardous duty.

^'he tub-sling consisted of a piece of small left-handed rope (French),
secured round each end of the tub, so as to leave two ends, or tails,*' of
equdl length. If the cargo was sunk, one only of these tails would be
used for fastening th^ tub to the sinking-rope, so that if, as was usually
working’ the crop,
cut off in the hurry of
the case, this tail
The tub-carrier would then be able to
there would still berae left.
sling his pair of tubsw taking thelKl from each tub over the shoulder

wW

and secunng

it

to thabtli^ tub, as

shown

in the

drawing on page 191.

K^t jind Sussex shore, where direct
h^h ^favour, the goods were either
in
were
runs*
galleys very fast boats
ih|sn:^ggling
across
brought
purpose,
rowing ten and
Tthis
tor
built
especially
the
passage
in a few houre—
twelve oars, and faking
tub-bbati^” mere shells, run up of cheap
or in
Along the

—

Mode

of S^^jcing Goods.
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materials, roughly put together, and of little value.
These boats were towed across by French luggers,
dropped within a convenient distance of the appointed
Being worth little,
spot, and then rowed on shore.
they were often broken up after a run or, if surprised, abandoned.
It was, indeed, an axiom with
;

the preventive men “ that the smugglers wholly disregard the loss of their boats, provided they can run
their goods.”

In sinking a cargo the modus operandi was as folThe tubs, which it must be premised were
lows
always supplied by the merchants abroad ready
fitted with rope slings, were secured, at intervals of a
few feet, along a stout rope called the “ sinking rope,”
or “ drift line ” between each tub a stone, sufficiently
large to sink the tub, was attached to the same rope,
the whole being hung round the vessel outside by
slight fastenings from the gunwale, with stouter ones
at bow and stern, ready to be cut away afW slipped
To reduce the risk as much
at a moment’s notice.
as possible, the preparations for sinking were usually
completed before the smuggling boat approached the
coast, so that in case of alarm the cargo could be.
instantly slipped.* And here it may be as well to
explain that a smuggling boat usually timed its
departure from the foreign port so as to sight the
:

—

;

British coast just before dusk, veiling its

movements

from the coastguard watchman by mixing with fishing boats, or “ dousing ” .its sails till darkness set in
and then, with all the' stealth and power of seeing in
;

*In

the event of meeting a contrary gale which threatened to
it was the custom with the more

compromise the safety of the boat,
expert

West country smugglers

to

‘^lighten

ship"

by putting

all

the tubs out in a long string, and to. ride by them until the weather

moderated.

M

(

2

5

'irr

sketch, page 187.)

ip6

SuuoGL/JVG

the dark which

would stand

is
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associated with the cat, the boat

in as close as she dare.

A suitable spot

having tl§en selectad|down went the helm, the boat
shot up into the winc^ and watching for the moment

when her

“

way ” was

lost, wt>rd would be passed to
away,” careful, cross-bearings of prominent
points of land bekig* simultaneously taken, and as

“cut

soon as “ all clear was given, the boat’s head would
be “payed” off, |ind an offing made as soon as
possible.

Aneh^ng a Grdp of Tubs^'^ S^iikibus "—Working the Goods—Smuggling
Dodges—Precaution^Befiipe a Run—How a Run was Effected—The
.

Infoiyieh-Overpowe^tg

fjie

Fahnds-TrFarcing the

'Chm^'-Coiwealmen^ for jinn Goods,

To ensure

Runs—Fighting

-

a “croj| of goods” ifrom drifting from its
bearings an anchor >|as secured to one end of the

!

Wosrh^ A

Cargo.
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and if the position was exposed, or the
goods likely to be long under water, they were further
secured by an anchor at the other end of the line.
crop sunk' in deep water, provided it was secured
in, a workmanlike manner, would lie for several weeks
without damage but as goods were sometimes put
down hurriedly in bad situations tubs were often
“ chafed ” off the sinking rope, and by drifting about,
or washing ashore, betrayed the presence of the crop
drift line;

A

;

to the ever-watchful coastguard.

As a

rule the contents of the tubs suffered no

deterioration from submersion but occasionally— de-

—

pending, it is said, on the natlire of the bottom after
very long submersion the spirits turned bad, and a
crop of this sort was known amongst coastguardmen
in the West of England as “stinkibus,” from the
The feelings of the men
offensive smell given off.
on hauling in a crop of “ stinkibus,” after creeping, for
several consecutive days, can be more easily imagined
than described
The next thing to be arranged for after sinking a
crop was “working” it, an operation entrusted, as
already stated, to local smugglers. It was a delicate

and risky business, requiring nerve, resource, and
experience, and depending, in regard to the methods
employed, to a great extent on local conditions. For
instance, if .sunk off the open coast, where no fishing
operations could be used as a cloak to the illicit proceedings, the entire crop would be worked and run in
one operation. In this case, the men entrusted with
the job would start off soon after dark, in one or
more boats, using every artifice,, to disguise their
movements and intentions, and usually, if there was
reason, to suppose that their departure had been noticed, rowing for some distance in a contrary direction
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that of the goods. Then, when an offing had
been gained, the boat would be turned and rowed as
to

quickly as possible to the real spot.
The crossbearings having been fixed, “creepers” would be

dropped and dragged backwards and forwards along
the bottom until “brought up” by the goods. In
som9 instances, if, for example, the goods had drifted
from their position and could not be hooked, “ sweeping ” was resorted to, a process already described in
connection with the coastguard.

The goods having been hooked, they were
promptly hauled up, cut from the drift line, and
stowed in the boat, the sinking line and anchors being
saved if possible, although, often enough, in the
hurry and excitement of the moment, these had to be
for it
sacrificed to the safety of the men and goods
was ten to one if the coastguard boat was not afloat,
and at the slightest sound it was a case of “ cut and
run ” and devil take th« hindmost. Indeed, there were
few of>erations which more frequently afforded a
practical illustration of the truth of the old adage
that “there is many a slip,” etc.
The next thing was to run the goods, an operation
which will be described in due course.
On many parts of the coast the sunken goods could
be worked with mote deliberation and less risk. In
places where crabb|E)g was largely followed, for instance, goods werejsut^ by choice on the crabbing
grounds, and while ^e 0ther boats were working their
;

pots the smuggler^'

w^ld

take the opportunity of

—

up the end of the sinking line probably
buoyed in this casedn |he same way as the crab-pots
were cutting off three ibr four tubs, and stowing them
snugly underneath the pots in the bottom of the
boat, row quietly on store and, watching the opporpulling

—

Running

Goods.
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run the tubs in broad daylight. In oth«t
where seaweed cutting was practised on
the rocks and islands off the coast, tubs would often
be run on shore under a load of weed. There was, in
fact, no limit to the number of dodges in vogue, and
it would only weary the reader to
enumerate the
various channels through which the patrons of the

tunity,

places, again,

•

trade drew their supplies of the good old cognac,
which they loved, not always wisely, but too well.
In the various operations of smuggling there was
no more dangerous or exciting an event than a run
of goods on a large scale. It was at this particular
stage of the proceedings that the smugglers incurred
the greatest risk of coming into collision with the
coastguard, and not only of losing their goods but of
forfeiting their liberty, for a time at least.
To ensure
a successful run it was necessary to fix on a spot,
where, judging from a careful observation of the
patrols, there was least likelihood of discovery.
The
time for the landing was another matter of the highest
importance. Before deciding on these points it was
a common practice with the smugglers to set a
watch for several consecutive days and nights on the
movements of the coastguard patrols, who would be
“ shadowed ” from the time they left the station till
their return next morning, special attention being
paid to the line of route they followed, going out and
coming in, the place and time of conference with the
patrols of flank stations, and the usual hour at which
the patrols were withdrawn and the coast left in
charge of the day watchman.
A careful study of the above data usually disclosed certain important facts, showing a degree of
regularity in the movements of the coastguardmen
which, however admirable from a disciplinary point of

200
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v4ew, ofTered facilities Jp.r running a catgo which the
expert smuggler was ifm slow to avail himself of.
The time and place having been decided on, the
next thing to be conside^d was the collection of a
sufficiency of porters or fiib-carriers, of whom any
number could be got together in those days without

4s 6U3 TUB'CARKIER.

most part of
Pisans, attracted by the
prospect of earninf h^f-a^crown or five ghillings for
the night’s work. pTl|ese men would be warned, off
the day before ths|. o^ which the run was intended,
with' full direction.! wTOre^t9,.i:endezvous and shortly
before the appoin^d |jtour they would dock in from
dlrect|(^§i remlini^ quiet and well out of observatidn!^me little ^st^ce behind the guafds—^bam,
the slightest

diffici|tty,

consisting for the

agricultural labou^r3 :and

;

cottage," or.Yarm*b^ildj|ig affording

them

shelter until

—
Calung\^ Halt,
the

critical

moment

arrived.

It

aoi

was impossible, of

course, in every -case to guariH^tee the arrival of the

tub-boat at the precise hour named, but the time
usually selected for a run was in the early part of the
night, to avoid keeping a large body of men hanging
about with nothing to do for any length of time.

Long

waiting not only

but, as

made them

restless

and

noisy,

a matter of course, increased the risk of

dis-

covery.

Everything being ready, the man in charge of the
party would be all eyes and ears, so to speak, to
detect not only the approach of the boat but the
presence of the patrols. At length a dark object
looms dimly through the gloom, the word is passed
along to the carriers to be ready, and almost before the
boat’s keel grates on the beach, the party surround her,
seize and sling the tubs, every man a pair, and make off
with all despatch inland. The whole affair is over in
from three to five minutes, and all that remains the following morning to inform the coastguard of what has
occurred are some pieces of “sling-stuff” and the tracks
of the men’s feet across the sand. The retreat of the
smuggling party inland was not, as may be supposed,
always a very orderly proceeding, and on a dark

broken ground, the carriers had tough work
It was customary, on
reaching what was considered safe distance inland, to
call a halt, when a flagon, or small cask of spirits
which always found a place in a run caigo—-would be
broached and passed around. It was on these occasions, that by the indiscr^t libations of the younger
night, over

getting. along with their tubs.

hands, and the rasultaht 'exaltation of Sjpirlts, the
whereabouts of the party would sometimes be re£fa 1
vealed to the coastguard, and mischief ensu^^
Wfteiir,
“I’ve
the
dear me/' said an old smuggler to
:
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seen some pretty

along

they tub-^rriers at
recount with
a merry chuckle the extraordinary scenes of drunkenness that often took place after a run of goods in the

times, I can

tell

‘

rigs

ye.”

’

o’

And he would

old style,

A

run ” was a risky thing at the best, and the
apprehensions of the smugglers were often increased
by the dread lest the informer had been plying his
insidious trade, in which case all the craft and vigilance displayed would be of no avail. Old smugglers
invariably declare that the informer was a product of
later times, but" there was always a pretty crop of
doublefaced scoundrels about in every age ready to
sell their souls for a share of “ information money,”
and the informer was a factor that could never
be safely omitted from the smuggler’s calcula“

tions.

It

was quite po^ible,

in

the natural order of

a patrol blight light on the scene at an
unfortunate momentj and throw matters into confusion, and it was on occasions such as this that the
nerve and resource of the older hands stood the
venturers in good stead, and often staved off a
disaster.
For, as a rule, the tub-carriers country
bumpkins mostly, -with a fine regard for their own
skins would cut ^and run at the first whisper o{
alarm, “ lightening khip” wifRbut the least hesitation,
and leaving their ^ight as a prize to the foe, and
thus, of course, f^fefting their night’s wage. 'The
older men who sac4' been out before would try
and save one at Ibast' of their tubs, and even show
fight rather thap. r^inquish their' freight or be
things, that

—

—

:

taken.

As an encouragement
their tubs

when

men to hold on to
the venturers were ac-

to the

a.ttjteked,

“

FORCfNG /i\RUN.
customed to pay ten

shillings for
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every tub saved on

these occasion's.
If the coast was too well guarded to admit of a
run being accomplished without discovery, it was a
common practice as a preliminary measure to seize
and overpower the patrols, on the guard selected for
the attempt, especially along the Kent and Sussex
In some instances the smugglers, rather than
shore.
run the risk themselves, would hire desperate characthese ruffians, creeping up
ters for the job, and
behind the patrols on a stormy night, would watch
their opportunity, and while the men were chatting
or having a quiet pipe, dash at them and have them
down and their arms removed before ever they could
The boat would then be signalled in,
raise an alarm.
and the run accomplished.
A " forced run ” was a run effected in spite of the
coastguard, and was of common occurrence along the
south-east coast during the first quarter of the
It was, in fact, the rule, whenever a
present century.
The arlarge and valuable cargo was at stake.
rangements for forcing a run were necessarily more
elaborate and extensive than in other cases, the
essential difference being in the employment of an
armed pArty, or “ fighting gang,” as it was called, for
the protection of the “ tub-carriers,” in the event of
attack. The weapons carried on these occasions were
bats ” (the local
swingles instruments like a flail
term for long ash bludgeons), and firearms, and many
very serious affrays took place between these
“ gangs " and the revenue forces.
The practice of
fordng the runs continued as late as the year 1833,
at which time one of the most desperate encounters
that ever disgraced the southern counties was continued through the greater part of a November night.

—

—
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and

resulted in the death of four 6f

party, their complete defeat,

tb^ smuggling

hnd the losaof nearly

their goods.*

all

^

.

Far inland, out of harm’s way, horses and carts
would usually be in waiting to relieve the carriers of
their tubs, and to carry them off to the smuggling
•depdts, which, in* those days, abounded in all the
maritime counties.
But just as it is never safe to
halloo before you are oiit of the wood, so the smugglers could never -reckon on the goods being safe
because the coastguard patrols had been evaded,
bearing in mind that it was the special duty of the
mounted guard “ to examine carefully the by-roads»
lanes, etc., for the purpose of discovering any preparations that might b$ made by the smugglers for effecting a landing by .assembling carts or men.
a^d,
.

.

run being effected, pursuing me
company and end^vouring to intercept the carts in
which they are coi|veying the goods.”
in

the event of

a",

Remembering, ^ therefore, that “ the best laid
schemes o’ mice and men gang aft agley,” the smugglers, with a view to minimising the risks of capture,
were in the habit of excavating “ private places ” or
'

f
1

»

* Some curious keta& concerning smuggling in Sussex are furMajendie on **the disturbed districts of East
nished in a report
Sussex’* to her Majfsty’s.coramtisioners,

tM

*'as to the administration

Pote Law** (1833), from which the following
smugglers are divided into two classes, the
extracts are made
carriers or bdirers wip r<^ive from five shillings per night and up** batmen,**
wards,. according to we i^lnber of tubs they secure, and the
80 called from the pi^vin^l termjof bat for a bludgeon they use, who
a &perior class. They go out in disguise, freconsider thei^elves
l^ackened, and now with firearms $ they conquently wi^
fine tHw. services td th^ protection of others, and are paid twenty
shillings or mcve .per nigh^ and many^ perhaps mast of thm^ an^ at ike
same time, in receipt ofpdi^h rdief**
and operations of

^

CoNCEALkBNTS.
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concealmei^

iiiVihe shape of caves and underground
slbluded places on the coast as well as
inland, where the goods could be deposited pending
favourable opportunities for conveying them to their
destinations.
In some parts of England the coast
may almost be said to be honeycombed, figuratively speaking, with these “cave dwellings” of
other days, and, notwithstanding the obliteration of
many by the action of water and other causes,
several are still pointed out by the old men who
knew their us«^, while others, known only to those
who excavated them, remain undiscovered, the secret
of their whereabouts having died with their owners.
Besides these concealments, there was scarcely a
house along the coast, or a farmhouse, or inn within

cellars in

easy distance, but had

its

cellar or “ private place,” or

"hide” as these receptacles were called, and the
ingenuity displayed in their construction was certainly
very wonderful.
in

many

So admirably were they

instances, that

contrived

on change of ownership

their

very existence has been unsuspected, until the subsidence of a beam, or alterations in the house have
laid open cavities which doubtless held many a good
tub of brandy in their time.

CHAPTER

III.

Modem Develot^nts—Collecting a

Freight—The Cnannel PassageSpotsman— Rafting a Caigo—Smuggling Signals— Honour
among Smugglers— Profits of the Trade—The Sea Smuggler— Land
Duties of a

Smugglers—Sea Rovers and Smugglers.

A FEW words concerning the method of

procedure in
a smuggling transition and the vocation will have
been made clear to the reader from beginning to end.
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In the days of free-trade the buslhe^ was chiefly
conducted by smuggling companies on ^' grafid scale,
like any other commercial transaction, and a vast

amount of capital was embarked in the business.
Under the new conditions, however, the trade, though
enormous in the aggregate, had perforce drifted into
more numerous and smaller channels, and was conducted chiefly by individuals, who, as agents, made
arrangements for the disposal of the funds entrusted

them by their patrons in the manner that seemed
most suitable. These agents were' the principals in
smuggling transactions, and were usually called
“freighters,” from the fact that they collected the
freight-money, and chartered the vessels to bring
to

over the goods.
The procedure was somewhat as follows; The
freighter having collected enough money for a cargo,
proceeded to engage a vessel, and having arranged
this matter woUld embark and set off without delay
for the port selected for the purchase of the spirits.
Before leaving; however, he would arrange with his
confederates the various details connected with the
Intended rut^time, place, etc. usually naming one or
more alternative places in the event of being “ put
off” from that decided on in the first instance. As
there were np telegraphs or steamers in those days,
by means |>f which iterations of plan could be
rapidly cot^municated to the parties concet-ned,
there was fnecessarily a considerable element of
chance in |he matter, the uncertainty fhcrcasing
with the diskan^ to be traversed from the opposite

—

—

coast.

V

calculate the. time of a vessel’s arrival requited,
therefore, V^y nice judgment, depending as it did on
-

To

a variety of causes l^yond the control of man, such

;

'^MASlNfi THE COAiT.
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as direction atid strengtl^ of wind, set of tide, etc.
but old smugglers could generally tell pretty nearly
when to expect the vessel, and during the afternoon

preceding the run would be anxiously
horizon for the well-known craft
how of cases in which the distance to
was considerable, and the size of boat

We

scanning the
are speaking
be traversed
large.

The movements of the smuggling boat, and preparations usually made on board before approac^g

s'
fits

slipping.

the coast, have been already described. The running
of a cargo direct from the vessel or boat involved far
greater risks,

and therefore required greater care and

In this case the boat, under cover of
suggestion of a moon being fatal
to the chances of success ^would stand in as near to
the spot as safety would admit, the utmost vigilance
-being necessary to detect any symptoms of danger, or
the slightest signal from the party on shore, whose
preparation.

—

-darkness

^the least

duty it was to watch

—

all

the approaches to the landing

.

—
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and

off a warning to the
These signals consisted of a
dink ”
fire lighted on a prominent point inland, a
with a flint and steel, which on a dark night was easily
discernible by the practised eye of a smuggler quite
a mile from the shore, and a flash from a dark
place,

instantly flash

boat in case of alarm.

**

lantern, or peculiarly>constructed telescopic lantern,
which, while throwing a bright light seaward, concealed the rays from observers on either side.
The smuggler who acted as pilot on these occasions, guiding the vessel in with cat-like acuteness of

vision to the appointed spot,

was known

in

smuggling

parlance as “ spotsman,” and the skill and intelligence
displayed by these men was little short of miraculous.
The services of the " spotsman ” were only required
when the cargo was about to be run on a coast which

was strange

to the master of the vessel, the freighter

often acting as his

On

arrival^ a|

own

“

spotsman.”

a suitable distance from the shore

—

the coast beit^ .|lear for the run the sinking stones
would be hasily cut off from the sinking rope, a punt
or small boat; «^uld dash in with the end of a rope
the other end;; of j^hich would be secured to the string
of tubs, and pii. reaching the beach the end of the
line would be| seized by the tub-carriers, and the tubs
operation of floating them
** rafted” ashpre->-as the
in

was

As

calledi

regards i4gnals,*?t

may be remarked

——

that as

making sigims^jpf any sort even “whooping” to
boats off the loa^ at night ^was an indictable offence,
accoidiiig to|thf “smuggling laws,” the utmost cir'cumspectionfwaft necessary to avoid detection.
•.-Just pictt|re l^e feelings of a free and independent
elector of Gr|at Britain at the present day, who, when

taking his wsAks abroad on a fine night, and happening

HoiiOUlt

Si/UGGf.SJfS.
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to strike a match wherewith to light his pipe, is suddenly pounced on by a couple of burly coastguardmen
and marched off to the nearest station
And yet
such was the fate that awaited anyone who in the old
smuggling days was unguarded enough to make what
might be interpreted into a smuggling signal There
will be more to say on this subject hereafter.
The goods having been landed, it was the object
of those on board the smuggling boat to get away
from the scene of operations as soon as possible the
crew in the meantime busying themselves in removing
every trace of their late cargo. The importance that
was attached to a piece of French bread, a bit of lefthanded rope, or a piece of “sling-stuff” in a boat,
must seem incomprehensible to the uninitiated but
!

;

;

it

was by

close attention to these details that success

in the smuggler’s vocation

was best ensured, and the

suspicions of the preventive

men

disarmed.

The

smallest thing in those days was enough to supply a
clue to the business in which a boat had been engaged,
leading to arrest, with detention and all its vexatious

delays and anxieties, and for that reason the expert
smuggler would set to work, immediately after a run,
in removing everything likely to excite suspicion' concerning the illicit nature of his proceedings.

The saying that “ there

honour amongst thieves”
smugglers, their staunchness towards each other being certainly very remarkable, especially when the slender
nature of the tie which bound them together is con-

was curiously

is

illustrated in the dealings of the

True, the informo’, like the poor, is always
sidered.
vnth us, a smu^ler might complain, but when we
bear iti mind- .the large number of men necessarily
engined in -a. smi^Iing transaction, it was very much
to their credit that so few cases have been recorded of
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treachery on the part of accomplices. And even when
a humble tub-carrier was captured and sent to “ quod,”
there is no instance on record so far, at least, as the
writer is aware of in which this individual was known
to have “ rounded ” on his employers.
To what extent the smugglers ultimately profited
by their vocation can now only be matter of specula"tion.
Certainly, some of the “principals” made large
sums for a time, at least but so far as the writer’s
inquiries have extended, the case of a smuggler who
permanently and materially benefited himself by the

—

—

—

;

As a rule, it
illicit trade was certainly exceptional.
was all the other way, and many curious instances
might be cited in proof of this statement.
After all, smuggling was only a species of gambling,
with

the

additional

jisk of imprisonment, or five

years in a man-o&war, and, like every other sort of

gambling, w'ithqut doubt exercised a most demoralising
influence on all concerned in it An immense amount
of capital was. eihbarked in the trade, and an equally
large number of people were by its means afforded a
precarious sort of employment Besides which, it
offered a field for adventurous spirits, attracted no less
by the large profits than the spice of danger involved,
and, so far as the sea smugglers were concerned, deThere was a
veloped a magnificent class of seamen.
fascination abc^t smugg|j|}g, too, which possessed an
irresistible attrition to a latg^e class—-not of ne’er-dowells alone, bat <4 individuals who, with no lack of
ability, had an|iindonquerable aversion to stea\ly em^rt The very ingenuity which
ployment of
b^ug^t
people
to their tasks shows that but for
these
b^t
unfortunate
of their geniu.s, they possessed
the
qualities which 'ought to have ensured success in more
honouraUe wa^ka of life, in proof of which may be

^y

Smugglejis.
cited the fact that

some

many

'

2ir

men who, through

of these

had been brought to see the error
of their ways, and had entered the coastguard service,
rose subsequently to posts of honour and responoccult means,

sibility.*

The " smuggler

bold ” was a product of the times,
and though a desperate fellow enough when driven to
bay, fighting was not his vocation
it was rather an
For the rest, he was a man of like
accident of it.
passions with ourselves, and if not the heroic creature
fervid imaginations are apt to depict, it would be
wrong to infer that he was the bloodthirsty ruffian
which some people are fond of picturing him.
Of the land smuggler, in distinction from the class
we have been describing, little can be said that is
Following too closely in the footsteps of
favourable.
his predecessors of the last century, his proceedings
were not such as to provoke the slightest enthusiasm
rather,
in the breasts of right-minded Englishmen
indeed, by his reckless disregard for the lives of others,
;

;

Of smugglers of the •• pre-scientific period who rose into prominence, the gallant Thurot [Anglici^ O’Farrell), an Irish commodore
in the French service, whose name was a terror to the mercantile fleet

He bad been stationed in his
of this kingdom, is worthy of notice.
early days in the Isle of Man in the service of a Welsh smuggler, and
it was while thus engaged that he acquired the intimate knowledge
of the British coast that proved so useful to him in after years. By
a curious coincidence the action between his fleet and that under Captain
Elliot, in which he met defeat and death, occurred off the lale of Man
His end is thus noticed by tlie author of ** Lands and their
(1760).
Owners in Galloway”:— Amongst the bodies that drifted to land
after the action was that of M. Thurot, dressed in uniform and sewed
up in a silk velvet carpet. His body, which was fully identified, was

found on the Monreith property, and was interred in the old kirk-yard
of Kirkmaiden, Sir Wm. Maxwell acting as chief mourner. Unfortunately the spot where the remains of the brave Thurot were laid
cannot now be traced. He is stated to have been only twenty-seven
years of a|g.”

—

;
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his readiness to shed blood

and commit acts of base

ruffianism in pursuit of his ends

—the

total absence,

indeed, of anything approaching to chivalry in his

conduct or character, his adventures merely excite a
feeling of abhorrence, and every peace-loving citizen
must rejoice at the suppression of a trade which
afforded scope for his villainies *
In a curious old document, which has drifted down
through some fourteen centuries, a Roman official of
high rank has drawn a picture for us of the sea rovers
who haunted the coasts of Britain during the fifth
century, as they appeared to his contemporaries,
which, with but slight alteration, might be accepted
as an accurate portrait of the contrabandists of later
days.

Addressing a

who, as an

friend,

officer in

the

Imperial service ha^ recently embarked in one of the
vessels of the Channel fleet that was employed in

looking after the ^pirate boats of the Saxons, this

Roman

provincial |\vrites

* In the Report

on tbie

**

:

Disturbed Districts of Sussex,” previously

quoted, the following iioteworthy observations occur

Since the

establishment of the pfreventive service smuggling is much diminished.
This diminution has ^iad the effect of increasing the poor rate, or,

was expressed by aj^ ^overseer, who is supposed to have had formerly
a very accurate acqu8|dta|ice with the business, * thej>utting down of
coast.’ The labourers of Bexhill and of the
smuggling is the ruin
villages proceeding «tmrd towmtds Kent used to have plenty of
work in the summerjand had no difficulty in finding employment in
smuggling during th^iii^r* . • • Large capitals have been inMany of Che snsall
vested in the busings, pwicularly at Bexhill.
farmers, if they do nof pai^pate, certainly connive at these practices
thpse who do: not d|riKt%, profit by smuggling consider that it is advantageous as ^ing|em&ynfent for many who otherwise would be
:^hiowa'on their paris^ ”1(1933}. The reador wfU oote how little the
-hisbits'and ideas of t^ Suisex people had altered with r^rd to smuggling dunng the hunted years intervening since the Hawkhurst gang
roamed uninolested t^ugh the county.
as

M

,

'

Rovers.
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“I

have to warn you to be more than ever on your
in this warfare. Your foe is of all foes the most
active.
He attacks unexpectedly if you expect him
he makes his escape he despises those who wish to
block his path he overthrows those who are off their
guard, while for himself he never fails to escape when
he is forced to fly. ,And more than this, to these
men a shipwreck is a school of seamanship rather
than a matter of dread. They know the dangers of
the deep like men who are every day in combat with
them. For since a storm throws those whom they
wish to surprise off their guard, while it hinders their
own coming onset from being seen from afar, they
gladly risk themselves in the midst of wrecks and surfbeaten rocks in the hope of making profit out of the
very tempest” (Letter from Sidonius Apollinaris,
quoted in Green’s “ Making of England.”)

guard

;

;

;
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Whether

—
—Dangers

of

the somewhat promiscuous hanging indulged in by our fctfefathers was the most efficacious
method of inducing smugglers to recognise the errors
of their ways and to seek more honourable callings
seems a little doubtful, in view of certain facts which
have come down to us. Thus, many criminals on the
eve of their execution for highway robbery and other
questionable proceedings declared themselves to be
outlawed smugglers, who had been driven to commit
means oT livelihood, in consequence
these crimes as
^
of every other matinel of industry being closed to
'
them.
I
But if the mbre ^enlightened sense of the present
generation is indini|d to blame the punitive systems
of the. past, it i| ji&t as well to remember that the
country was in'la very different state to what it is
now, and that if our progenitors displayed a shocking

A

UhjiTAL Sentence.
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readiness to “string up’* their erring brothers for

what may seem comparatively venial offences, the
criminal classes, and the smugglers especially, showed
an equal readiness to take life where their own safety

was concerned.
Still, we must admit that hanging was just a wee
bit overdone, more espcciall}»^ in regard to the crime
.

—

Writing in 1752 the halcyon days of
Horace Walpole remarks
free-trade
“ It is shocking to think what a shambles this country is grown
Seventeen were executed this morning.” * Certainly
smuggling never languished for lack of martyrs to

of smuggling.

—

:

—

!

the cause. So late as the end of last century we are
told of one of the crew of a smuggling vessel who
was sentenced to be hanged and “to be afterwards
anatomised ” for the wilful murder of a boatswain in
the service of the Customs, who was shot while
endeavouring to board the vessel. By what means
this sentence was carried out we arc not informed, as,
happily, no details of this sensational punishment
have been preserved for the benefit of the morbidly
curious,

A

glance at the

“Laws

for

—

the Prevention of

Smuggling” of the year i8i6 the commencement of
the period with which we are especially concerned
^will give us some idea of the punitive measures
deemed necessary for coping with the contraband

—

trade at that particular time.
It will be impossible, of course, to give more than
the briefest rhumd here, and for that reason, as well
* Horace Walpole

to

Mann, March

23rd, 175^*

note that at this time fashionable ladies
belonging to the set denominated ** smart,” for lack of the excitement
nowadays supplied by divorce court proceedings, and society cases,”
were wont to visit these criminals in gaol, and hear them recount their
It is further interesting to

experiences.
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as to avoid the charge of tediousness, the chief points

only will be touched on.

To

a traffic of the nature of
an insular kingdom it was obviously
necessary to exercise a strict supervision over the
strike effectually at

smuggling

in

various craft that offered special facilities for the

conduct of the trade
the most intricate

and to that end regulations of
character were compiled with
;

regard to construction, tonnage, rig, equipment, number of crew, and the thousand and one things involved
in the successful conduct of a maritime trade ; while
the penalties attaching to infringements of the.smallest
of these matters were such as the modern Briton

would deem

intolerable.

As

the reader would probably resent being in-

flicted

with veii>atim extracts from these regulations,

which, being compiled in a species of legal jargon
distinct from the vulgar tongue, are somewhat difficult

of comprehen^oi, the more salient points will be
explained in lanfuage understanded of the people.
First, then, iit^as enacted that any boat built to

&an four oars, .found upon land or
water within the counties of Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
or Sussex, or iit the river Thames, or within the limits
of the ports of|Lq|idon, Sandwich, or Ipswich, or any
other boat ro|ring with more than six oars, found
either upon laiM dt wateg^in any other port, or within
two leagues o|>the coast of Great Britain, “ shall be
forfeited with !th|^ tackle and furniture, and every
person using ol roff'ing in such boat shall forfeit £^0."
And any |tQaf rowing with more than six oars,
found hoverini^ oifwithin four leagues of that part of
the coast whicK {^between the North Foreland and
Beachy He^lor within eight leagues of any other
part of the Cb^t, **811311 be forfeited.”
row with more

Smi^pma Laws.
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Certain boats were exempted from these laws, as,
merchant ships of a
certain tonnage, and such as held special licences
for instance, those belonging to

from the Admiralty or the Customs. But the regulations were framed with a view to the fast-pulling
smuggling galleys that ran across to the French coast,
and were the source of endless worry to the preventive men.
Rules of a precise nature were laid down also with
r^ard to the equipment of sailing craft ; thus, it was
enacted that any cutter, lugger, shallop, wherry, sloop,

smack, or yawl, having a bowsprit which
in length

shall

exceed

more than two-thirds of the length of such

found within lOO leagues of the coasts of Great

craft

Britain or Ireland, shall be forfeited.
Even the
“ steave,” or inclination of the bowsprit, together with

method of Btment and securings were subject to
while the size and lead of the jib-stay were
regulated to a nicety.
These details, unimportant as they may seem to
most of us, were so intimately connected with the
sailing qualities, of a vessel where speed was a consideration, that every effort was made by the authoriits

rule

;

handicap every species of oraft that might be
tempted to elude the vigilance of the revenue cruisers.
And, just for this reason, it weus further enacted that
any vessel of over 50 tons burthen rigged as a
ties to

.

lugger,

was

liable to forfeiture.

Equally stringent were the^ regulations affecting
the method of construction, proportions, thickness of
planking, dimensions and positions of the timbers,
and their distance apart, non-compliance with which

and other penalties.
The number of crew was regulated in accordance
with tonnage, any excess over the proper complement

entailed forfeiture
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being regarded as pritua
tion to

engage

in

feicie

illicit

evidence ot an inten-

proceedings, and entailing

severe penalties.

such as those enumerated above,
when considered from a modern standpoint, may
seem harassing and arbitrary, and the indignant
clamour which an attempt to enforce them at the
present day would call forth can be more easily
imagined than described. Probably they were regarded as equally obnoxious by the free-and-easy
traders of old.
The law struck at everything concerned in a
smuggling transaction thus, all vessels and boats,
and all horses and carriages, made use of in the
landing or removal of contraband goods, were declared
and these, after due legal conforfeit to the Crown
demnation, were sold, and the proceeds, after deducRestrictions

;

;

were distributed, in certain
fixed proportirms; amongst the seizing officers as
prize money.
]
The regulations under the head of “ Smugglers ”
give us a curious insight into the ways of the time.
Thus, if any persons to the number of three or
tion for legal expenses,

more, armed wi|h firearms or other offensive weapons,
“ shall be assembled in order to assist in the rescuing
of any goods, they shall, on being lawfully con|
victed, be adjudged guil^^ of felony, and shall suffer
death.”
|

.

Again, per^ns
shall

forcibly

more than

fiiincfer

company, who
any officer of the
seizing any run goods, shall,
adjudged guilty of felony, and
or

five in

resist

Cu.stoms or Excis^ in
on being convic^ed^^'be
be tt^nsported as felons to his Majesty’s colonies or
for a term of five years.
plantations in

For the same

offence,

committed with

firearms, or

J^Gl//SES.
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\
•

Other weapons, or for dangerously wounding any
“ such person shall be adjudged guilty of
and
shall suffer death as in cases of felony,
felony,

officer,

without benefit of clergy!'
In the* event of the offender not being apprehended within six months, the Rape, Lath, or
Hundred, where the offence was committed, was to
make satisfaction, not exceeding ;^40 for the damages
by wounding, and to pay to the executors, or administrators, for each person killed, £,\oo, to be levied
upon the inhabitants by a proportionate tax.
The wearing of disguises or masks while engaged
in a smuggling transaction was regarded as a particularly heinous offence, if the penalty attaching
thereto may be accepted as a criterion. Thus, if any
person “ shall have his face blacked, or shall wear any
mask or other disguise when pas'^ing with prohibited
goods, and be convicted, he shall be adjudged guilty
of felony, and shall suffer death,” to which the
following curious note is appended “That wearing
any disguise is to be deemed felony with benefit of
,

—

clergy.”

The mere

near the coast was
days to bring a ’person, however

fact of loitering

sufficient in those

innocent his intentions, within the law’s grasp. Thus,
any person loitering within five miles of the sea-coast
or any navigable river, with intent, as is suspected,
to assist in running goods, is to be brought before a
“

and if unable to give a satisfactory account
of his calling or employment, shall be committed to
the House of Correction, to be whipped and kept to
hard labour for any time not exceeding one month.
And if any person shall desire time for making it
clear that he was not concerned in any fraudulent

justice

;

practices, the justice

may commit him

to gaol until

—
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he

shall

make proof

to the satisfaction of the jus-

tice.”

In connection with the above, it wa? decreed that
the informer was to receive 20s. for ^ery person so
arrested.

CHAPTER
The Navy
Action

II.

as a Reformatory for Smugglers-^Bravery of Smugglers in
versus Men-of-War Smuggling Signals Fate of

—

—Prison

—

Smuggling Boats— Prohibited Imports.

The army and

navy being regarded by an enlightened

administration at this particular period as fit receptacles for social rubbish of all sorts, they were largely

used as reforma&ries for the smuggling classes. Thus
“Every persoif found assisting in unshipping any
goods may be .arrested, and, if convicted, is to be
committed to 1|||^ labour in the House of Correction
exceeding three years, nor less than
fpr any term
one year;” but^ theTegulations add, ” If any person
so convicteci is approved of as fit to serve his
Majesty, theyu$tices may adjudge him to serve as a
soldier or sailorTor a term of five years.”
The sami penalty attached to persons found oh
board any vAsel or boat liable to seizure.
Apropos df tine abwe, the^ following curious document whiclf’ th^ writer chanced on concerning the
transfer of | siiuggler td the naval service is not
without inte^est|r-

—

—

t

I

February, 1807,

?Gentl4toc^—
“ I

beg leave to inform you that J ames Harris
the person |letained by me on board the Diana,

THE NAVY
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.

'

%,

smuggling

cutter, in the act

of running her cargo

of contraband goods, has been since released

by the

ma^strates, on his making his election to enter as a
seaman in his Majesty’s navy. I herewith enclose a
certificate of his being received into H.M. naval
service from Lieut. Hilary of the impress service,

and beg you will crave of the Honorable Board the
reward allowed me under the Act.
“ I am, etc.,
“John Carter,
“ Commander.”
[Enclosure.]

Poole Raidegvous,
5/7/

“

February, 1807.

Received from Mr. John Strong, Esquire, Mayor

of Poole:

—James

smuggling
Carter,

Harris, belonging, to the

cutter,

captured

by the

Diana

Seagull, Jno.

Commander.
“

Robert Ellary,
•'

Lieutenant.”

In consequence of the above law there were few
ships in H.M. fleet but had a proportion of smugglers
on board, many of whom, through the influence of
their
captains— who usually proved sympathetic

gaolers— adopted the profession, and, by their seamanlike qualities marked themselves out for advancement to petty-officer’s ratings. Others, again,
taking unkindly to the restraint and discipline of
a man-of-war prison^ leave of absence to visit the
shore being often withheld by their captains, who
were personably responsible to GovemiAent for the
safe keeping of smugglers during the term of their

—

conviction

—usually

0]^rtunity of

availed themselves of the

desertion.

first
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Lord Exmouth’s ship at the battle of Algiers had
smugglers on board and, according to the
statement of a friend of one of these men, the captain
called the smugglers on deck after the action and
complimented them greatly on the way they had
several

;

fought.

A

curious confirmation of this story comes from
another quarter.
An old man, who during his early
years took a very prominent part in smuggling, and
suffered martyrdom, in the shape of a term of enBodmin gaol at Government
forced idleness in
expense, told the writer that on one occasion Lord
Exmouth visited the gaol the governor being a
personal friend or relative and on being informed
that a party of fine active young fellows were
smugglers. Lord Exmouth told them he was sr.rry
to see them there, as he had several smugglers in
his ship at Algiers, and they were some of the best

—
—

men he had

on: board.

That the smugglers greatly preferred being sent
to prison inst6a4 of to a man-of-war is not surprising,
when it is stated that they were not always made to

work

in gaol,'

and were veiy tenderly dealt with by

the prison c^cials, who, like everyone else, had a
" soft side ” tb their natures for smugglers.
But the

was explained to the
by anlold smuggler; namely, that after c<mviction, the fifenda and sympathisers of the delinquent
chief reason {or this preference
writer

imm ediately Mt

motion

the interest |hcy could
a view ta
sentence;
the
and
unless
i^nlission-of
obtaining a
old
offender,
they
almost
always
an
the smugglef^iwaS
succeeded, in^ getting him out of prison before the
expiration of his term ; while in the case of a man
sent afloat, the chances were extremely remote of his
fo

alt

bring to bea# oft the Government, with
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gaining his liberty before the expiration of the term
of service, especially as the ship he was in was probably on a distant station. The evil consequences
arising from the practice of making H.M. ships receptacles for criminals
at length brought

and law-breakers having been

home

to the authorities, smugglers
were henceforth sent to prison, and the naval service

knew them no more.
The explanation of

this change, vouchsafed by
an old naval pensioner to the writer, has at least the
merit of originality. He said he believed the reason
why smugglers w'ere no longer sent into the navy was
because they got on too well that in some ships the
captains gave nearly all the ratings to smugglers. If
not strictly accurate, this was paying a high compliment to the smugglers, and fully bears out what
has been stated elsewhere regarding their seamanlike

—

qualities.

Of

the various regulations for the prevention of
smuggling, there are none so curiously suggestive of
other days as those relating to the making of signals
to boats and vessels off the coast.

The

common

reader is probably aware of this custom, so
in cld days, and which usually took the form

lit on prominent points inland, by which the
smuggling vessel was warned off the coast, and the^
vigilance of the revenue officers rendered of no avail.
The success of a smuggling transaction depended, in
fact, to a great extent, on the efficient working of
these signals, and for this reason signalling was made
an indictable offence. Thus, it was enacted, that if
any person after sun^t and before sunrise between
the 2 1st September and 1st April, or after the hour
of eight in t}ie evening and before six in the morning
between the last day of March and 22 nd September,

of hres
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shall

making any light, hre, flash, or
by smoke, or by rocket, fireworksi
of guns, or other firearms, or any other

make, or

blaze, or

any

flags, firing

Days and Ways.

assist in

signal

contrivance, within

six

miles of the coast, for the

purpose of giving signal to any person on board any
smuggling vessel or boat, the offender, op conviction,
shall either forfeit £ioo, or be committed to prison
and kept to hard labour for a term not exceeding one
year.

So much

for the smugglers.

Of the smuggling
condemnation

boats, suffice

it

to say, that

on

were sawn

through in three
some instances, however, if suitable for
places.
revenue purposes, they were taken into the service, and
oWIng to their good sailing qualities often proved
they

valuable acquisitions.'

Of the various articles comprising the stock-intrade of the contrabandist spirits and tobacco figured
the most largely^ not only because they were in the
gieatest demand^^but because large profits were to be
derived from a;si^cessful “ venture.” The only other
article approa(|hihg to these in imix>rtance, from an
economic poipt of view, was salt, which, strange to
say, was dut|ible during the first quarter of the

Smilgi^ing in salt was extensively carried
on by old wo^t}, who obtained their supplies from
century.

the fish-curinf qstablisliments, a’nd secreting it in
^e feminine mind, carried it about
familiar
the country fcft sa^. Many were comihitte^ to gaol

ways

p

for this offenc^

I

of articles on
Government ftid |ts hand for

The

variet^

\^hich
tlje

an impecunious

benefit of the

Ex>

dii^uer was |lmbst infinite. The difficulty, indeed,
was to' find |nything which was permitted to pass
the wistful gaze of the exciseman or revenue officer

.
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without payment of toll. Under these circumstances it
may not be without interest to enumerate the articles
which a free-born Briton was forbidden to import or
use under any conditions whatever. The list is taken
from the “table of goods wholly prohibited to be
imported or to be worn, or to be used in Great
Britain.”
Gold or silver brocade.
Cocoanut shells, or husks without

their nuts.

Foreign embroidery.
Manufactures of gold, or silver, or metal.
Ribbons, laces, and girdles.
Chocolate, or cocoa paste.
Calicoes, printed or dyed in Persia, China, or East Indies.
Gloves, or mits of silk or leather.
Foreign needlework.
Silks (wrought).
(All the above to be forfeited,

and the importers

fined.)

Judged from a modern standpoint, the " laws for
the prevention of smuggling” of i8i6 seemed to
have been specially designed by some misdirected
genius

for

the express purpose

fellow-creatures,

of

harassing his

and one can only marvel

at

the

much-enduring patience of a generation which put up
with it all. Iri these days, when Governments are
only tolerated on the condition of making things
pleasant all round, and the promise of large concessions to popular clamour, it would be interesting
to note the effect of any attempt to enforce measures
involving the liberty of the subject to the extent,
in the early years of the present

which was possible
cen^ry.

question arises how far these laws were
effective in securing the end Cor which they were
designed. This can only be satisfactorily answered
by a reference tq the criminal statistics of this par-

The

ticular period.
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But to judge by certain facts which iSave drifted to
the surface, it must be admitted that the pains and
penalties enumerated in the smuggling laws signally
nor is the reason hard to
failed in their object
To quote a writer in the Edinburgh Review
divine.
(Vol. xxxvi.)
"To create by means of high duties an
overwhelming temptation to indulge in crimes, and
:

—

^

then to punish men for indulging in it, is a proceeding
wholly and completely subversive of every principle
It revolts the natural feelings of the
of justice.
people, and teaches them to feel an interest in the
worst characters, to espouse their cause, and to avenge
their wrongs.”

—
\
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YII.

CURIOSITIES OF SMUGGLING
CHAPTER

I.

—

Good Liquor Pays Toll A Wool-gathering Expedition —The Troubles of
a Riding Officer The Tyneham Smugglers H.M.’s Donkeys Dog
Watches A Smuggler's Letter ^The Bold Venture of l^ooe.*

—

—

—

—

—

In pursuance of the object with which this work is
designed to place before the reader a true and faiththe writer now proful picture of smuggling days
poses to select from the mass of driftwood which has
floated down on the waves of time such specimens as
may best serve to illustrate the subject, and give life
and reality to other days.
Here, for example, is a quaint fragment from
Poole, in Dorsetshire, showing the capacity for stowing away good liquor in a short time that distinguished the men of Dorset in old days

—

—

:

" Poole, 261/1 Septetnber, 1806.

“

By

the enclosed report respecting some prize

wine and brandy brought coastwise to this port in the
Dove, Samuel Baker, master, from Weymouth, your
Honors will peremve that there are twenty-eight gallons of brandy and ten gallons of wine short of the
quantity shipped at Weymouth.
“ From the number of pegs driven into the casks
in different places,

of the

o

seizure
2

and the

made by

particular circumstances

the

surveyor,

its

being

—

!
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him by the owner and supercargo, as
of the cargo before mentioned, and embezzled
by the crew, we have recommended the surveyor to
report the whole of the matter to us.
deliveftd to
])art

“

The Dove would

We are, etc.”

scarcely maintain the reputation

” ship at sea after this

“

of being a dry
We hear a great deal about the grievances of the
farming interest at the present day. What would
the British farmer think of the following
:

“Poole, \^th October, 1806.

“We

most respectfully transmit an account of the
of a quantity of wool, etc., by Mr. N.
Florence, riding <^cef at this port, for the prosecution of which we humbly pray your Honor’s direc-

seizure

tions.

“ Pursuant to^your

Honor’s general order of 28th

January, iy96,,wf beg permission to report that the
wool is worth ab^ut £2^^, the waggon ;^20, and the
horses £efi, m^kihg together ;^3i8.
'

’

.

“

We are, etc.”

“

iph

I

“The
nth Sec

be

October.

under the
of
(^>1 Aei; for being found removing
within five m 5.^f the sea coast without a permit, or
a certificate if '|uch wool having been j^reviously
entered at th< ^'C;|5tom House, and the waggon and
in removing the same.
horses for bei

wooiaraears to us to

forfeited

“

to

We are, etc.”

Worthy I§r. I^lorence had been “wool-gathering”
some purpose.: That he was an active officer of

the

revenue

'

we

shall see in

due course, though

—
A

—

Dossetsh^kb Rwia’g Officer.
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whether his lot had fallen in pleasant places is a
matter that must be left to the judgment of the
reader.
Certainly he had to fish in very troubled
waters sometimes, and did not always land his catch
with the same agreeable facility that attended his
wool-gathering expedition.
instance

Take the

following for

•

“

Wareham, \jth

October, 1806.

—

I think it my duty to inform you
you may represent to the Honorable
Board that a troop of the 14th Regiment of Light
Dragoons is stationed at Wareham Barracks. I have
called on the commanding officer to know if he could
assist me with a party of men and horses if there
should be occasion for them to help to take the

“ Gentlemen,

in order that

He informed me that it will be necessary
have an order from the War Office before
he can assist me. 1 have been informed that a good
deal of smuggling has taken place this winter, and
the smugglers have got so daring and impudent, that
they will not give up any quantity of goods except
an officer has got a military assistance with him.
It will be of great use to the service if the Honorable
Board will be pleased to get an order obtained from
smugglers.
for

him

the

War

to

Office for their assistance.
“ I am, etc.,
“

And
**

Nathaniel Florence."

again on the 17th November, 1806

Gentlemen,

b^

“I
to represent to you in order for you to
acquaint th^ Hon“* Board that smuggling has
I have been
rapidly increased in this fortnight past
informed that the smugglers have, landed a great

—
Days and
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IVays.

quantity of goods which they kept concealed in
and sell it out to country people that come
About
for it twice and sometimes thrice a week.
eight or ten of them come together in defiance to any
caves,

have applied to the commanding officer
of the I4tli Reg‘ Light Dragoons at the Wareham
Barracks for assistance to help me take them. The
officer informed me that he cannot assist me with a
party without orders from the War Office or General.
Your application to the Hon**^ Board to get the
.soldiers to assist ‘me will be of very great use to
I am, etc.,
the service.
officer.

I

—

“

Nathaniel Florence.”

Evidently this worthy officer had gone to the wrong
in search of sympathy with his efforts to check
the flow of good old cognac. There were no laurels
to be won by the gallant 14th Light Dragoons in the
pursuit of Dorset smugglers, who doubtless kept
these dashing troopers well supplied with liquor and
baccy, duty free, Meanwhile the riding officer and
his defiant free'^traders were left to arrange matters as
best they could while this question of military assistance was bein^ “considered” at headquarters. Not

shop

j

till

February 4th, 1807, was an answer vouchsafed.
then, oH pity the sorrows of a poor riding

And

officer!

whether

.

It

in

w^

to

“c^

upon the

officer to state

th^cases alluded to by him

in his report,

when the aid pf Ae military was withheld, whether
he had any ^redt information either of flie place
where the gc^sshad Iwen laid up, or where they
would be meb wi^, etc. etc.” Three months nearly
Well it was a far cry in
of Weary waitifig. %nd then
to
the War Office, so Mr.
those days fro^ Wareham
Florence has to suppress his feelings and sit down
and collect his? thmights, with the following result
1

:

—
ThB Tv^i^HAM

S^tVGGLERS.
‘'

23 *

6th February,

1807.

“ Gentlemen,

“In answer

to the Hon“*- Board’s query

I

most

respectfully report that in the instance alluded to I

had an information of goods intended to be run

in

Tyneham parish by a gang of smugglers on horseback, who had made a common practice for some
time of carrying goods from Tyneham across the
but in such large gangs that it was impossible for me to do anything without military
eissistance,
I have never applied for military assistance without having a direct information, or some
great probability of making a seizure.
And this
assertion, I trust, will appear reasonable, when it is
considered that the taking out of the military is
always attended with an expense, the soldiers expecting to be treated by the officer of Customs;
besides, the officers of the Customs, I presume, by
taking out the military without a probability of making a seizure, would not only harass the soldiers but
country,

unnecessarily harass themselves.
“ Humbly submitted,

“Nathaniel Florence.**
This was certainly a clincher, but what effect it
produced, in the circumlocution offices of the year
1807 we can only dimly surmise, the curtain dropping at this point as suddenly as it rose, leaving us in
the dark so fkr as concerns the future of the Tyneham
smugglers and worthy Mr. Florence.
Foreign silks were contraband in old times, as above
mentioned, and many .were the ingenious contrivances
for evading the vigilance of the Customs, but the following strikes one as an altogether novel method of importation

:

—Under date November, 1822,

it is

reported
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that three Russian frigates are taking in lat^e quantities

of French

silks,

laces,

and other contraband

goods at Copenhagen for the purpose of landing
them in England.
Here is something that concerns the farming in“It having come to the knowterest :-^June, 1824.
ledge of the authorities that a man called Calvert, an
Englishman, intends exporting a large quantity of
Leicester sheep to France, and the same being illegal,
instructions are given

prevent

to.

the preventive officers to

it.”

One of the most momentous questions that ever
engaged the attention of a great department of State
It
is briefly touched on in the following extract.
must be premise4i by .way of explanation, that at
some of the coastguard stations on the coast of Kent
donkeys were provided by a generous country for the
purpose of conveying water and stores. Here is an
extract from a g^eral order in the Folkestone disThe board have expressed
trict:
“ Januaty,|l839.

—

disapprobation a| the
f;

amount

hitherto charged for

forage for don^re^ in this district, adding that in
their opinion. |hd. purchase, of deans is wholly unnecessary,

and

falso

that too

many

oats have been

-

given.”

I

Why

the ppor/cuddies should be debarred from
the mild diss^tipns of*the “ bean-feast ” passeth
human undcn^n<^ng. Evidendy the board was
not in sympatw vi^th these hard-working servants of
the Crown, /i^hm officer in the Deal district having
insf^^hg commander going his
b^n detected
night- '.rounds

^

I*

at|iwart ”

i Govemmeht

jackass,

is

brought severe^ to book by his said superior officer.
Once morel in '-the year 1847, the jackass question

crops

ujf

again,

shomng

ffiat

'

the

smsdlest

DoO\ Watches.
details

*33

are not beneath the notice of really great

minds.

The board having ordered the dis15 th.
of
posal
the donkey at 27 Tower, I have to direct,
in the first place, that the one now at that station be
exchanged for one at Lydd station, as complaints of
the latter have been made to me of his being of
vicious habits.
As soon as this exchange takes place
the commanding boatman at 27 Tower will sell the
Lydd donkey at Dymchurch by public auction.”
“June

It

was a common practice

in

smuggling days

for

the coastguard patrols to take dogs with them on
night duty, not only for companionship, but to give
warning of the approach of smugglers, and thus
minimise the risk of being overpowered unawares.

The practice .had its drawbacks, as we shall see.
Thus, we find in November, 1835, an order from the
inspecting officer of the Folkestone district calling
attention to the excessive number of dogs at the stations
“ But as I conceive the dogs are certainly of
use on the beach during the night with the patrols,
1 have no objection to their being kennelled near
the station during the day.”
The objections to the system of “dog watches”
are shown in an order in the Weymouth district, dated
^“Having frequently found on visiting
January, 1841
the guards, either by land or water, that my approach
has generally been noticed by the dogs the men are
in the habit of taking with them, long before I could
see the patrol, I wish to draw. the attention of the
as It would be quite sufficient
officers to this point
boat to put off—and to
smuggling
a
to
warning
it may be beneficial in
think
tliey
unless
desire that
men to discontinue
the
order
to
places,
particular
them."
with
dogs
the practice of taking

—

:

—

—

—

—
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Here

an interesting little relic from other days
under the heading “Dismissals from the Revenue
Service, September, 1839":
is

Thomas Galway,

mariner, of the Greyhound^ age 23.

Place

Offence,

Absconded, taking with him two
hammocks and the boat-

of‘

Nativity^

Near Waterloo (in which battle
his father was slain); his
parents were Scotch.

swain’s watch.

Quite a touching little bit of family history.
Bom
one might almost say on the field of battle. Sad that
the virtues of acquisitiveness should have taken a
wrong turn. Truly Galway phre was spared some
sorrow

I

The

following

gler’s

letter,

mouth

:

to

is in

quite another vein.

—anonymous—from

wit

A

smug-

near

Ply-

“ Si. Germain's Point, July 2 'jth, 1843.
“

Dear
“I

Friend,-r-

hope you

excuse the freedom I take in
lines, but it is a great
respect which I' hive for you which cause me to do it
Dear
I feel conhdenti tl^t you will not take it amiss.
near
a
very
great
smuggling
friend, I have lived in and
village this la^ twenty years, but never in my life
had I reason to notice so much intimacy between an
will

addressing you with these few

of the ^preventive station and some of the
head smuggler! of this {ffrish as I have at this time
I mean.
I have written
with your offiwr, Mr.
this to you, an# ndt to you alone, but to the lyhole of
the boat’s cre|r tjliat are with you, that you might
beware of you^el^, for tips is and certainly will be
earned, and lAlan^. things %hich not only prove a
loss to you but a \^ry great injury.
“ Ilikewise, jEind it is likely it will all be through
the intimacy toat is carried on with those I have
officer

—

Tme
mentioned.

Venture''
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This, I trust, in love, hoping these few

save you from great trouble.
“
remain a very great friend of yours,
lines

will

I

beg to
”

The above is a true copy of a letter received by
Peter Smith, boatman, of this station.
“
Chief Officer.”
“

,

As

the services of Mr, Peter Smith, boatman, were
required elsewhere shortly after, there would seem to

have

been

something irregular

about

his

“dear

friend's” solicitude for the purity of the revenue
service.

Here is an interesting item from the same neighbourhood, February, 1835: “Cornelius Roose and
John Coast, who sailed in the Bold Venture on the

—

5th instant, returned to Looe on the yth, and are
drinking and carousing on the money that was
gathered for a freight. The parties are most encan well believe it, and although
raged at it.”
the law will not give them satisfaction, no doubt the
“ parties ” will have their pound of flesh out of Messrs.
Cornelius and John when they get a chance.
In July, 1844, a general order was issued to the
coastguard on the subject of “certain men in the
service of the revenue in Ireland having joined an
association for the repeal of the Union of Great

We

Britain

and

Ireland.”

CHAPTER
Sympathisers on the

II.

Bench—A Deserter— Friends

in

Office— Gossiping

Coastguardmen—Sunday Smugglers—James Ellory and His Plan
A Stout Man from Portloe—Coastguardmen and Wreckers.

The difficulty

of getting a conviction in the case of
smuggling, in old days, was a vety real one, owing.

!
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no doubt, to the numerous sympathisers to be found
on the magisterial bench
consequently, we meet
;

with several orders, issued from to time, dealing with
the method to be pursued in bringing smugglers for
trial, as, for instance, “ When more than one smuggler
is detained for the same offence, the parties are to be
proceeded against singly, so that in the event of an
acquittal on account of objection, the information
against the remaining parties may be amended”
And again the same year: “A case
(July, 1833).*
having occutred in which, out of five smugglers
brought before the Dorsetshire magistrates, the most
notorious of the party, who was tried first, escaped
conviction owing to some technical flaw in the proceedings, it is ordered that in future the first one to
be tried should/ be one whose conviction is of the
The magisterial mind was
least consequence.”
doubtless hard to convince on these matters in old
times, and had|!a lynx eye for technical daws.
It
was hard to sdn^ one’s best friend to prison
Here is so^i^hing that concerns a poor smuggler

who has matfiwed

to give the authorities the

slip.

“July, 1834. litis ascertained that the man who was
at Mevagisse^ lately in the Mary Ann smuggling

Caw^nd, and called himself Chas. Chappie,
who was taken in the Susannah
young Jno. |P »»
and convictedpbc'jfive }^rs, and went out in H.M.S.
Conway to HaHur^ah, where he deserted, if caught he
boat, of

'

is

* Apn^ of tw
be mentioned an old order^ to the effect that
when in chase of amiwling boatt m the event of tubs being thrown
a ** ii^-baoy” is to be thrown as near
‘'overboard to lighpi
to

^

# ibiscarriage of Justicei in

^na^

coBl^fi^d bdng
havhtg formjtd pai| of
chased^ ^
they

^

This order had its
consequence of the
swear to the tubs produced in court as
cargo thrown over by the smuggling boat
continuiog the chase.

tubs as posi|^le
in severed ci|es

%.
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to be sent to the flag-ship at

Devonport as a
be inferred that John
junior prefers the uncertain profits of the Mary Ann
to the hard work and small pay of a man-of-war.
is

deserter.”

From which

it

may

Everyone to his hobby!
That the smugglers had

friends in office goes
without saying. In 1831 we find an order calling
attention to the fact that "smugglers are in the habit
of gaining information contained in confidential

memos.,” and by this means frustrating the good
Officers are thereintentions of the preventive men.
fore enjoined to keep an eye on their lock-up places.
Open pigeon-holing won’t do with so many inquisitive
people about.
Foiled in this respect, we find the wary smuggler

on by other means.
“1834: Several
Cawsand and other
smugglers, are using evety means in their power to
find out the movements of the coastguard in the
Fowey district, both afloat and ashore, and that one
of their plans is to endeavour to draw the men into
conversation. The officers and jnen are cautioned to
be on their guard accordingly.” The Scriptural injunction about bridling that unruly member, the
tongue, must be atl^ended to in future. Indeed, there
is no knowing in these exciting times what damage
the revenue might suffer through a gossiping coasttrying

it

persons, in the interests of the

guardman— or

his wife.

Whether the coastguard were able to spare time
for church-going in those

days seems a

little

open to

expected of them; but
doubt, in view of what
runs were attempted
with
which
frequency
the
from
smugglers expected
the
that
seems
Sunday,
it
on
on
this day, knd in
vigilance
'of
relaxation
some

November, 1839,

it is

recorded that “the smugglers at
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made a daring attempt to
on
noon
Sunday,
under the impression
run goods at
that the crew would be at rest,” from which we
infer that the crew were found, on the contrary, very
much on the alert. “ The better the day, the better
the deed,” was the smuggler’s motto.
In November, 1848, a correspondent, writing from
Kingston, Littlehampton,

Guernsey, says that "he overheard a conversation
between a smuggler from Plymouth and a Frenchman,
in which the former described a new plan of working
goods successfully, by learning the extent of guards
when the men met to confer. The smuggler then
keeps watch on the place of conference to see when
the men part, one to go east and the other west,
thereby throwing the guards open, and then by
making a flash with a "congreve match the boat comes
The “ novelty,” however, only lay
in without fear.”
in which the plan was commuunguarded
way
in the
that^it
was
overheard by an interested
nicated so
practised
Ibeen
It had
with vast succe.ss by
listener.
the leading “ ch^aliers d’industrie ” for many a year
past, and was, jn^Tact, the only plan by which goods
could be run wnth any prospect of succe.ss on a wellguarded coast:
The practi^ 6f hiding a vessel’s name, and of
pltime when taking in contraband
using a nom
cargoes in foreign ports,‘has already been alluded ta
The reason fs obvious, namely, to put . spies or
who might be on the ,^pot off
Government
the scent, andpht^ prevent news of their movements
reaching the |pa^tguard stationed where they prorunning|go^s. There were always gossiping
.a|d centimes on arrival at the preabout,
folk
ithefspotsman found ‘to his disgust and
s^t
arranged
indignation thit n|ws of his intentions had travelled
'

po^

—
^

A

SiiiKiGLER' s

Plan,
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"on the wings of the wind” in advance, and that the
coastguard were very much on the alert. For this
reason it was the great object of the experienced
smuggler to get in his goods and be off before
the informer or the Government agent could despatch
their news across Channel.
Various and ingenious
were the means employed to effect this object But
it was reserved for a very celebrated Cornish smuggler
to wit, Jas. Ellory, of Probus
to elaborate a method
of doing business which, if it had been carried out in
the same spirit in which it had been devised, would
have successfully foiled all attempts to forestall his
movements. Unfortunately, however or fortunately
for the sake of the honest trader ^there was generally
a weak link in the smuggler’s chain, and he, above all
men, was constantly, to his mortitication, experiencing
the truth of the old ada^e that there's many a slip
'twixt the cup and the lip. Jas. Ellory’s method, ac-

—

—

—

—

cording to “ information,” was as follows
“ 1834. January 30th.
person named Jas.
Ellory, of Probus, has made arrangements with a
spirit merchant and with the shipbrokers at Brest for
carrying on the smuggling trade to the coa.st of
Cornwall in such a manner as to prevent any inforHe writes to the
mation. It is managed as follows
broker to advise the day of his sailing from England
:

—A

:

and the port he

is

coming ta

—

On

his arrival

an

express is sent to Brest, the tubs of brandy are carted
to the outport, the broker goes there, enters and
clears the vessel (always under a false name) ; she
sails, and Ellory is on the English coast before any
others at Brest, except the shipbrokers and .spirit
merchant, are aware that he has been in France.
This person has recently stated that he has succeeded
in safely landing his cargo, and has desired another

—
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.to

be kept

in readiness, as

he would appear

a few

in

days, and has added that 36 hours after his arrival
on the coast he would go to Brest and have the cai^^o

On the last occasion he took 10
tubs of crystal (cut glass) with him, and has ordered
more for the next.”
taken to the coast.

Poor James,

little

dreamt he that

his

pretty

^stem had been “blown on” almost before it had
been tried! The last mention of this smuggler
occurs in April, 1837, to the effect that “Ellory, of
Probus, has come to reside at Liskeard to carry on
.smuggling more to the eastward, having been very

S.W. coast of Cornwall.” ^ And
here the curtain drops on Ellory smd his “plan.”
may a^leisst indulge the hope that, like many
Unsuccessful on the

We

another smuggle^ he discovered through bitter experience that aftir all honesty is the best policy.
Here is a curil^us entry having reference to an old
ally of our friend|VIr. Ellory, of Probus
:

“Plymouth, ^bruary

4th,

1851.

—A

.stout

man

belonging to |*o|tloe came across in the Jersey
packet yesterd|y^in a devil of a hurry to get ashore.
He has gone wlsf as fast as coach can take him.* 1
am informed tt^tihe is on business ” of a pressing
nature, evident^.f Look out for runs.
The duties peri^ining to the coastguard when first
^r many subsequent years, were
established, ani
solely and entii |iy; for tHe prevention of smu^ling.

—

.

i^

:

The

protection

dtitj^, that bel<

are
*

>

fisheries,

and the multifarious

ng'^o the force at the presen| ,timc
recent origin, having been

of compai |ti^ly

the

Ghniiahmeit

know”

will heire

no

diffioiity in

'IceogiiN^ fiom th^bi^ dncHptiea a notoil«H|;«mBggler-)mteher
hispaigoea
-tkdoo^ng to Ginn>pt^tid,^ho was in the haUt of
nho«t'P<mio6
I
f
•
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tacked on from time to time as the necessity arose.
Now, one of the most important of these duties is the
prevention of plunder on occasion of shipwreck, as
well as the protection of life and property. That this
was not regarded as coastguard duty in old times, is
evident from the fact that in the year 1826 a chief
boatman in Ireland was dismissed for “ not prevent*
ing his crew from plundering a wreck ; ” and it was
not till 1837 that we find any active step taken to
place the question of “wrecking" en (vidence. In
September of that year it is recorded that, in conse*
quence of evidence given before a commission in
London, to the effect that “ considerable plunder and
disgraceful outrages take place frequently on the
occurrence of wrecks along some parts of the coast,”
the coastguard are directed to furnish information on
the subject.

CHAPTER

III.

Methods of Smuggling Silk— Ingenuity of the Ten Smugglers— Hollow
Masts and Yards - Tobacco Smuggling—Artful Dodges—Stinking

Fish—False Bottoms—A Pandora’s Box.

To

the student of smuggling days few things are
to bear on
the various contrivances for eluding the vigilance of
and one cannot help thinking
the preventive men
that the amount of time, labour, and thought, which

more curious than the ingenuity brought
;

many of these devices must have cost Uieir authors,
might have been more advant^eously bestowed on
some legitimate line of business.,
A brief description of some of the most noted
,

p

;
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smuggling contrivances

will place the reader in

position for realising the

amount of vigilance

a better

that

was

required in those days for detecting the machinations
of the contrabandist Tobacco and spirits were the
chief staples of the trade, hut from time to time
.

we

meet with interesting accounts of devices for the
smuggling of tea, silk, and other articles, which are
worth a passing notice.
So far back as 1821 the following ingenious system
of smuggling silk goods inside hams was discovered.

J

CoJmT

St

Titn

f

•a

l^rijODS OF

SMUOGUNO TEA.—1.

the meat land bones of hams were scooped out
very clean, excj^t at the knuckle and the extremity
The skin was- then lined with
of the thick ^d.
calico, the silktpaqked iCry tight and hard in paper,
covered over wth\ oilcid silk, and deposited within
the interstices ^et^een the packages being stuffed
orifice then very neatly
vrith
with dirt and sawdust
rubbedth#wwie
ci<%ed, and
aperture.
the
t^qonceal
so j|8 effectnal^
extensive system of
war
an
1831
During thl^
smi^gling- teal wa| discovered to be carried on from
Havre de Grdee, ihe cargoes being generally run in
viz.:

T£a\^MUGGL£KS.
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the Thames, at the back of the Isle of Wight, and on
the Hampshire coast. The tea was packed in cases

made to fit between the timbers of vessels, so as to
resemble the flooring.
few years later, in 1833, another method was
discovered by means of which tea and dry goods
were often brought into the country, viz., inside of
a cape, or suspended from the shoulders under a great-

A

£ 0w» rm Mutfts/coa? \»hi,.ng Sjtm

13

Ihawr» sfUJ/jpeA wM
METHODS OF SMUGGLING TEA.— II,

coat, or

under petticoat-trousers, such as were used

by fishermen and

pilots {See opposite page).

And'again, in 1834, we find another method, which
is said to have come into, frequent use in consequence
of certain alterations about this time in the law
affecting the tea trade. {See drawing.)
year later, 1835, a curious device was discovered to be in use amongst the Deal boatmen,

A

p 2

—
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concealed under their tarpaulin jackets and trousers.
(See drawing).

Of various contrivances for smuggling dry goods
the following are worth noticing :
In 1820 three boats were seized on the coast of

HierHODS OF SMUGGLING TEA. — III.
X,

Cotton bag to fit cipwii of hat ; q, Cotton stays or waistcoat ; 3, Bustle
for lower part of back 4, Thigh pieces.
N.R ^The whole contained
;

30 lbs of

tea.

—

i

t.

Kent with contfaband goods concealed inside spare
masts and outr^ers, whiah were hollowed out from
head to foot, ^d the ends neatly plugged up and
painted. Ano^er.vboat was discovered witl^ goods
concealed insid|^ ii^ ballast, cast hollow for the purpose; while yet|.ani^ther endeavoured to smuggle in-'
on the under-

side large ballot 4^hes, hollowed out
Slu6«

f

,

The year

boat was seized at Dover
|md hollow yards, made of tin and

f§llo|rit)g ar

with a holloiy keel

Smcg^ng

Dodgss.

i4S

painted to resemble wood, and containing spirits.
And about the same time several small casks of spirits
were discovered cased with cement and chalk, and

seaweed fastened thereon, having every appearance
of being chalk stones, in which state they had been
sunk amongst rocks, to be afterwards picked up and
smuggled on shore.
The year following another boat was seized with
a hollow mast, inside of which was a tin tube, and so
constructed as to be concealed from observation when
the mast was stepped while a Deal boat was discovered with silk goods packed in bales to represent
;

ballast bags.

In

1837 the following novel

mode

of smuggling

was discovered to have been very successfully practised in rivers, harbours, and roadsteads, by vessels
from abroad
A cask, apparently empty, was substituted for a buoy, slung, fresh tarred, and fixed to
the buoy rope. This was filled with light and valuable
goods, and when the anchor was down opportunity
was taken to remove the buoy by persons on the
look-out.

Sundry and curious were the means adopted for
So far back as 1820 we hear of
The tobacco was
it concealed inside ships’ hawsers.
first made up into a rope of two strands, and then a
hawser of three strands was laid over it, so that the

smuggling tobacco.

deception could not be detected without either cutting
or unlaying the hawser.
Two years later there was reported to be on sale
at Flushing, for the purpose of smuggling into
England, tobacco made up into ropes, varying in size
from “ tyers,” for sails, up to hawsers, and which, upon

being slightly washed with ram, bad every appearance
of being hempen rope.
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In 184^ some tobacco was seized at Portsmouth
which had been cut into the shape of a man’s shoe.
And a large quantity was discovered to have been
brought over from Jersey concealed in casks of bones, {See

drawing.)

That our
the

friends

north of

Tweed were not behindhand

smuggling art is evident
from the following methods, discovered to have been practised
on the west coast of Scotland.
The tobacco was laid up so as
to resemble a piece of old junk,
an eye was perfiaps spliced in the end, and after being
"parcelled and pjWtiaHy “.served,” was stowed amongst
the old rope, an4 on the vessePs arrival in dock was
landed without si^picion. About the same time ( 1 844)
a seizure was m^e on board a vessel of several cases
containing tobac<;^, made of strong oak plank, one inch
thick, measuri|§^.:two feet long by fourteen inches
square, having fthk appearance, when placed amongst
a raft of timb^n^ of a log end. The manufactured
in the

’’

tobacco was sq t|ghtly pressed in as to require chisel
and hammer |o Separate it from the wood.. Some
years later a stiU i^ore ingenious method was hit on,
viz., inside bi<Kk^ the leaves of which were discovered to beij^^e of tobacco.
The conce|i(mi|nt of iaige* consignments^ of contraband goodsmn^lemeath other descriptions of cargo,
such as fruit, gtn4 coal, and dung, was, of course, a
common occutfen#, but the.following device is worth
tnentioaing a^h^ing the merit of originality. In
1837 b vessel was^eported to be taking in tubs of
spirits at Dun^rli^ with tlie intention of covering
'

—
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sprats, and delaying her arrival in England
they stunk so much that she would not be
thoroughly examined
But the most successful contrivances for smuggling,
by reason of the difficulty experienced in detecting
them, were by means of false bottoms, or ingeniously
contrived concealments inside the vessel itself.
'Of the former description, the following are most
worthy of notice
The first recorded case is that of the Levant,
cutter, of Chichester, in 1820, which was discovered
to have brought over a large quantity of contraband
goods inside a double bottom, the outer one being
made of strong timbers, copper-fastened, leaving an
intervening space of about two feet.
The next is
that of the Strawberry, of Deal, in the year following,
with this difference, however, that the false bottom
was built inside, thus : two leaden cases were fixed on
the timbers the entire length of the hold, one on each
side of the keelson, and “ ceiled ” over, the usual ceiling
having the ballast placed over it. These cases opened
one on each side of the hold by taking out a plank of
the ordinary ceiling.
At the same time the Flower of Rye,
seized with a false bow, holding from forty to fifty
half-ankers of spirits. The entrance to this concealment was discovered on the port side of the false bow,
yrhere a small piece, which could be removed, was
fastened by two screws, the heads of which were
concealed by wooden plugs, imitating trenails. That
this system of smuggling was well thought of amongst
the craft is evident from the fact that the Mary, of
Plymouth, the Plough, of Hastings, and the Providence, oiKye, were discovered to have similar con-

until

I

:

,

.

cealments.

—
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The next

Days akd

IVavs.

that of the smack Asp, in 1824,
must have been something like a conjurer's
cabinet, so full was she of concealments, the ingenuity of which would have done no discredit
to the proprietors of any “ Home of Mystery.”
They must have been designed by a past master of
the art, and a brief description of the vessel will be of

case

is

which

*

interest
1.

A

:

bottom extended as far aft as the
which was by means of
one on each side of her false keelson,

false

ballast bulkhead, entrance to

two

scuttles,

secured by screws so neatly fitted as to render them
scarcely perceptible.
2. There were also concealments on each side of
her cabin bed-places, so contrived as to deceive any
person who might judge from boring holes through
the lining and then trying the intervening space between this and the supposed side of the ship. That

such had actually been the case was evident from
What
several old gimlet inarks through the lining.
had been mistakei|; for her side was only an intermediate plankin|[. the actual concealment teing .between that and the vessel’s side.
false bow constructed on similar principles to
3.
this had been alreiuly detected on board the same vessel
To get at the cohcealment described above (No. 2),
it was necessary irst of al^to remove the bedding, so
as to come fairly lit the lining, when two small pieces

A

of wood, about af. ineh square, appeared, let in«to the
These If^in^ removed with the point of a
plank.
knije, small circt^r ^eces of cork were visible, which,
on be^ng taken o^t, ^posed to view the heads of bed*

KrewS, which, on hei% unscrewed, allowed two boards,
the whole length^ of jthe bed-places, to be taken up,
and discovered the ccmcealmenL
•>

.

Settivm

CONCEALMENT ON BOARD THE RAMBLER,

detected until the vessels were laid on shore, as there
was no communication between the concealments and
the interior of the vessels. The facility with which
this

arrangement could be

fitted

on to a

vessel,

stripped off again afterwards, soon brought

it

and
into
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in connection with
and we hear of it
brought
over seventy
of
vessel
the LavCt
Fowey, which

favour

;

tubs concealed in this manner, the planking having

A
€t

Section ofvessel, skomntl false laltim on.
pn pmsk PiUnt^ptkntd i» Iktkttl, and

Six

JB

stcfi'on,

Timber#

i

nailp

C

akealkin^ py ^tukJki^rniMg^

thawing

>

naiUd to oaok hmUr^finelj^adgtd

fko lUia ieinf '/fulfil

aloYOtfirofard

mSpyp kppi

and dhmdykft

*

and. -<*/? in t^jcAj^i^rs

X jS

7TA* lollonj^aMijiiiili on lko(frciind in Baf^har^tkkitfi Hdfo

CONCEALMB

<^tr

BOARD THE CHARLES AND HANNAH

And again in the
been fitted to|be| at RpscofT*
of Portsmouth.
Daniel and
hi' 1834
the smack Rambler^ of Jersey,
harbour
in
Lan^toft;
with 141 casks of spirits
seised
concealed in
fa|k;1^ttom of peculiar construction

;

Beams.
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which are shown on page 249)
same year the Charles and Hannah^ of
Portsmouth, was taken with a large number of casks of
spirits in a concealment of somewhat similar nature
(full

particulars of

and

in the

to that of the Rambler, as will

be seen from the

drawing on the opposite page.

CHAPTER
A

IV.

—

French Chasse-Marte^The Black Rover of Sandwich A Capacious
Hold—The Good intent of London Cowes Pilot Cutters—The Speed*
well of Colchester—Successful Runs at Poole ^A Clever Discovery.

—

—

Double bottoms were excellent provisions in their
way, but obviously the circumstances under which the
vessel was employed were not always such as to
admit of this system being successfully applied, while
the discovery of it in so many cases would incline
the more sagacious to regard it as in great measure
Hence from the earliest
“played out,” so to say.
times we find the ingenuity of the smuggler applied
in a variety of other ways to baffle the scrutiny of
the “

rummaging ”

officer.

Here, for example, in 1821, we find a smack
seized which, on examination, was discovered to have
a large “ trunk ” underneath the ballast, divided into
four compartments, each fifteen feet long. One end
of the trunk was fixed against the cabin bulkhead, and
extended the entire length of the hold, opening at the
fore part of the hold, close to the keelson, by means of
two pieces of the bulkhead unshipping.
And the following year, on a French chasse-marde
being broken up at Dartmouth, it was discovered to
have false beams fitted in the after-part, which were
hollow and capable of containing a quanti^ of dry

*

Sa/c/ggl/ng
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These beams were arranged in a most ingenious manner, being dovetailed at one end, and,
by removing small wedges, neatly fitted, the beams
goods.

KicciS

uK|fc<r6laTn|t/

tincfev

Tht^alse

DMimt.wiiiek When taken out CnaMc tftenx

h

C

to

fall

koUow kcamo
o 3 aintt IhoJaJoi ieamo
tk« lolts tnlho kneto
jitnetmtc tfic/cnooo.to make tke ^cccjirton^'ieatfr

oiily

Thb^rig “Sprightly"
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\
the timbers was found not to be fitting as usual, and
on pricking through this with a knife, a small scuttle
hatch was discovered that took up on both sides of
the boat.
On lifting this a concealment was disclosed, containing tin cases holding several gallons
concealment similar to this was also
of spirits.
discovered in the smack fsis, of Rye, which was fitted
with another capable of holding a large number of
casks, as follows
The entrance to it was effected by
taking down part of the bulkhead, and discovery was
guarded against by the erection of a false stem inside, from which the false lining was spread so as to
make a complete bow, distinct from the original one,
A concealment of a totally different nature on a
very large scale was discovered in 1824 on board the
brig Sprightly^ of London. It was capable of holding
from 400 to 500 tubs, and was thus arranged
Two
shifting boards in the forecastle opened into the forepeak on to the coals and down on the starboard
side in a bulkhead abaft the foremast were three
shifting boards which admitted to a cavity in the
mainhold, six feet long, and the breadth of the ship.
charming contrivance was discovered on board
the smack Good Intent, of London, which, in addition
to the same highly ingenious concealments as tho.se
already described in the case of the Asp, had a false
stanchion abaft the fore-scuttle, through which a
leaden pipe was carried after being brought up
through the keelson and garboard strakes, and through
the deck abaft. By this means a rope attached to a
raft of tubs could be introduced, the tubs then hauled
up, and thus confined directly under the bottom.
Covering thb top of the pipe and flush with the

A

:

—

:

—

;

A

—

deck was a square piece of wood, tarred
scarcely perceptible.

over,

and
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A

boat was seized at Folkestone in 1828 with a
concealment running from' the stem to the transom,
and from the keel up to the under-part of the thwarts.
The entrance was by means of four scuttles, very
neatly and ingeniously fitted with nails fore and aft
through the timbers, to secure them from moving,
one on each side of the keelson, about a foot before
Sttt0n at
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V^ttdftk iutnh
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the stera-sheeti and one on each side of the keelson,
under the fore-t iw«rt.
Anothi^r bo ^ i|as taken at Shoreham .with halfankers of ^iHtj .la^ed fore and aft along her bottom
on each side oi:th| keel, and fastened by small lines
paasin^ tbrougf t^ garboard strake, and made fast
under the baUa|t |This could only be discovered by
" sweeping ” under |he boat’s bottofil.

The

*

J^ulation"^ of Cowes.
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A

Portsmouth boat, the Captain^ was (discovered
(1832) to have a “halWeck” made double, the intervening space being capable of holding a quantity of
gloves and silk goods.

The next
Cowes

case of interest was that of the Ant, a

which was seized in 1835 with
a concealment containing forty-seven half-ankers of
spirits, description of which is given in the drawpilot vessel,

ing on the opposite page.

In the same year, the sloop Emulation, of Cowes, was
captured by the Adder, revenue cruiser, with 108 tubs

and $6 flagons of spirits and some tea in a concealment which is described in the accompanying sketch.
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CONCEALMENT ON BOARD THE HMVLATiOn,

had been "rummaged” and her ballast
boat’s crew from the Adder the day
previous, without discovering her false bottom, and
she would most probably have succeeded in running

The

vessel

" spitted ”

by a
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her cargo' had not her subsequent proceedings excited
suspicion and led to further examination.
From a
number of similar seizures made at this time it seems

mode of smuggling had become very general,

that this

and

Fig.

in vessels least

2.-~The

scuttle,

three shifting

means

open to suspicion.

is

cut out of the original planking and has

tin^il over

it,

is

secured, so as to appear fixed,

marked O.

by

The

black dots denote
short or false trenails; the screw-heads are counter-sunk into the
timbers, and covered with cork to represent trenails. The scuttle
passing a short distance under a fixed timber
is concealed forws^
of screws at the points

(as shown by dotted line in Fig. x). and aft, in the same way under
the fore-bulkhead| and when the shifting timbers are unscrewed from
scuttle, theHatter admits of being moved aft to
the planking and

liberat&the fore ej
in«ertcd into

and

Na

4.— Key

fitting

tl

it can be lifted
the hand-screw (Na 5)
of the screw-holes of Na 3.
heajd of
3, for the purpose of unscrewing the
,

when

Na

timbers.

Nos.

ceadmentwas

3. 4,

discoi

^ere

given

up by the smugglers

after the oon-

the seizure'made.

Aii ingenious t|ediod of getting rid of a cargo
in the event of ^ha|e was discovered at this time in
a hshiog-smack, by paeans of sinking the tubs through

a hole made by taking out three planks from the
bottom of her well.
During this year another smack, the Speedwell^ of
Colchester, was seized at Littlehampton with a concealment containing 133 casks of spirits of various
sizes, concealed in four divisions on each side, extending fore and aft the run,
and were stowed by means of
a scuttle (Fig. 2) on each side
of the fore-peak, as shown in
Fig. I, page 256, to which the
reader must be referred.
These concealments were
not afways discovered before

was too

it

prevent their
contents from being run, as we
find in January of this year
the chief officer of the Poole
station (Dorsetshire) dismissed
fo¥ allowing a vessel to proceed up Poole harbour without examining her, although
informed that she had a false
late to

bottom, whereby a considerable
„
PLAN OF THB TAH-O,
,
,
,
,
shanibr.
run of goods took place. And
<».Fc^buikhead
Fake
again, in July, the Mary Anti,
bulkhead; f,After-bulkf T. 1
.
j ..u
iT u
of Poole, entered the harbour,
head; a. Tubs stowed
under Cabins e, Consupposed to be laden with coal,
but with .800 tubs of spirits
on board, 600 of which she succeeded in "running” before any discovery was. made.
Next year the Tam-d-Shanter, 72 tons, of
seized at Padstbw with a concealment
Plymbuth,
’

,

:

;

a large number of tubs, as shown in the
above idan ; and in 1837, the French ^haontt Auguste
coniteining

Q

.
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and schooner Good

Intent^ Of Newport, were captured with concealments, as shown in the drawing.

'

and Store-room ;
Concealment behind bed-place on port side,
containing 26 kegs r, Space under cabin deck, containing coal and
26 kegs d. Space between after-bulkhead and a false one, containing
138 kegs ; e, Limestone l^llast in hold ; /, Space between fore-bulk-

Sail

;

;

head and a false one. containing 148 kegs g, 21 kegs under fore-peak!
Note 'fhe false bulkheads had been freshly coal- tarred, the smell
from which compl^ely overpowered that from the spirits.

—

;

*

Two years late^ (>839) another description of concealment was discovered in the schooner Maria
takw fat

Mawes, Cornwall.a method of smuggling in tin
cases became; common. The first was a Deal fishing boat, fiitfd witli tin cases, sixteen in number,
between the |timbers, from the one under the afterpart of the f<|«-thwaft to- that under the after-thwart,
the depth oK th^ cases^eing about a quarter of an
inch less thn ^he thickness of the timbers, and
extending t« ^stance the bottom boards usually
These ^as|s contained about eight gallons of
run.
spirits.
Thef;Ot^r was that of a vessel in which 'a
large quantit|f 0^ tobacco was smuggled by means of
tin cas^ sunU to fie bottom of die water-tank, and with
a line attached, firhich was fastened to a small buoy.
Next we coihe to a concealment discovered in
Victoria,

About

'

this

St.

wme

And,

in the

same

year, the fishing

Lynn, was captured hy

smack

Elizabeth, of

Defence, revenue cruiser,

with concealments capable of containing 200 gallons
of spirits in bulk.
[See plan next page.)
In March, 1838, a concealment was discovered in
the Mary Ann, fishing boat, of Rye. It was so constructed, that no “sweep-rope” would touch it, nor
could it be discovered whilst the vessel was afloat, or
lying on soft mud ; it could be -ripped off in a few

Q

3
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Ways.

moments. The drawing on the opposite page is somewhat exaggerated, the better to show the concealment.

feet l^g, zo inches deep, 6 feet broad, lined with lead,
Lock to let
and capable of holing aoo gallons of spirits in bulk ;
water into well if, |ing to fit in pipe /, and confine water in well c.
Hole to start si^ri^ into concealment, secured by a pipe r, Cock
under the cabins st^ to draw off spirits from the concealment /,
Cock and pipe leiMk^ from well through concealment to let out water.
N.B.~This con^ivj||ice was not discovered till the water bad been let
off from the well|whiD the cock b and plug c were observed.

Concealment 9

;

;

;

;

Very ingenious was the concealment discovered
]m^h ship St. Antoim, at Shoreham
(April, 1823). |rh| uppewpart of the cabin was fitted
with two cupbmr^ with shelves, to take down, the
on board the

back of which^piJIt be supposed to be

.die lining of
timbers appeared,
and the |)lahk^oi| close inspectic^ we^ found tooverlap each (&e§and the tipiber^ made to act as
By smktt^ the lower end
fastenings.
the false

the transom

;

<||l

t^ii^

timbe^ on on# si^
one

fdhiik

widi

it

this up, die

moved.

^Uhd on a

th^mhBrrwns made

to shift

bolt and
on each

THs\iLS/OA/" OP London.
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\

and formed a stern frame
below the cupboards down to the
run of the vessel, was on the same principle the entrance to which was gained by taking down the seats
and lockers in the cabin, when a false post appeared

side of the false stern-post,
within.

The

other,

—

THE UAItY ANN, OF
I,

False keel, X2

in.

deep ;

2,

Pieces of a

in.

RYE.
plank, three

on each

side,

secured at right angles to the keel to keep the tubs in position, and to
which the covering was nailed ; 3, Section of concealment which was
plank, closely fitted but not water-tight.
covered in with { in.

dm

to be fastened with a forelock

and ring

;

by unfasten-

ing the same, the false stem-post and middle plank
might be taken down.
At Sandwich, the Albion, of London, was seized
First, a
(1822), with the following^ concealments:

—

bow, access to which was obtained through the
bed cabin, the entrance being secured by screws
t^yered with false trenails ; second, a complete false
Stern frame, entrance being gained through a small
false

'
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on the port and starboard sides of an apparent
by false trenails, and on removing
the timbers a scuttle-board, i6 inches x 12, took out.
Few concealments were more cleverly contrived
to deceive the ever-suspicious Customs searcher than
those fitted on board the brig Badajoz, of London,
locker

stern-post fastened

In reality, she
,taken at Kilrush, Ireland (1822).
might have been described as two vessels, one within
the other, about eighteen inches apart at the bottom,

and closing together at a point under the beams.
The bows between the two vessels were rather fuller
and extended to the deck. Within, the vessel was as
substantial and complete as on the outside, being
framed and trenailed, and with scantlings of timber,
keelson, bilge, ceiling, and every appearance inside
indicating the perfect Vessel in every respect but
the contrivance to admit goods into the concealment
was the most ing^ious possible small trap scuttles
being at each end bf the false keelson just before and
;

—

f ned and framed the same as any
other part of the ^vessel, and two scantlings of the
ceiling boards cov^d the traps and a broken joint, and
were fastened in the centre by screw-bolts, the heads of
which were hid hy corks representing trenails, and the
planks were secured by false trenails, for deception.
The vigilant |officer of the Customs who detected
this fraud thus |describes*the way in which it was
abaft the ballast,

discovered

I| wfis at the head of one of these

made

fie first attempt at discovery, ^nd so
confident were lhe.^rew of the vessel, that one of

planks I

them handed a niHrl^e-spike and gave every assistance
to explore the p^rti^lar place, trusting that nothing
would stmrt the ^re|vs ; and I am sure the heads of

the planks were, left without being nailed, that the
minds of the personf searching might be the sooner

•

“Bada/oz.*'
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so it was with persons that accompanied
After prizing up the heads of the planks about
an inch or two, the timbers and perfect vessel, as it
satisfied, for

me.

were, showed themselves, and what was near satisfying my own mind, was natural decay in the side of
one of the planks, which I found afterwards to be
also intended

come and

for deception.

Three times did we
that all was

leave this place, satisfied

T^e tub«

To **

loHy

inoi\

^ 00a t

correct there, until, wearied from searching,

the last effort at the

same

place,

I

made

and succeeded

in

My sus-

forcing one of the planks out of

its

picions were immediately aroused

by the dryness and

huskiness of the lower

berth.

planks and

screws, never

having seen even a copper-bottomed vessel that did
not show an oozing of some kind through the outside
plank. I therefore persevered and got the next plank

and the screw-holes shortly
and the concealments. In the
sides of the forecastle berths were openings exactly on
the same principle as that described, but it was not
forced out of
led to

a trap

its place,

scuttle

.
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after

till

the conciealment was

emptied that the

other traps were discovered from the inside, so completely concealed

were the whole, which a person

knowing the secret would have unravelled in a minute
or two. There was no boy on board, for fear he should
disclose the secret.”

CHAPTER
—

V.

Extraordinary Ingenuity of the Langston
Harbour Smugglers— A Novel Boat Deceptions Practised by Smugglers—The Daniel and William^K Complete Disguise—Smuggling
at Woolwich—The Liverpool Lighter—The Rivals of Chichester.

Rafting>~A Curious Light-buoy

But by

—

far th? (greatest ingenuity

bear on the

sy$t^

some

of smuggling

was brought

known

to

as rafting,

was carried to such
|bay well be dignified by the name
of “ science.” Tl^ system was used for the purpose
of floating cargpt^ by means of the natural current,
which

in

perfection that

no|gible instances
it

up tidal harbours pid estuaries at night, and the most
famous of those|w^ich came under the observation of
preventive! jpen are well worth
describing,
There is a t|de^. which, taken at the flood, leads
on to fortune,” nligi^t well have been adopted as the
motto of the su<Kestful sn\^gler in this particular line

the
“

of trade.

The

L

recsrd^ case was in 1826, when a raft
consisting of s>r^-one tubs was seized, with a
first

curiously contri|e<l| light-buoy

at^hed

to it

This.,

buoy was so c^nsvucted with a false bottom . and
double ISiihPi .tb|it li would not be .illuminated until
suchvpprtion of the candle as the .amtigglers might
think sufficient |o l^t the time necessary for floating.

—
Cargoes.
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the tubs to the intended spot, was consumed in the
part.
The tubs were all attached to a warp,

upper

and the buoy, which being very small and painted
white, could not be seen at any distance, was lashed
on the top of them. They floated with the buoy
darkened until they had got some distance beyond
the coastguard station, when, the candle having burnt
down in one of the sockets, illuminated the lamp

beneath.

At the same time (November, 1 826) another very
curious smuggling contrivance was thus described :
“

The boat

containing tubs approaches the coast near

enough to be still beyond the observation of the
coastguard some flints are then fastened to the halfankers (which are lashed together and put overboard)
of sufficient weight to keep them just under the surface of the water, and the end of a line, which is
wound on a reel under the boat’s bottohn, is fastened
to the tubs, so that when the boat pulls in upon the
The smugflood-tide, the twine runs off the reel.
glers then watch their opportunity, and haul in the
;

.

with the tubs attached. The reel is capable of
holding about 1,200 fathoms (600 yards) of twine.”
The next case was at Langston Harbour, Hants,
in March; 1829, when a seizure was made of a raft of
tubs drifting in with the flood-tide having a curiouslyline

constructed lantern-^n somewhat the same principle
as that already described, affixed to a piece of board
feet x i| feet, with four holes, and
the
top of the raft. There were two
upon
lashed

measuring 3J

candles burning in the lantern at the time, but no
light was visible, the lantern being so contrived that
after th^ candles had been completely burnt down,

cominunicate to two lamps of
which were intended to show
par^
oil'in the lower
the3f

would

instaittly
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the smugglers in waiting an excellent light from six
small panes of glass, two in front, and one on each
side.

Nothing further of
July, 1833,

when

interest

is

mentioned

till

was
“ Each

dis-

the following contrivance

_

—

tub.
covered
with a bag of ballast, c,
attached, is suspended
by a line from a piece
:

of cork,

on the

which

floats

surface.

The

tf,

tubs thus arranged are
floating with the
the
flood-tide
at
mouth of a river, or

set

creek,

by

and are carried

the current

point

where

to

a

persons

are on the look-out for

them.”

The same year we
A CLEVER CONTRIVANCE.

And

Langston
the
smugglers busy again

equal ingenuity to the
with a new contrivance
last, which, hiowever, did not succeed in escaping
the lynx-eye(|: vigilance of the coastguard.
The
method was is followsi^—The tubs, sixty-three in

number, wereifirmiy lashed together in a form resembling a pi^ of shot. To the slings of ^ach tub
was seized a Pfite of cast-iron, 14 inches long, 2f inches
broad, and f |tic^ thick,- weighing from 7 ^ to 8 Ibs^
cast for the purpote, with a stop-shoulder at each end
for the seizing.: *^0 tops of the tubs were all painted
white. The raft 4 >^Wj and grounded in seven feet of
water, and only t^ree of the tubs were ever visible

Tub Langston Smugglers.
on the

surface.

Two small

267

grapnels were fast to the

tubs for the purpose of bringing them up

—

it

is

supposed, when the tide had carried them to the

intended spot, and where, no doubt, a sweep-line was
ready to stop them. (See drawing.)

But perhaps the most curious and masterly conemanated from the fertile brains of
the Langston Harbour smugglers was that discovered by the coastguard of the Langston station in
August, 183s, which will be better understood by a

trivance that ever

reference to the drawing on the next page.
The next case recorded is in 1838, at Poole,
Dorset, where a system very similar to that already

the
described was discovered, viz., a cast-iron plate of
with
shape
in
length of a half-anker, corresponding
for the
the curve of the bilge, and evidently made
which
plate,
The
purpose, was secured to each tub.
half-anker
a
sink
weighed lbs., was just sufficient to

7
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below the surface. The tubs thus arranged were drifted
by the tide up the harbour, and afterwards landed.
The last mention of this method of smuggling
occurs in 184s, when a raft of 38 tubs was found

a.

Showing the tubs
with small line
iron, each

(j^) at the

t^a

wei^^ 8

them

bottom

in ten

fathoms of water, fastened

piece of 2-inch shroud hawser
lbs.,

;

d,

Pieces of cast-

fastened to the slings of the tubs to sink

inch
17 /gthlhis of j inch double line ;
63 fathoms of
e, "^5 Usthoms of double twine, very strong ; /, 55 fathoms
Floating mark under
of single twin^ , jf, Hand-lead of 7 lbs. ;
water i, Iron^w^bt of z 4 lbs. ; Jk, Floating mark with a small blue
flag, the uppei^;part of the staff just showing above water when in the
c,

;

single line

;

;

eddy tide, but^iot showing when in the strength of the tide.
Nofe,~-The quiiitity of the line and the weights appeared to have been
calculated with gimt nicety, so
to run the marks A and A under water
when in the strengm of the tides in the part of the harbour always guarded
near the entrance, liiind when arrived in the eddies, or the slack water at
the upper part of
hafi>our, they would rise to the surface.
^

w

floating
•

nearphei

Nab

Light,

oflT

Portsmouth by the

Came/etm, revtnnM cruiser. The tubs were ballast^
wjdi' cai$t-irc|^ I^tes, exactly similar to those just
described,

ana

h^ evidently been

drifts out to sea

instead of to theif iniii^ded destination, showing once
more how “ the best Idid schemes," etc

A ^yet
Though not exactly

Tub Boat.
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apropos to the subject of

a peculiarly-constructed flat-bottomed boat
which was driven on shore during a gale at Bognor in
From its curious design it
1837 is worth noticing.
was supposed to have been entirely calculated for
towing under the surface of the water so as to escape
detection on entering harbours.
The sides being
composed simply of three wide deal planks without

rafting,

fif

tuplK .Sjt Atm

a grummets

3oilom m«i W!i ofthrtA

.

Iar^}ek9l99

•

C

.

2#<Mr tinsl.

S—tion

HmUBs SAcur^d witk commtnJRtne^ nmi/f.
Ai Htfarik,
At.R Ht holt» in
ffmnmii* mere Medporfmeinfa neS ac999^ n4*n iS*
M-AimfP,
huh wArttn ik^ioatg HiAmAStinf
CURIOUS BOAT FOUND AT BOGNOR.

mmA

thwarts, were easily broken

landing the goods.

^

up and disposed of

after

{See drawing.)

Besides the various systems of concealments
already described, sundiy dewces were resorted to for
di^uising the identity of the vessels employed, or

,

—
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suspected of being employed in the contraband trade.
For instance, painting and numbering to resemble
pilot cutters was of frequent occurrence.
In 1829 we

smuggling lugger Maria discovered to have
on board a pendant marked with the Crown and
R. Y. C., similar to what was flown by vessels of the
Royal Yacht Club, which one of the crew admitted
was for use if required. Feigned names were often
adopted on the visits of the vessels to foreign ports
for the purpose of getting contraband cargoes, so that
information of their movements could not be obtained
from correspondents on the spot.
Another device was that of having two complete
For instance,
sets of sails of different cut and colour.
the sloop Daniel and William, 30 tons, of Portsmouth
a most notorious smuggling craft, whose operations
were usually cofiducted on the coast of Cornwall
used always to be seen with white sails, but had a
tanned set on ^ard, which she occasionally .set for
Her gaff topsail
disguise when on a smuggling trip.
would
sometimes
but
she
set a
had a square h^ad,
jib for a gaff topsail, and when on smuggling trips
would set one one day and the other the next
The most ^mplete system of disguise was that
adopted by l^e Sarah Jacohe, a Dutch smuggling
find the

—

of 7(>< tons, captured in October, 1843, off
Ardglass, in Ireland, b^the Chance, revenue cruiser.
She was sup^ied with spars, crosstrees, stump top*
cutter,

•

mast, and

all jittings

dandy, or

tral^ler,-

was
an.d.

to turn her into

a

cuttpr, sloop,

at will in a few moments.

She

also provided' with shifting quarterpieces to ship

unship for disguise.

The name

of the vessel

was on a shifting Aboard to fa.sten on with staples and
tc^Ies, and the ^hit^ atreak, which was still wet, had
evidently been painted on her at sea.

!

Smug^ng at

Woolwich.
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\
The crew of the Chance^ revenue cutter, must have
blessed their good luck when they dropped on to the
Sarah Jacobe of smuggling fame. Lucky chance
Reference has already been made in the course of
this history to the smuggling by the East India ships.
A curious case occurred at Woolwich in i8i6, on
which occasion advantage was taken of condemned

Government stores for the purpose of introducing
contraband goods of immense value. In one packet
alone, marked “ Returned Congreve rockets,” were
goods value £7,000 for one man. “In the mortars
were laces, gloves, cambrics, etc.; in the tumbrils were
Many people had long
etc.
claret, champagne,
supplied themselves and friends with wines in this
way, and their wives with finery.” This was the only
vessel which had been detected, but the trade had long
and successfully been carried on to a great extent.
The secret was discovered by a carpenter on the
voyage home in securing the packages. He informed
the Custom House on arrival, but ten days elapsed
before any inspection took place, and then much had
been landed. The informer got about £1,000 reward.
In 1817 a large lighter was fitted out at Liverpool
on the model of a foreign merchantman, with false
keel, decks, sides, masts, §ails, and rigging, complete
in

all

respects,

to outward appearance.

Custom House

She was

a foreign
country, with a valuable cargo of goods, on which
there was the largest drawback the whole duties
She sailed into the Irish Channel,
iSeing returned.
where a metamorphosis took place; her false sides
entered

out

at

the

for

—

* This vessel was captured as a smuggling cutter on the coast of
Scotland in October, 1827, and, like several others, was taken into the
revenue service*
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were knocked in, her masts struck, and with the
appearance oftin ordinary Liverpool lighter she sailed
a^in up to Runcorn, whpre her cargo was landed,
and despatched by various routes and conveyances to
agents in London.
The ruse was discovered by
pure accident, a lighterman saying, on the quay at
Liverpool, that pepper and other Colonial produce
was being landed at Runcorn, and that he should like
Inquiry liaving shown that no
a job of that sort

had
and several
lighters

left

Liverpool, the fraud

seizures of

was detected,

the goods were

made

in

THE RIVAL, OF CHICHESTER.

*

line of tubs (thirteen) contained inside two cloths of No. x
canvas, iHteen/eet long, turned in, wrapped round and >\ith lacing
holes worked all round, and blacked over. Flat bars and small pieces
of iron were placed in'^ide for ballast about 561bs. altogeiher and one
end contained a half-hundred weight, with the ring outwards, and a

Shows the

—

—

shackle to secure the chain to ; c. The proper pintle bolt to secure the
rudder, of solid iron, nine feet long, and resting in the socket of the

on the keel of the vessel d. The false pintle, hollow, one
inch diameter, with a stopper on the head to represent the proper one,
small iron pin,
e. The same Vvith stopper out, chain rove, and a
through a top link, ready to let slip ; f. The rudder with false pintle

iron shoe,

;

a

rove, resting on socket of the shoe, which has a hole the size
of the bore of the pipe, so that when the vessel is on shore it could
never be discovered ; g. The tubs, when lowing, about two or three
feet under water ; k. Iron shoe.
N.B.— In the drawing the rudder is made to stand off from the stempart of
post, so as to dxow the boU better. There is a notch in the under
rudderthe tiller, to allow the top links of the chain to be turned into the
bead, and that it may be used as a “ composer, ” when the pin is with-

and chain

drawn

in time of danger.

R
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London.
The parties concerned were believed to
have carried this on for some time.
In 1832 the day watchman at Number Two Tower,
Dungeness, observed a feather floating at some little
distance from the shore, and, noticing that it remained
stationary, his suspicions were aroused.
He accordingly stripped and swam out to it, and found the feather
fixed to a small piece of cork, to which some twine
was attached, and on hauling on it he soon got hold
of a piece of three-quarter inch rope, by means of
which he drew on shore thirty-two tubs of spirits.
Of various ingenious contrivances for towing into
harbour tubs of spirits, without exciting the suspicions
of the coastguard, that discovered on board the smack
Industry, of Cowes, by the Rose, revenue cutter, in
December, 1827, & worthy of notice. A reference to
the drawing (p. ^72) which shows the stern of the

—

—

of attaching the tubs will make
vessel and the
the contrivance clear to the reader. The tubs and their
sinking stones, \fere festened to the hawser, commencing at the l^ot A, the length from which to the
securing part aji i^was about ten fathoms. Supposing,
then, the raft pf^tubs to be Ibwered into the water,
and that dang^ is apprehended and providing time

—

would allow—Ithe smugglers on board would then
have to haul up the hawser by the small lead line, C,

j

fastened to th securing J^not at b ; then by cutting
off the securaig ..knot they would discharge their
illegal cargo,

^

t^

hawser would then readily

slide

away through &e.hole in the stern-post atB.*
A contrivs^ce^ somewhat similar in principle
the above,

tho^h |differing

in the details,

to

was found

taken in Chichester Harbour,
October, iSjOj^hwh ufill be better understood by an
examination- oif th4 drawing on page 273.

on board the
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CHAPTER

VI.

An Old Lydd Smuggler— English Gold and

French Armaments— Smugglers
in War-time— Johnson, the Hampshire Smuggler Harry Paulet and
Lord Hawke Napoleon’s Patronage of Smuggling Clandestine Intercourse with France— Injurious Effects of Smuggling.

—
—

—

“When

I joined the Folkestone Division in 1831,”
said an old coastguard pensioner to the writer, “ there
was a very old man living at Lydd who often told

me how he smuggled gold over to France during the
He would run across in one of the smuggling

war.

galleys, taking a quantity of guineas with

him

—you

he could get twenty-five or thirty shillings for
each English guinea over there. IVe heard him say
s.
When he was
he was employed by the R
over in France he would get information about the
French fleet, and on his way back call alongside the
English men-of-war to let them know what he’d heard
over there.” *
When first this was told to the writer, he thought
that his informant’s memory must be at fault, or that
very possibly he had confused matters but the following passage from Barry O’Meara’s “ Napoleon at St.
Helena ” throws quite a new light on the matter
“Explaining how he raised money for carrying
sec,

;

on

his wars,
*

From

Napoleon

further inquiries

said,
it

seems

when he imparted

did not receive
that this old

money

man — who was

and a fishermaster of a 12-oared galley during the war, and
Having a
usually crossed from either Dover or Folkestone to Calais.
pass from both English, and French he was never stopped by the
seventy years of age

man by

trade

—was

this information,

men-of*war of either nation. ** He often told me,’* added my informant, **that guineas were so plentiful with the smugglers in those
days that they used to play pitch and toss with them.”

R
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upon Vera Cruz, which
by
by Amsterdam, Hamburg, and other places, to London, as 1
had no direct communication. The bills were discounted by merchants in London, to whom ten per
cent, and sometimes a premium, was paid as their
reward. Bills were then given by them upon different
bankers in Europe for the greatest part of the
amount, and the remainder in gold, which last was
brought over to France by the smugglers. Even for the
direct

from Spain.

certain agents sent

I

got

bills

circuitous routes,

equipping my last expedition after my return from
Elba a great part of the money was raised in
”
London.’
The smugglers of the south coast of England
played a far more important part in our several wars
with France than is generally known, and the adventurous careers of tome of the most famous of these
men— could the details only be rescued from the
oblivion into which

most of them have

fallen

—^would

form a volume of ifarilling interest.
Johnson, the Ifampshire smuggler, was one of the
most remarkablfe of these men. He flourished in the
very early years of the present century, and contemporary papers are full of his exploits. Tliough a
smuggler, he proved staunch enough when the honour
of his country \ias at stake. Thus, on pne occasion,
when oftered a large rewsfffl by Napoleon if he would

a French feet to the English coast, he replied,
a smuggler, but a true lover of my country,
was then imprisoned at Flushing,
and no traitor.’|.
but escaped and offering his services to the Government was appeunted to the Fox, revenue cutter, where,
from his ‘wide knowledge of smuggling he proved of
great use, and he sirved the Government so well that
when at Plymoiuth' he scarcely dared venture out of
pilot

“ I

am

;

.

famous Smugglers.
the
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He was

ship.

in several engagements with
and during the Walcheren expedition performed a daring and brilliant feat, swimming with a rope to the ramparts and causing a
terrible explosion of an infernal machine.
As an instance of the fertility of invention displayed by smugglers, the submarine boats contrived
by Johnson are worthy of mention. The author of
the article on “Submarine Warfare” in Whitaker’s

French

privateers,

—

Almanack

(1890) observes: ^“The remarkable invention of the celebrated smuggler, Johnson, had for

object the carrying off the ex-Emperor Napoleon
from St. Helena to the United States, and had it
succeeded the history of Europe would have been
its

changed.

The boat was

and

that could be doused and stowed

sails

i(X)

feet long,

with masts

away

handily when

diving became necessary.
Johnson
was to have been rewarded munificently after the
1 0,000
on the day
exile’s escape, besides receiving
^

£

The death of
boat was ready for sea.
Napoleon, however, put an end to the scheme.”
In one of the early volumes of the “ Annual
Register ” there is mention of another famous Hampshire smuggler, Harry Pstulet, who made his escape
from a French vessel with a bag of despatches he
saw hanging up in the cabin. On another occasion,
when brining over a cargo of brandy, he sighted the

when

his

French

fleet,

and, preferring patriotism to his cargo,
Lord Hawke in a neighbouring bay

sailed direct to

with the news. Lord Hawke vowed to hang him
his information proved false, or to make his fortune

The

was
and Harry Paulet

it

true.

if
if

was Lord Hawke’s victory,
consequence lived and died a

result
in

well-known publican in London.
But perhaps the most interesting and striking
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testimony to the courage and enterprise of English
smugglers is that supplied by the ex-Emperor himself
testimony, however, which says more for the greed
and recklessness of these men than for their patriotism.
Observations coming from such a curious and altogether unexpected quarter are of special interest.
“ During the war,” said Napoleon, “all the infor,
mation I received from England came through the
smugglers. They are people who have courage and
ability to do anything for money.
They had at first
a part of Dunkirk allotted to them, to which they
were restricted ; but as they latterly went out of their
limits, committed riots, and insulted everybody, I
ordered Gravelines to be prepared for their reception,
where they had a little camp for their accommoAt one time there were upwards of 500
dation.
I had every information I
of them in Dunk^k.
wanted through tlfem. They brought over newspapers and despat^es from the spies that we had
TKejf took over spies from France,
in London.
landed and kept fhim in their houses for some days,
then dispersed tkein over the country, and brought
them back when |vahited. They came over in boats
not broader thantthis bath. It was really astonishing
to see them passing your seventy-four-gun ships in

—

defiance.’

,

In reply to Ihe remark that they^lifere double
spies, and brouglit -Intelligence from France to the
British Governn^nt,,; Napoleon said, “ That is very
likely ; they bro^hl you newspapers, but I believe
that, as $pies,«th^ dp not .convey much intelligence
terribUi, and did great misto you. They a|e
chief tb' your GoAl«m|)ent They assisted the French
prisoners to escape f^m England. The relations of
'

Frenchmen, -prispneif in your country, were accus-

—
T/}Mh;0/l0 t/S IffTERCOVHSE.
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tomed to go to Dunkirk, and to make a bargain with
them to bring over a certain prisoner. All that they
wanted was the name, age, and a private token, by
means of which the prisoners might repose confidence
them.

in

effected

Generally, in a short time afterwards they
it,

as, for

men

deal of honour in

like

them, they had a great

their .dealings.

several times to bring over Louis

They

and the

offered

rest of the

a sum of money ; but they wanted to
met with an accident, or interruption to their design, they might be allowed to
massacre them. This I would not consent to."
These observations are not less remarkable for
their agreement with evidence derived from other
sources than for the proof they afford of Napoleon’s
profound knowledge of everything connected with his

Bourbons

for

stipulate that if they

rigitne.

This character for straightforward dealing was
not always, however, maintained by the smugglers,
for, if report be true, there were instances in which,
after receiving payment for the escape of prisoners,
they, overpowered them when in a double sense
"half seas over,” and handed the fugitives over to

—

English cruisers}.*
Apropos of the system of carrying on a traitorous
intercourseu-sj^ith the enemy in war-time, we have it
on record that all through the last war with France
the daily newspapers and correspondence were
regularly carried to Bonaparte by a family then
In plain English, the
resident at Bexhill, in Sussex.
majority of the smugglers seem to have been ready to
turn their hands to any dirty job by way of raising
the wind.
.

an

Fonh^"

inteicsting account of

Gameray.

an episode of

this nature see

" Mes

—
Da ys and Wa ys.
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So

beginning of last century the
public records' supply evidence of the calling to which
far backets the

smugglers betook themselves in time of war. Thus,
& man called William
Snipp, at Lydd, is reported, together with two other
men, “ part of the old gang of those who were owlers
(smugglers of wool) in ,|he late war,” all of whom
were openly in Communication with French sloops
which came to the coast.
Some idea of the activity with which these clande.stine communications with the enemy were carr ed
on may be gathered from the following extracts from
the public records of this period
July 2Sth, 1702. Some French letters sent from a
privateer and othiers found on the beach near Seaford ;
all delivered to the Secretary Hedge’s office.
October 8th. ^^ear Seaford two persons seized
in January, 1703, the capture of

:

—

—

and sent to the secretary.
January 4th, 1703. At Newhaven, five Frenchmen
and a boy taken.
March 5 th. At Felpham, two French prisoners.
May 3rd. A; Frenchman, from Calais, with letters
and papers, unddr Beachy Head in the night.
May 6th. Three French prisoners at Pagham.
May 27th. ;Five or six French prisoners near
Shoreham. Captain Joosloe set on shore'^i^Qm Dieppe.
Shoreham, threejFrench prisoners more three came
on shore ‘in long|boat, and made their escape through

—

—
—
—
—

;

the country.

•

*

f

October 2nd.^M|r.
'

messenger;

;

Heme seized

;

brought up per

i

December i2fh.-4Major Boucher, C^lptain Ogilby,
five, more out of France seized at Beachy, Head
express
brought up by messengers. Out of a
by
and

;

small hoy, near Selsea, seized five Frenebchen

j

corg-

—

Si/t/Go(jijri
\

m

War

Time.
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mitted to Chichester gaol, broke prt^n, and retaken

by

J.

Field*

may not be out of place to remind,bur readers
that at the consultation of smugglers at Rowland’s
Castle, previous to the murder of Galley and Chater,
It

was proposed to have them secretly conveyed to
France, notwithstanding th^ the two countries were
then at war with each other, a fact which presupposes
the existence of a clandestine intercourse unknown to
the authorities.

it

At

the

trial

of the

men concerned

in the brutal

murder of Hawkins oh Slindon Common it was
elicited that one of the murderers had crossed to
Gravelines, in France, and entered himself into the
corps of the Irish brigade, thus affording further proof
of these clandestine communications between the two
countries.

So

many

notorious were these facts at the time that
men sought a means of preventing the

patriotic

mischief to the country which was wrought by the
smugglers. In the course of a speech in the House
of Commons, in January, 1749, advocating a substitute
for impressment as a means of manning the fleet, the
following observations on this subject were made
“The smugglers not only exhaust our national
wealth, and carry it to our enemies, but at the same
time what is of infinitely worse consequence they
carry them intelligence of every step that is taken in
so that they at once destroy our
this kingdom
:

—

—

*

;

wealth and our honour, producing at once beggary
and defeats. Nor can they bring back intelligence
from our enemies, for as soon as they land at the

French

ports,

they are carried before the Intendant,

•Egerton MS. 929, quoted in
Archaeological Collection, Vol. X.

« Smuggling

in Sussex

"—Sussex
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and examined upon oath concerning the situation of
vessels on the English coasts, and at the same time
sworn not to discover what they see there,”
In the month of April, the same year, James
Toby, an old smuggler, was convicted for carrying
wool to France. It was also proved that he held a
•correspondence with the French during the late rebellion (1745), and furnished tliem with swivel guns
for their privateers.

CHAPTER
—

VII.

—

—
—

on Smuggling ^Trade Secrets Methods of Procedure Collecting
a Freight Engaging^ Vessel Cost of Tubs— Customs of the TradeCauses of the Decline of Smuggling Definition of Smuggling.

Profits

.

—

Having

—

followed the author thus

far,

the reader

what the actual
on k branch of trading which

possibly be curipid to k||pw

amounted

to

irresistiblci Attractions

such

tempted men
liberty

to

All classes to

may

profits

offered

our forefathers, and
risk

life,

limb,

and

in its pkrstiit.

In the preceding pages it has been more than
once remarked that amongst the smuggling fra^

was

^n axiom

that if th^j.could save
one cargo out of j^rce they consideitd' themselves
fairly well reciiipkd for all their labour and externity

pense.
actual

supplies no clue *to the
the goods on delivery, their

This, |ho#ever,

money ^luk of

^e

i^rarious expenses necessarily inf^Bm one port to another.
The 'informati(|ti that follows, and which must
in th| light of “trade ^rets”
comr^arded
be
from
time,
\^iter
to
time
a very
municated to die
first

.

it

cost,

or

curried in trans^b

—
^

1

—
T^db

Sbcbbts.
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celebrated, and,

in his day, successful smuggler,
help to throw a light on certain points, regarding which information has so far been withheld, and may be accepted as perfectly reliable.
The writer’s informant, moreover, is a remarkable
exception to the rule which governed the career
of most contraband traders, in so far that instead
of ending his days in pinching poverty or the poorhouse, he succeeded in carving out for himself during
the later half of his life an honourable career, which
brought a competency for old age in the shape of a
.pension from his former employers, which he is still
will

enjoying.
It

must be premised that the information applies

to the trade in spirits alone, and refers to the busiest

days of the “scientific period" of smuggling, viz.,
from about 1825 to 1840
“ If I intended bringing over a cargo, I would
arrange for all the likely parlji^s 1 knew of to meet me
on a certain day for the purpose of deciding on the
Each person would ‘ venture so
number of tubs.
many, paying down to me, on the spot, £i for each
tub ventured. Another £ i per tub would be lodged
in the bank to pay expenses. Supposing we arranged
for a hundred and fifty tubs, I would take the
1 50
advanced, loo.^;;out for a likely boat, and make a bargain with the-i^ner for the trip across. If the captain preferred it he would be paid a lump sum, say
100, out of which he paid the crew, arranging with
them as best he could there were always plenty of
chaps ready to chance a run across in those days,
and then, you see, they could always venture a few
tubs themselves, if they liked.
“ Sometimes the freighter would pay down half the
besides
amount agreed on before starting, say
:

’

£

—
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which he would agree for £2$ per man of the crew,
of which £20 would be paid down. If times were
bad, of course men could be got for less, ;£’i5 or £10
may-be. The captain would then engage a crew on
his own terms, paying, perhaps, £3 or £$ per man

^own.

£i would
would cost
generally 18s. each, according to the bargain you
made with the merchant, who, in addition, always
allowed one tub in a score, and two in a hundred,
which was called ‘scorage’ tubs, and always went to
the owner of the boat, who, before sharing profits,
would deduct so much for ‘freight and average.’
“ Sometimes the tubs could be bought for as low
“In buying the tubs over

in France,

fetch twenty-one shillings, while the tubs

as i6s. each, the difference going into the pocket of
purchaser,

the

to

cover

small

expenses, such as

‘sinking-stones,’ food, etc., for the crew.

A

“

before

when

—or

tub

my

half-anker, as

time^ weighed

it

about

used to be called
fifty-six

pounds

and contained four gallons of brandy,
from foUr to five -shillings per gallon in

full,

costing

France; the same costing
shillings,

duty

paid.

So,

in England
by getting the

thirty-six
stuff ‘run’

clear of duty-^thirty-two shillings a gallon it was in
those days a?pretty gcpl profit could be made on a

—

cargo of a hundred tubs.
“Each tub cost the venturers £2, the same, if
charged duty,- costing about 6
the cargo was lost, the venturers
“Of course,
r epaid down, the other pound being
just lost the
only paid to thd^ freighter after the tubs had been
delivered, and if ^hey were lost the money was drawn
out of tbe bank again and paid back to the venturers.
“ The tubs w4re always supplied by the merchant

£

.

—
Co}^ OP A Cargo'
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generally bought my cargoes at
have
I
been to Cherboui^ and other
ports for goods. The spirit you got in those days
was beautiful stuff mild, and fine-flavoured ; indeed,
you can’t get anything like it now.
“ The spirit was almost always supplied uncoloured white brandy it was called a tub of
colouring mixture being supplied with the tubs by
the merchant for the purpose of colouring the spirit
after it had been run.
I sometimes made my own
colouring mixture with burnt sugar, and it was just as

ready ‘slung.’
Roscoff, though

I

—

—

—

good as that supplied by the merchant.
“

The average

strength of the liquor supplied was

70° above proof, but
over as

much

have known cai^oes brought

I

as 180® above proof.

You

see, it

could

expense like that, a hundred
when mixed to the right
hundred
tubs making three
of
brandy
this strength was sold
strength besides,
cheaper in proportion, or at about thirty shillings the
be brought over at

less

;

four-gallon

and caused

tub.
less

—

Of

course

it

required fewer tubs

trouble to the merchant.

But

if

cheaper to buy costing to the venturer, when reduced to its proper strength, about 2s. 6d. a gallon
It had to be done
the mixing gave a lot of trouble.
after landing, and oftentimes there was a difficulty in
getting enough tubs to put the liquor into after it was
mixed, so that, on the whole, it gave more trouble than
it was worth, in my mind.”
So far, the successful smuggler. No doubt “ trade
customs” varied somewhat in the different counties,
but the above particulars will quite sufficiently enable
the reader to understand why the temptation to
smuggle proved in so many instances stronger than
frail humanity of sixty years ago was able to withstand.
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What,

will

it

naturally be asked,

down

tributed to put

chiefly

the contraband trade

?

con-

Opinions

this point
The truth is
tending in the same direction,
worked to this end. Old smugglers, who are naturally a little disinclined to see any virtue in a preventive
^an, will tell you that the informer did more than
anything else to destroy the trade and there can be
no doubt that the treachery of men, who were nothing
loth, sometimes, to sacriflce their own kith and kin for
the sake of lucre, very greatly increased the risks.
Others, again, who, though possibly interested in the
trade, were never brought into contact with the prediffer

somewhat widely on

that various causes,

all

;

and

ventive men,

therefore, less prejudiced, declare

that after the establishment of the coastguard the

beach was too well watched to admit of a landing
without almost certain detection. Then, again, there
are those who attribute the decadence of smuggling
to the “ limit laws,’* under which boats were liable to
if not forfeiture
^when disseizure and detention
covered outside of their limits. But what certainly
put the flnal touch to all the contributory causes was

—

—

—

reduction in the duties especially on
and when the possible profits bore no pro-

large

the

spirits

;

portion to the fisks, smuggling, on the scale, and
according to the ^e^ods of old, died a natural death.
That smuggling^ is extiwt no one will venture to
assert, in
*

view ofihe frequent prosecutions that occur

The following

in the

”
eifca«tfrom a “ Statement concerning Sninggling
year ended'sist March, 1891, is worthy

Customs Repo|t

of notice

"v—
,
Year.

nn>^tiW<8a!zed
Seized.
Quai|j|ltieij
Tobacco.

1S89
X891

The

35.653
16,756 „

Komher of

Penalties
Penaiiies

Convictions,

Recovered.

Spirits.

43a gallons,

1.516

^^3.539

;f8,ia6
4.704
liEU’ger seizures 0ccur^ for the most part on the idior^ of the rivei^

Humber.

239

„

‘

“

but that

it

will

Conclusion,
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be

conducted in the

ever again

manner and with the audacity described

in these
pages, seems in the highest degree improbable.

Finally, after a full and impartial consideration
of the matter, and with a complete knowledge of the
facts, we may appropriately conclude our survey of
smuggling days in the words of an Italian writer
of the last century, whose “Treatise on Crimes and
Punishments,” published in 1764, earned for him a
Smuggling, though a real
European reputation
for the
offence, is owing to the laws themselves
higher the duties, the greater is the advantage and,
consequently, the temptation, which temptation is
increased by the facility of perpetration, when the
circumference that is guarded is of great extent, and
:

—

:

the merchandise prohibited

small

in

bulk” (Bec-

caria).

THE END.
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